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ABSTRACT

THE ROLE OF GEOGRAPHICAL LIMITATION WITH RESPECT TO
ASYLUM AND REFUGEE POLICIES WITHIN THE CONTEXT OF
TURKEY’S EU HARMONIZATION PROCESS

Tarımcı, Alper
M.Sc., European Studies Graduate Program
Supervisor: Assist. Prof. Dr. Fulya Kip-Barnard
December 2005, 175 pages
Turkey has been among a limited number of states that signed the 1951
Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees and adopted the geographical
limitation; furthermore, among a very few number of states that still maintains
this limitation.
The aim of this thesis is to analyze the significance of geographical limitation
and what has brought the changes to Turkish asylum policies in respect of this
reservation. Turkey is expected to abolish the geographical limitation during the
European Union harmonization process. In this thesis furthermore, the role of
the European Union within this process will be put forward.

Keywords: Geographical Limitation, Turkey, EU, 1951 Convention, Asylum
Policy, Refugee Policy, Harmonization, Reservation, Asylum Seeker, Refugee
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ÖZ

‘COĞRAFİ ÇEKİNCE’NİN TÜRKİYE’NİN AVRUPA BİRLİĞİ
UYUMLULAŞTIRMA SÜRECİNDE SIĞINMACI VE MÜLTECİ
POLİTİKALARI AÇISINDAN ROLÜ

Tarımcı, Alper
Yüksek Lisans, Avrupa Çalışmaları Yüksek Lisans Programı
Tez Yöneticisi: Yrd. Doç. Dr. Fulya Kip-Barnard
Aralık 2005, 175 sayfa
Türkiye, Mültecilerin Statüsüne Yönelik 1951 Sözleşmesi’ne taraf olan, bu
Sözleşme’de sunulan bir seçenek olan ‘coğrafi çekince’yi kabul eden ve
günümüzde hala bu hakkını saklı tutan dünyadaki az sayıdaki ülkeden birisidir.
Bu tezin amacı, coğrafi çekincenin önemini, ve bu bağlamda Türkiye
Cumhuriyeti’nin mülteci ve sığınmacı politikalarına nasıl bir etkisi olduğunu
analiz etmektir. Türkiye’nin, Avrupa Birliği’ne tam üyelik müzakereleri
sürecinde yasal düzenlemenin uyumlulaştırılması kapsamında coğrafi çekinceyi
kaldırması beklenmektedir. Bu bağlamda, Avrupa Birliği’nin bu süreç
içerisindeki rolü de bu tez içerisinde analiz edilmektedir.

Anahtar Kelimeler: Coğrafi Çekince, Coğrafi Kısıtlama, Türkiye, AB, 1951
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INTRODUCTION

In respect to Turkey’s asylum and refugee policies, the geographical limitation has
been

the

most

significant

element

regarding

existing

regulations

and

implementations. A refugee can be a person fleeing from persecution, war or
natural disasters. According to the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of
Refugees, a refugee is a person who has a well-founded fear of being persecuted for
reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or
political opinion. 1 An asylum seeker is a person who has applied for refugee status
and is awaiting the final decision. According to the international conventions, to
seek asylum is a human right.
Although the geographical limitation is a limited issue, it has been defined in the
1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees as an option for state parties. It
refers to an option for state parties to accept asylum seekers only related to the
events that occurred in Europe before 1 January 1951; specifically referred to in
Article 1 B of the Convention.
Geographical limitation is in fact rarely used by states in international relations and
to make a policy around it is unorthodox. Although it is not generally preferred by
states to opt, the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees has contained
an option referring to a limitation on geographic terms. The states desiring to use
this option can place a reservation by a declaration. Turkey has been among a
limited number of states that signed the Convention and adopted the geographical
limitation; furthermore, among a very few number of states that still maintains this
limitation. There are only three more states left excluding Turkey: Monaco, Congo
and Madagascar. Malta has recently ceased to maintain the geographical limitation
during the preaccession process of European membership.

1

Article 1 of 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees

1

The aim of this thesis is to analyze the significance of geographical limitation and
what are the challenges of this reservation on Turkey’s asylum and refugee policies.
Turkey has opted the geographical limitation due to her security concerns. One of
the main questions of this thesis is to analyze this security context of the decision
and whether it has been the only reason that Turkey continued to maintain this
reservation. A further question discussed is whether geographical limitation is of
crucial importance with respect to Turkey’s asylum policy and practices. In
addition, the reasons of intense discussion nowadays to abolish the geographical
limitation and the role of the European Union within this process constitute an
important question of this thesis.
In order to give a comprehensive view, the emergence and the developments of the
international refugee regime will be discussed in the first chapter of this thesis. In
this respect, this chapter mainly focuses on 1951 Convention but also looks at the
other regional developments, globalization and security issues on refugee, in order
to give a general contemporary idea. The new developments are also discussed in
this chapter, but these developments do not harbour the geographical limitation.
Also, the 1951 Convention is still being internationally accepted as the most
influential legal document and the foundation of the international refugee regime.
The developments in Turkey’s asylum policy from the establishment of the
Republic until 1999 are the main subject of the second chapter. In order to explain
the situation in Republic of Turkey regarding asylum seekers, and also the policy
characteristics of Turkey regarding refugees, a historical perspective starting from
its predecessor, the Ottoman Empire will be discussed initially. Later, the state
practices and laws of the Turkish Republic will be analyzed, with particular focus
on the reasons of fundamental laws regarding the refugees.
In the third chapter, the responses of European states to refugees will be discussed.
Since the European Union is perceived as the foremost actor influencing Turkey’s
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policies on refugees, the development of asylum policies in the European Union
states will be presented.
EU has created a new policy in this field. The process had started with Tampere
conclusions in 1999 and finalised in 2004. The establishment of minimum standards
is the common policy in this field. Since this is a new development, the general
overlook and analyses to the policies of European states before the common policy
will be a priority given in the third chapter. As a consequence, the development and
contemporary importance of the Common Asylum Policy of European Union will
be discussed.
In the fourth chapter, a study on geographical limitation within the context of EU Turkey harmonization process will be presented. In order to explain the case better,
a theoretical framework consisting of the two major government approaches to
refugee issues will be presented. The first one is the most popular among
government policies and oversees through a nation state perspective in respect to
security concerns and threat to national sovereignty. This approach is derived from
the statism of realist perception in international relations and according to it; the key
actor is the sovereign states. The first priority of state is to guarantee the security of
its citizens. According to this approach, human rights are not universal like the
basic rights of mankind, but they are applied between the state and its citizens,
differ from state to state, and in times of crisis, it subordinates to security concerns
to preserve the national order. Refugees are in the context of state sovereignty and
no different than any other voluntary migrant with the absence of universal human
rights. In this sense, refugees are either seen as a tool for foreign policy of other
states to gain power over other countries, or seen as a threat to internal security or
‘national security’ as being a risk to the social, economic and political stability.
The second perception can be expressed as a liberal approach, a humanitarian point
of view concerning the rights, needs and necessities of refugees. This approach is
based on the Kant’s perspective of idealism, which rejects the idea of realism that
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the natural state of international relations is conflict and war. Instead, it perceives
the individual as the main actor in the international system. The individual is
sovereign and the state guarantees its rights and to fulfil the universal values. Thus,
the international system is the existence of universal values, growing
interdependence and the increasing institutionalisation of common laws and
regimes through the cooperation in international relations. Liberal perception sees
refugees who are individuals violated in terms of basic human rights and in need of
protection. The protection of human rights is for the good of all mankind and a
condition for peace; and it is the responsibility of international community to
prevent the human rights violations and the production of refugees. In order to
achieve this, the nation states must cooperate to prevent the main reasons of flight
including economic cooperation and perhaps as far as humanitarian intervention.
According to liberal approach, the basic rights of individuals are by far superior to
the political considerations of national interests of states.
Within this theoretical framework, the asylum policies of the European states in
general and in particular will be analyzed. Later, the asylum policies of Turkey will
be discussed through these two perspectives. Furthermore, the analysis of National
Action Plan of 2005 will be analyzed to explain the future consequences of
abolishing the geographical limitation in Turkey. Following the fourth chapter, the
projections on the future of Turkish asylum policy will be presented in the
conclusion part.
In this thesis work, the significance of geographical limitation regarding the Turkish
asylum and refugee policies has been discussed in a descriptive, analytical and - to
some extent - prescriptive way. This thesis aims to contribute to the limited
knowledge in Turkey’s asylum and refugee policies, considering the limited
academic work presented in this field. There are few Turkish academicians
presently working on Turkish asylum and refugee policies. Furthermore, the role of
geographical limitation on Turkish asylum policies has almost not been studied

4

before. In this regard, only Prof. Kemal Kirişçi presented a few articles on
geographical limitation and Turkey.
The thesis focuses on analyses of the main legal documents introduced in Turkey
that characterises the Turkish asylum and refugee policies; focusing on reasons of
introduction and the impacts on policies. Furthermore, the National Action Plan of
2005 analyzed here has only been discussed previously. This thesis further presents
the criticisms of European Union and international organizations such as UNHCR
and Amnesty International towards the National Action Plan. In addition, all copies
of original documents of the main laws mentioned have been presented in the
appendix; including the versions published on the Official Gazette, the
parliamentary records of discussions including official reasons of introduction of
laws, and the copies of cabinet decisions. Only the cabinet decision on 1994
Asylum Regulation could not be presented, since it has not been made accessible to
academic researchers. As a consequence, this thesis presents a comprehensive
knowledge on the significance and role of geographical limitation on Turkish
asylum and refugee policies.

5

CHAPTER I

DEVELOPMENT OF THE INTERNATIONAL REFUGEE
REGIME
1.0. Introduction
The aim of this chapter is to analyse the establishment of the refugee regime. After
referring to early stages briefly, there will be a main focus on the 1951 Convention
Relating to the Status of Refugees, hereafter will be referred as 1951 Convention,
and also there will be some analysis and references to global and regional
developments. However, due to the lack of the geographical limitation in other
arrangements, the main focus on this chapter will still be on the 1951 Convention.

1.1. Early Stages of the Refugee Regime
Although the concept of refugee dates back to at least 3,500 years ago 2 , it was not
until the 20th century that the refugee issues have been dealt seriously. In this
context, the refugee regime first started with the Treaty of Westphalia in 1648. The
Treaty had put an end to the thirty years of war related to religion. On one side it
put an end to the war between Spain and the Catholic Church, and on the other side
the war between France and Germany. It has a great significance in international
relations as the treaty which signifies the formation of nation states by giving
sovereignty to rulers in their own territories, and such that no nation state can
interfere with the internal affairs of any other that is stated in the Treaty. What has
greater importance for this thesis work however is that there is reference in the
Treaty of Westphalia to certain people who were forced to leave their homes during
the thirty years wars who are to be accepted in the sovereign
2

Odman, T., “Mülteci Hukuku”, Ankara: İnsan Hakları Merkezi, 1995, p. 5
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territories of a ruler to live in peace and to be granted the same rights as any other
subjects of that sovereign ruler.
… Further, that all the Palatinate House, with all and each one of them,
who are, or have in any manner adher’d to it; and above all, the
Ministers who have serv’d in this Assembly, or have formerly serv’d
this House; as also all those who are banish’d out of the Palatinate,
shall enjoy the general Amnesty here above promis’d, with the same
Rights as those who are comprehended therein, or of whom a more
particular and ampler mention has been made in the Article of
Grievance. … 3

Since then, the refugee regime has evolved with the modern state system, along
with the change in international politics, ideologies, economics and balance of
power. It constitutes a long history starting with the political and religious
persecutions of Huguenots, the French Protestants and the first refugees recognized
in the modern state system who had to leave their country in 1685. Later on, the
aristocrats of the French Revolution followed. 4
However, in the beginning of the 20Th century, neither an implementation nor an
institution was present in respect of an international refugee regime. A
comprehensive refugee regime emerged with the League of Nations after the Word
War I. 5 The refugee policies of the organization represented the first truly
international refugee regime. In treaties and arrangements concluded under the
auspices of the League of Nations, a group or category approach was adopted. The
League of Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (HCR) was established in
1921. It had been formed as a temporary agency to tackle the problems of Russian
refugees after the Russian Revolution of 1917. HCR mainly took support from nongovernmental organizations for personnel and supplies and received only
administrative support from the League of Nations. Since the refugee issue had
3

Part XXII of the Treaty of Wetphalia, translated by British Foreign Office; an electronic
publication of the MULTILATERALS PROJECT, The Fletcher School, Tufts University,
www.fletcher.tufts.edu/multi/texts/historical/westphalia.txt
4
Barnett, L., “Global Governance and the Evolution of the International Refugee Regime”, New
Issues in Refugee Research, UNHCR Working Paper No: 54, February 2002, p. 1
5
ibid.
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been seen as temporary however, the universal approach was not yet present. A
general definition of refugee was not defined; instead, HCR used an approach based
on categories, identifying refugees according to their connection to a group and
origin. According to this, if a person was outside the country of his origin and
without the protection of the government he/she can fulfil the requirements to be a
refugee. In 1933, the Convention Relating to the International Status of Refugees
adopted to standardize the position of these groups. A definition of refugee status
has been presented in this Convention, based on the lack of protection and not
having an effective nationality. Although still category oriented, the definition
clearly stated what is needed to belong to such a group. During the interwar period,
many Jews fled from Germany because of persecution; however, most of the
nations did not want to accept them, mainly because of the economic turmoil with
the aftermath of the Great Depression of 1931. 6
The group or category approach was also employed in 1936 arrangements for those
fleeing Germany, which were later presented in the Article 1 of the 1938
Convention concerning the Status of Refugees coming from Germany 7 , to cover:
... (a) Persons possessing or having possessed German nationality and
not possessing any other nationality who are proved not to enjoy, in
law or fact, the protection of the German government.
(b) Stateless persons not covered by previous conventions or
agreements who have left German territory after being established
therein and who are proved not to enjoy, in law or in fact, the
protection of the German government. ... 8

In 1938, an Inter-governmental Committee on Refugees (IGCR) gathered in Evian,
by the call of USA President Roosevelt. Its primary objective was to tackle the
involuntary emigration from Germany. One of the Committee’s activities was
concerning the people who had not yet emigrated and those who had already left
6

Barnett, L., op. cit., p.5
Goodwin-Gill, G.S., “The Refugee in International Law”, Oxford University Press, New York,
1996, p.4
8
1938 Convention concerning the Status of Refugees coming from Germany in Goodwin-Gill, G.S.,
ibid., p.4
7
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but not settled somewhere else because of their political opinions, religious beliefs,
or racial origin. 9 However, this meeting failed, as Germany refused to let Jews
leave with their assets and resettlement countries refused to accept any financial
burden. 10
The Bermuda Conference in December 1943 expanded the definition to include:
... all persons, wherever they may be, who, as a result of events in
Europe, have had to leave, or may have to leave, their country of
residence because of the danger to their lives or liberties on account of
their race, religion or political beliefs ... 11 ,

which was a definition to be finalized in the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status
of Refugees. The Conference was held by the initiatives of United States and
United Kingdom and the decisions taken were carried out under the financial
support of the two countries. The US was focusing on the refugee issue as a part of
her leadership role in Europe as in the world, and the UK was trying to continue her
previous leadership role in Europe by cooperating with the US. 12 The importance of
the conference was not only limited with the definition or the powers who led the
initiative, but also the scope of the people considered. With the decisions taken at
Bermuda Conference, the context of the refugees are no longer limited with those
who flee from Germany and Austria, but a wider range including everyone that had
been affected by the events in Europe.
When the Second World War ended, 30 million people ended up being uprooted.
Many people were displaced and soldiers did not want to return to the territories of
their own countries because of the border changes including the 12 million people
of German origin expelled from USSR 13 . These people were the victims of Nazi
and Fascist regimes, people of Jewish origin, foreigners or stateless people who had
9

Goodwin-Gill, G.S., op. cit., 1996, p.5
Joly, Daniéle; Nettleton, Clive; “Refugees in Europe”, Nottingham: Russell Press Ltd., 1990, p.7
11
Sjöberg, “The Powers and the Persecuted”, p.16 Ch.4, in Goodwin-Gill, G.S., ibid., p.5
12
Akdeniz, A., “Turkish Approach Towards the Refugee Problem: The Case of Bosnians”, Ankara:
MSc. Thesis, International Relations, METU, November 1999, p. 21
13
Barnett, L., op. cit., p.5
10
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been victims of Nazi persecution, and also the people considered as refugees before
the outbreak of the Second World War for the reasons of race, religion, nationality
or political opinion. Since the League of Nations dissolved upon the end of WW II,
the Allied States created the United Nations Relief and Reconstruction Agency in
1944 to deal with the population flows and later on, International Refugee
Organization was established by the end of UNRRA’s mandate in 1948. Both of the
organizations were created as temporary to deal with the status of WW II refugees.
UNRRA’s goal was to organize relief and set up mass repatriation and resettlement.
When UNRRA was established, it adopted the terminology created by England and
the US using ‘displaced persons’ rather than ‘refugee’; to imply that refugees could
return to their home. The IRO defined those who are protected as refugees as the
people victims of Nazi, fascist or similar regimes; victims of persecution for reasons
of race, religion, nationality, political opinion; and refugees of long standing. This
definition included Eastern European political dissidents. However, UNRRA and
IRO were hindered by Cold War tensions and Soviet hostility. USSR claimed that
UNRRA prevented displaced persons from returning home. In fact, the Western
powers promoted resettlement in host countries after 1945. Until this time, they had
assisted forced repatriation to the Soviet Bloc. Western European countries were
relatively willing to receive displaced persons and refugees during this period, as
many nations suffered from depleted labour after the war. Western countries also
made an effort to support refugees from the Eastern Bloc, adopting a Cold War
ideology that would dominate refugee assistance for the next forty years. The USSR
claimed IRO was only protecting traitors and serving US policy. The IRO thus
remained dominated by Western Europe and US. Both UNRRA and the IRO were
blocked by the USSR and were unable to operate in Soviet controlled Germany.
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1.2. The 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees
After the World War II, the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
continued to deal with the refugee issues. Taking over from IRO on January 1,
1951, the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees soon became a
permanent body in the refugee regime. It works under the United Nations General
Assembly and it is completely supported by member states’ contributions. Its main
purpose is to provide international protection to refugees and seek a permanent
solution to the refugee problems in cooperation with NGO’s, national governments
and other international organizations. It promotes measures to improve the refugee
situation and assists government efforts to encourage voluntary repatriation or entry
and integration into a new country. As it had been to former organizations, USSR
was opposed to creating a new organization. Instead, they concentrated their efforts
to push for policies on repatriation rather than resettlement.
In July 1951, the United Nations 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of
Refugees was signed. In this Convention, the status of refugees is defined very
specifically and a series of rights and obligations has been set out. This Convention
ensures refugees the right to seek asylum; on the other hand, the right to give such
asylum has been left to national governments. It is the first time in this Convention
that a universal refugee definition has been stated; in Article 1 as:
... Any person who owing to a well founded fear of being persecuted
for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular
social group or political opinion, is outside the country of his
nationality and is unable, or owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail
himself of the protection of that country; or who, not having a
nationality and being outside the country of his former habitual
residence, is unable, or owing to such fear, is unwilling to return to it.
... 14

14
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The Convention harbours limitations to this definition. There are geographical and
time limitations as the events that occurred before January 1951, and the option
given to signatory states to receive refugees related with the events that happened in
every part of the world or only in Europe. Another important factor of the
Convention is the difference in refugee definition compared to former definitions as
to further emphasize the reference to the territories of the signatory states, as
“outside the country of his former habitual residence”. This means that if a Turk
wishes to seek asylum, he or she cannot request this from a competent authority,
such as UNHCR, within the territories of his or her own country, Turkey. He or she
has to leave the territories of the country of origin and seek asylum elsewhere.
Another important feature is the statement of the non-refoulment principle.
According to this, a refugee has the right to remain in the country of asylum as well
as right to return to the country of origin. The Convention also defines minimum
standards of treatment for refugees and presents the eligibility criteria for a refugee
status and the determination procedures of such status. The geographic limitation
stated in the Convention still maintains its significance in Turkey. The reason is
that, Turkey is one of the few countries left to maintain this limitation today, along
with 3 other countries: Monaco, Congo and Madagascar.
Although the final version of the Convention harboured the limitation as follows:
… Article 1 A
… (2) As a result of events occurring before 1 January 1951 and owing
to well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion,
nationality, membership of a particular social group or political
opinion, is outside the country of his nationality and is unable or,
owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the protection of
that country; or who, not having a nationality and being outside the
country of his former habitual residence as a result of such events, is
unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to return to it.
In the case of a person who has more than one nationality, the term
“the country of his nationality” shall mean each of the countries of
which he is a national, and a person shall not be deemed to be lacking
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the protection of the country of his nationality if, without any valid
reason based on well-founded fear, he has not availed himself of the
protection of one of the countries of which he is a national.
B. (1) For the purposes of this Convention, the words “events
occurring before 1 January 1951” in article 1, section A, shall be
understood to mean either
(a) “events occurring in Europe before 1 January 1951”; or
(b) “events occurring in Europe or elsewhere before 1 January 1951”,
and each Contracting State shall make a declaration at the time of
signature, ratification or accession, specifying which of these meanings
it applies for the purpose of its obligations under this Convention.
(2) Any Contracting State which has adopted alternative (a) may at any
time extend its obligations by adopting alternative (b) by means of a
notification addressed to the Secretary-General of the United Nations.
… 15 ,

there were some different opinions about on the geographical limitation. The
Convention can be applicable to any part of the world; meaning not only to Europe
but any continent. The French Delegation of the Ad-Hoc Committee responsible for
the negotiations of the Convention proposed to limit the events in Europe, which is
retained by the Drafting Committee; but the United Nations General Assembly
crossed out the reference ‘Europe’, thus making the 1951 Convention as globally
applicable. 16 This limitation has been initially offered as an Amendment by French
Delegation on 13 July 1951 to the Draft Convention as follows:
... Article 1A-paragraph 2.
After the words "As a result of events occurring", insert the words
"in Europe". ... 17 ,
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However, following on 16 July, the Holy See made a suggestion as a compromise
regarding the French Amendment as:
… Insert the following after the words "before l January 1951" in
section A(2):
“In Europe, or in Europe and other continents, as specified in a
statement to be made by each High Contracting Party at the time of
signature, accession or ratification.” … 18

to create a middle way and in the end the last version has been put in the
Convention as the final version stated before.
According to the UNHCR sources, the reason that the time and geographical
limitation had been introduced was the reluctance of European states to commit
themselves to responsibility of accepting an unknown amount of refugees in an
unknown future. As it is stated in the UNHCR international website;
… One heated debate was sparked over the refusal of some delegates
to commit themselves to open-ended legal obligations. In elaborating
one of the Convention’s core definitions, “who could be considered a
refugee”; some countries favoured a general description covering all
future refugees. Others wanted to limit the definition to then existing
categories of refugees.
In the end, inevitably, there was a compromise. A general definition
emerged, based on a “well-founded fear of persecution” and limited to
those who had become refugees “as a result of events occurring before
1 January 1951.
This temporal limitation and the option to impose a geographical
limitation by interpreting the word “events” to mean either “events
occurring in Europe” or “events occurring in Europe or elsewhere”,
was incorporated because the drafters felt “it would be difficult for
governments to sign a blank check and to undertake obligations
towards future refugees, the origin and number of which would be
unknown.” … 19
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It is crucial to explain why these amendments were made to have a ‘geographical
limitation’ be included; despite the efforts of the General Assembly to make the
Convention applicable globally. As it would be explained in the fourth chapter of
this thesis, the European States were devastated by the World War II and lost a
significant number of their population; therefore they were in need of additional
manpower to reconstruct their countries as well as their industries. The refugees
were seen as manpower to help the reconstruction and because of this, European
states were eager to receive refugees, as well as people from their colonial lands.
Therefore, the phrasing of “... as a result of events occurring in Europe ...” allowed
them to accept the displaced people left after WW II and former people considered
as refugees, such as Jews and Austrians, within the context of previous international
documents. But the same phrasing was also serving them by making people eligible
as refugees from their colonial lands outside Europe by claiming the same events
affected individuals from colonial territories. However, they were against the idea
of taking responsibility of accepting unknown amount of refugees in an unknown
future from the other parts of the world. Therefore, they have proposed to limit the
events by temporally and geographically. Why the proposition was given by the
French Delegation or why the Holy See was the one to suggest a middle way can
only be answered by speculation in this thesis. The possible reason of the former
was because France was one of the European countries possessing the most colonial
lands; together with United Kingdom. Therefore, it is not surprising that the
proposal came from the French. However, there was no opposition from other
European delegations, which is also crucial. After it has been rejected by the
General Assembly to make the Convention globally applicable, the suggestion of a
middle way came from the Holy See possibly because the Holy See was trying to
gain back his influence in the world politics that he lost gradually over the previous
centuries. Therefore, as playing the mediator, Holy See might have seen the role as
a way to increase his influence. But, as it mentioned above, these possibilities
presented in this thesis are mere speculations.
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There were amendments to the Convention with the 1967 Protocol Related to the
Status of Refugees, prepared by UNHCR. With this document, the time limitation
has been lifted. The geographical limitation has also been lifted; however, those
state parties that have already made declarations related to the geographical
limitation at the time of their signature until 1967 may have maintained their
limitations. With the introduction of 1967 Protocol, this apparent discrimination
that made in Europe towards refugees that was due to the condition of time and
region has been ceased 20 . However, the growing industrial progress during the
1950’ and 1960s demanded an greater amount of manpower than the amount
supplied by refugees in the aftermath of WW II. In this sense, the 1967 Protocol has
served another purpose other than to increase the scope of Convention; apart from
being more humanitarian: It served as a tool to increase the presence of refugees,
thus to increase employment for growing demand in increasing industrial sector in
European countries.

1.3. Further Developments following the 1951 Convention
However, two years later of the Protocol, the Organization of African Unity (OAU)
and the Organization of American States (OAS) began to shape their own policies
to respond the changes in the international system and to enhance the UN’s refugee
definition. The OAU adopted an expanded definition in 1969, seeing refugees
furthermore as:
… every person who, owing to external aggression, occupation, foreign
domination or events seriously disturbing public order in either part or
the whole of his country of origin or nationality, is compelled to leave his
place of habitual residence in order to seek refuge in another place
outside his country of origin or nationality. … 21
20
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Starting from 1957, the achievements of independence of former colonies of
western European states in Africa caused many people to become refugees. This
caused refugee movements in masses. This was because of the adoption of the
nation-state model by most of those newly formed countries, which caused
discriminations related to ethnical differences. The OAU Convention has been
made in respect to the socioeconomic structure and political situation of the African
states and in order to meet the demands that arise from the refugee movements in
African continent. Therefore, a more realistic and better applicable document for
that time being, and in a context much wider than the 1951 Convention has been
accepted. 22 However, all of these documents have taken the 1951 Convention as a
foundation. It was for the first time the term refugee extended for individuals who
are forced to leave their countries due to aggression by another state. The OAU
Convention marked the beginning of a refugee protection system, which directly
addressed the causes of mass refugee influxes, by emphasizing conditions in the
country of origin. 23
In 1984, the OAS extended furthermore the refugee definition including the people
fleeing war, violence and serious public disorder and signed the Cartegena
Declaration declaring refugees to be:
… persons who have fled their country because their lives, safety or
freedom have been threatened by generalized violence, foreign
aggression, internal conflicts, massive violation of human rights or
other circumstances which have seriously disturbed the public order.
… 24

Again, taking the 1951 Geneva Convention as a basis, OAS prepared Cartagena
Declaration in order to meet the needs in politically instable and socio-economically
problematic South American territories that created mass movements of refugees. 25
Since the 1951 Convention does not contain provisions regarding mass influxes,
22
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Cartagena Declaration provides coverage in this sense. The importance of the
Cartagena Declaration is that, it was the first document in the Latin America to
establish guidelines for states with mass inflows of refugees. Furthermore, it was
the first international declaration recognizing that the victims of generalized
violence, internal conflicts and massive human rights violations deserved refugee
status. 26
On the other hand, from the beginning of the 1970s UNHCR started to deal with the
people outside of the refugee definition by extending it in practice, without making
any changes to the definition in the Convention. UN General Assembly has also
given permission to UNHCR to extend its protection to the people outside the
official definition of refugee stated in the Geneva Convention by referring the term
‘displaced persons.’ In the beginning of 1970s, UNHCR started to give assistance to
internally displaced persons. The internally displaced persons, IDP’s, would
normally be considered refugees, but they have not crossed any borders. UNHCR
began to recognize the need for long term care in refugee camps and permanent
refugee settlement in countries away from the wars causing refugee movement.
By this time, the economic crisis hit the world in the mid 1970s causing increase in
unemployment and decreases in the economic growth. 27 European countries began
to apply restrictions to refugee access in order to hinder the labour influx into their
internal markets. At this time, the majority of the refugees came from the
developing world and those people were often seen as disguised immigrants
claiming refugee status to facilitate access to receiving nations. The European
Community began to harmonize the immigration standards by abolishing internal
borders but restricting the entry of the migrants from outside the EC. This has
affected the refugee policy negatively.
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The policies adopted by the Western governments in 1970s showed that the refugee
regime is dependant on economic and ideological considerations. With the political
plans during the Cold War, the Western States welcomed the refugee flows.
However, when it came to economic concerns, they refused to give assistance to
any outside their borders, like the EC. The US mainly influenced the UN to shape
refugee policy by being the main donor. One of the reasons that UNHCR began to
extend its assistance into Africa was to block Soviet power in that area. In addition,
until the mid 1980s, almost 90 percent of the refugees accepted to the US was from
the Eastern Bloc. 28 Overall, the Cold War had a great influence on the norms and
policies of the refugee regime. After the Cold War, the regime had to adapt itself
towards contemporary concerns and today, it tries to cope with gender and race
issues.
The global trends regarding refugee applications points out an increase on refugee
applications during 1980s and 1990s. This increase is originated from several
reasons. The ethnic conflicts and wars in Africa from the 1970 have caused mass
flows from this continent. The socioeconomic instabilities and territorial disputes
among the South American countries during the 1980s produced mass influxes
towards other continents. Furthermore, the 1979 Iranian Revolution led many
Iranians flee towards neighbouring countries, as well as to European states and
United States. The general disputes in Balkans, led conflicts in Yugoslavia, Bosnia
and Kosovo, where huge numbers of refugees from this region fled to neighbouring
countries, Europe and Turkey.
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Table 1.
ESTIMATED NUMBER OF REFUGEES AND TOTAL PERSONS OF
CONCERN TO UNHCR WORLDWIDE1
(all figures as at 31 December of each given year)

Year

Refugees

1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004

8,446,000
9,706,000
10,310,000
10,610,000
10,717,000
11,851,000
12,620,000
13,114,000
14,331,000
14,716,000
17,378,000
16,837,000
17,818,000
16,306,000
15,754,000
14,896,000
13,357,000
12,015,000
11,481,000
11,687,000
12,130,000
12,117,000
10,594,000
9,680,000
9,237,000

Total Population of
Concern
19,795,000
19,895,000
20,628,000
21,871,000
19,922,000
20,779,000
17,009,000
19,197,000

1 Includes revised year-end figures.
Source: UNHCR, the RefWorld 2005 CD

The graph presented below is a clear indicator of the growing increase between
1980 and 2000 regarding asylum applications around the world. The drastic
increase of applications in Europe caused pressure on asylum systems of European
countries, and the growing unrest among the societies led European governments to
adopt restrictive policies. Politicians also used refugees as a political material to
address the economic instabilities, which contributed the growing unrest in Europe.
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Figure 1.
Source: The graph is taken from the UNHCR book, “The State of the World’s Refugees,
Fifty Years of Humanitarian Action”, 2000, page 157

Today, the contemporary picture presents large numbers of people in need of
international protection that have been forced to flee their countries because of
situations of conflict. In view of political initiatives undertaken by the international
community to resolve such situations, some of the asylum countries have
increasingly prefer to provide temporary protection rather than making formal
determinations of refugee status under the 1951 Convention relating to the Status of
Refugees. In addition, there are an estimated 30 million designated by the United
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Nations 29 as “internally displaced people,” individuals forced from their homes
within the boundaries of their own countries. In this respect, the latest figures below
shows current situation throughout the globe.

Table 2.
PERSONS OF CONCERN TO UNHCR - BY REGION
Region
1st Jan 2004*
Asia
Africa
Europe
Northern America
Latin America &
Caribbean
Oceania
TOTAL

1st Jan 2005

6,112,500
4,285,100
4,242,800
978,100
1,316,400

6,899,600
4,861,400
4,429,900
853,300
2,070,800

74,400
17,009,300

82,400
19,197,400

* Revised year-end figures.

Source: UNHCR, the RefWorld 2005 CD

The main significance of the 1951 Geneva Convention Relating to the Status of
Refugees is the expression of the committee of states that refugee issues are not
seen as a temporary issue anymore. Instead, it is an issue requiring a cooperative
effort by all states concerned and the refugees should be granted with fundamental
rights and freedoms. Until that time, there existed a number of agreements by small
number of participants dealing with different groups of refugees. However, this
Convention stated rights and freedoms for refugees accepted internationally. It is
important that the Convention is the first to have such a considerable number of
participants in its drafting stage. There were 26 states and two observers 30 , which
shows that this Convention is more acceptable to governments than the previous
agreements. Furthermore, the previous agreements accepted participations only
from Europe; however, this Convention had participants attending all over the
world. This also means that this Convention can be applied to refugees from every
part of the world. Another significance is that the Convention is the first agreement
29
30
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ever covering every aspect of life and it guarantees for refugees at least the same
treatment provided to any other foreigners in the host country. These aspects
include the acquisition of property as independent persons, the obligation of the
state to issue documents certifying the rights of refugees such as diplomas and proof
family status. It is also significant that the Convention also equalizes the treatment
towards refugees with the own nationals of the host country. The Convention
permits expulsion of refugees only if there is reasonable ground of them to be a
danger to national security of the host country or have been convicted by a serious
crime.
Although the 1951 Convention is first in many aspects, some of its provisions have
some restrictive measures, such as the definition of the refugee. For example, in the
drafting debates of the Convention, it was pointed out that the Article 1 concerning
the definition of the refugee was not drafted properly. Alongside with the definition,
the article includes the exclusion clauses and the geographical scope of the
application as well as the time limitation. The definition has been extended by
different groups like Organization of African Unity and the Organization of
American States later on, to cope with the contemporary issues at those times.
However, the restrictive nature of these provisions was mainly sourced because of
the desire of the framers to reach unanimity in the conference and have it be
acceptable to many governments. Nevertheless, it undermined the aim of the
Convention. Furthermore, most of the provisions of the Convention were weakened
by the reservations of the signatory countries.
There are two groups of people considered as refugees in the Convention. The first
group is the people who have already been considered as refugees with previous
international agreements or under the Constitution of the IRO. The second groups
includes of people referred to the status of refugee for the first time. It consists of
two subgroups: having a nationality or not possessing any. Both of these groups
meet the conditions of being outside of the territories of their nation states or their
habitual residences and they must be outside because of the events taken place
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before January 1, 1951. Persons meeting these conditions are considered a refugee
if they have a well-founded fear of being persecuted for five reasons stated in the
Convention: Race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or
a political opinion. If they are unable or unwilling to benefit from the protection of
their country of nationality or do not want to or are unable to return to their habitual
residence, they will be considered as refugees. Furthermore, the dual or multiple
nationality bearing persons will be provided with the same rights. Also, these rights
will be applied to people who belong to the second group but rejected of their
former application by IRO.
There is a statement in the Convention, being referred to time and geography
stated as:
… For the purposes of this Convention, the words “events occurring
before 1 January 1951” in article 1, section A, shall be understood to
mean either
(a) “events occurring in Europe before 1 January 1951”; or
(b) “events occurring in Europe or elsewhere before 1 January 1951”,
and each Contracting State shall make a declaration at the time of
signature, ratification or accession, specifying which of these meanings
it applies for the purpose of its obligations under this Convention. … 31

Considering the second group, the statement in the Convention by the reference
“events occurring before 1 January 1951”, does not specify any geographical
location of the event. However, the Convention grants every state the right to select
to apply the Convention to people belonging to this second group whether these
“events” occurred only in Europe or in any part of the world, including Europe. The
selection can be done by a declaration at the time of signature, ratification or
accession of the Convention. If a state, which restricted its obligations by the
European geography, wishes to extend its scope of application to every part of the
world meaning to ‘lift the limitation’, it can do it at any time with a notification to
the Secretary-General of the United Nations. This ‘limitation’ had been proposed in
31
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the Social Committee by French delegation to include the words “events in Europe
before 1 January 1951 or circumstances directly result from such events” during the
drafting procedures. After the debates, only the words including “events occurring
before January 1951” were put in the Convention. Regarding both time and
geographical limitations, there is the problem for the countries having territories
both in Europe and other parts of the world. USSR, France and Turkey are most
significant examples, but for other European countries that have colonies
throughout the world, it would also be a problem. The Convention deals with the
place of the events that took place without any reference to the nationality or the
place of residence of the applicant. For example, if a Somalian seeks refuge, he or
she will be eligible within the Convention of being a refugee regardless of his or her
residence only if the result is occurred by the event that had been taken place in
Europe. However, if the event had taken place elsewhere, he or she would be
granted a refugee status only if the host country accepted the option to receive
refugees from every part of the world, as stated in the Convention as “elsewhere”.
USSR had not ever signed the Convention, claimed that the UNHCR has been
protecting US policies.
Although the OAU Convention and the Cartagena Declaration are made by regional
concerns, they contribute to the general refugee definition, making it more
meaningful. These documents are the products of the developments throughout the
world after 1951 Convention; however, they all acknowledge the 1951 Convention
as fundamental. Through these developments it can be concluded that the 1951
Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees has been the most important element
of the international refugee regime. However, the real intentions to develop the
1951 Convention are arguable. As Bill Frelick states,
... The 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees was drafted
when Europe was attempting to cope with millions of people displaced
by World War II and facing the prospect of coping with millions more
fleeing a Soviet - dominated Eastern Europe. The Convention
explicitly limited its legal force to refugees affected by events
occurring prior to 1951 in Europe - excluding the rest of the world’s
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refugees from the protection mandate. Although the geographic and
temporal limits were subsequently dropped in the 1967 Protocol, the
implicit Western and Eurocentric state bias remained untouched. ... 32

1.4. Conclusion
Having analysed the regional and global developments, it can be concluded that the
geographical limitation has only been an issue in 1951 Convention. The global
trend points an increase in the asylum applications and this development created a
pressure on the government policies towards refugees to be more restrictive.
Although there have been several developments in global and European scale in
respect to refugees and asylum seekers, these developments do not harbour
anything related with the geographical limitation. The countries, including Turkey,
based their implementations on the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of
Refugees. The 1951 Convention already maintains its effectiveness in both
European and other countries around the globe. Other arrangements are treaties or
declarations which address to the regional demands. In this respect, this chapter
moves focuses on the 1951 Convention with respect to the main content or
discourse. There are no other references present in the following arrangements on
geographical limitation, and it specifically derived from the events occurred in
Europe before 1951.
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CHAPTER II

TURKISH ASYLUM AND REFUGEE POLICY
2.0. Introduction
Turkey has known mainly as a country of emigration, both in respect of labour
migration and asylum seekers. Although Turkey is one of the drafters and first
signatory countries of the 1951 Geneva Convention relating to the Status of
Refugees, she has not had a clear-cut policy on asylum until the pre-accession talks
with the European Union started. Turkey ratified the Geneva Convention in 30
March 1961 33 and stated a declaration on geographical and time limitation to it
upon signature. Furthermore, Turkey ratified the 1967 Protocol Relating to the
Status of Refugees in 31 July 1968 34 and lifted the time limitation but maintained
the geographical limitation. In order to complement to the main argument of this
thesis, one of the aims of this chapter is to discuss whether the security concerns
mainly constituted the basis of Turkey’s implementations on different events and
towards various refugee groups.

2.1. Historical Pattern of Asylum to the Territories of Turks
Through the history, Turkey has been a country of immigration as well as a country
of emigration. Through 1960s and 70s, there had been a vast number of Turkish
nationals migrated to Western European countries for employment opportunities.
Later, through illegal migration, asylum and family reunification, Turkish nationals
continued to emigrate to those countries. Recently, Turkey has also become a transit
country to European Union countries for irregular migrants from Asian countries
33
34
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Furthermore, after the end of Cold War, Turkey has also become a destination for
irregular migrants from former Soviet Bloc countries.
This pattern of emigration and immigration however, started with the predecessor
of the Turkish Republic, the Ottoman Empire. Although the founding fathers of the
Turkish Republic clearly stated that the Republic has not have any ties with its
predecessor, the Ottoman Empire, she had borrowed or kept continuing the
perception and the implementation of the policies on refugee issues. Thus, it is
important to mention the refugee movements in the Ottoman Empire period; not
only because of the significance of the pattern, but to explain the diversity of the
groups that came to Turkey through the centuries as refugees.
There was small and large number of Jews coming from Europe to Ottoman
territories; as Ashkenazim Jews from Bavaria in 14th century and Sephardim Jews
from Iberia in 1492; the latter fleeing from Spanish Inquisition. After the
achievement of Spanish unity in 1469 large scale of oppression took place against
the non-Catholic Christians, Jews and Muslims. 35 When Muslims and Sephardim
Jews were expelled from Spain, they moved to Portugal and from there they were
transferred to the Ottoman territories by Ottoman ships and were under financial
support of the Ottoman Empire in 1492. 36 Most of the Jews brought to Asia Minor
and the rest, alongside with the Muslims, migrated to the coasts of Africa with the
help of the Algeria governor, Kılıç Ali Pasha. 37 Nearly a third of the 300,000
Jewish refugees that left Spain settled in the territories of the Ottoman Empire. 38
Ashkenazim Jews were fleeing from the religious persecutions that were widely
common at the time period. Although most of them were from Bavaria, there were
many from France, Hungary and Italy. 39 The Ottoman Empire was always known to
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be flexible towards the non-Muslim groups within its territories, although in this
case the flexibility was for the economic benefit of the empire; since those refugees
were an elite merchant group of people. Beside the Jews, King Charles of Sweden
crossed the Ottoman borders with around 2,000 people after he was defeated by the
Russians and sought asylum from the Ottoman Empire. Later on, Prince Adam
Czartorski escaped with his soldiers to the Ottoman Empire during the Polish
Revolution in 1,830 and continued his struggle. He was followed by Vrangel who
was defeated by Bolshevik’s and moved with 135,000 people to Istanbul and settled
in Gallipoli, in 1920.
There term “göçmen” used in Turkish for immigrant and the term “mülteci” for
refugee had generally been intertwined through the history. Some of the events
which took place in the Ottoman Empire and in the early years of the Turkish
Republic have been expressed as cases of immigration; although the reasons of
those movements carried the characteristics of refugee. Ashkenazi’s is an example
to this. Another one is that, the nationalist turmoil in the lands of Habsburg Empire
led many Hungarian, Polish and Piedmontese nationalists fled as refugees to the
Ottoman Empire in 19th century, although they have been perceived as
immigrants 40 .
Furthermore in 1864, an estimation of one million Muslim refugees 41 fled to the
Ottoman Empire with the defeat of Circassians in North Caucasus by Russians. The
gradual contraction of the empire and the emergence of the new states led many
Christians and Muslims uprooted between late 19th and early 20th centuries. This led
Muslim Albanians, Bosnians, Pomaks, Tatars and Turks from the Balkans to come
to Anatolia, whereas Greeks from Western and Central Anatolia, Armenians from
Eastern Anatolia were also displaced to other places. These people were faced
usually a forced displacement. During the Balkan Wars, approximately 1,5 million
people of Turkish Muslims who used to live in Balkans moved into Anatolia as the
40
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Ottoman Empire territories in the Balkans altered. The withdrawal of the Ottoman
Empire from its long established territories caused 1,6 million Balkan refugees of
Turkish origin, 4 million Circassions, in addition Tatars from Crimea to flee to
Turkey. 42 In all of these groups, both Turks and foreigners were present and
foreigners were assimilated in the community through the refugee perception of the
Ottoman Empire as immigrants. These examples mentioned above who should be
considered as refugees and mass influxes due to the contraction of the borders from
19th century until the formation of the Turkish Republic, had been perceived as
immigrants within the Ottoman Empire. This is because most of the population
coming to Turkey were accepted as ethnic Turks or considered within the context of
historical responsibilities.

2.2. The Refugees in the Republican Era and Policy Responses of the Turkish
State
Turkish Republic also has a long history as being a country of asylum and
immigration. Between 1923 and 1997, more than 1,6 million people immigrated to
Turkey 43 . Most of those people were again from Balkan states. One of the large
population movements occurred in the mid 1920s with a forced exchange of
population between Turkey and Greece including Greeks numbering over one
million from Turkey and half million Muslims and Turks from Greece.
Furthermore, the Turkish government started an immigration programme for
Muslims and Turks from Balkans to settle in Turkey. The reason behind this was
that the newly formed Republic needed manpower and skilled people to increase
the population. In 1920s, the population of the Turkish Republic was around 13
million. The long sequence of wars started with the Ottoman - Russian War,
42
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followed by the two Balkan Wars, a World War and the Independence War.
Furthermore, the internal conflicts such as forced migration leading to deaths of
Armenians, Muslims and Greeks.
During 1930s many Jewish and German intellectuals came to Turkey to seek
temporary asylum. This and also Turkey as a neutral country during the Second
World War led thousands of Jews from Europe to use Turkey as a transit country to
Palestine. During the Second World War, many people from Nazi invaded Balkan
lands sought refuge in Turkey. These people included many Muslim and ethnic
Turks from Bulgaria, as well as Greeks from the Aegean and Italians from the
Dodecanese Islands. Although most of these people returned to their countries after
the war, some of the Bulgarians stayed in Turkey because of the change of the
regime in their own country. Also, during the civil war in Greece, some of the
Greeks continued to seek refuge temporarily for an additional time in Turkey.
The end of World War II followed by the creation of the bipolar power structure
and the establishment of the United Nations led to a big transformation in the
international refugee regime as well as Turkey’s own refugee policies. 44
Throughout the Cold War, Turkey was confronted with thousands of asylum
seekers from Communist countries of Eastern Europe, since Turkey was an ally of
the Western States and a member of NATO. By the strive of UNHCR, most of
those people recognized as refugees and resettled to third countries such as Canada,
Australia, New Zealand and United States. However, in the last decade of the Cold
War this pattern has changed with many Iranians coming to seek asylum after the
Revolution in Iran in 1979.
In between 1988 and 1989, when the Halepçe massacre occurred, and in 1991,
when Kurd riots occurred, Turkey experienced mass influxes of Kurdish refugees
from Iraq. Also in 1989, Turks and Bulgarian speaking Muslims came to Turkey as
a mass influx. Later Muslims from Bosnia and Kosovo between 1992 and 1995 and
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from many other groups such as Ahıska Turks came to Turkey as mass influx until
1999. Between the period of 1988 - 1999, Turkey hosted 1 million refugees and
asylum seekers 45 including Albanians, Pomaks (Bulgarian speaking Muslims),
Bosnians, Kosovars and Turks. In the recent years, Turkey has been under focus for
being a transit country for irregular migrants from Afghanistan, Bangladesh,
Pakistan as well as Iraq and Iran to European Union.
It is obvious that Turkey has maintained two-way asylum policy through and after
the Cold War period. The first part of this policy was maintained towards Europe.
As mentioned before, Turkey hosted a large number of people fleeing from Soviet
Bloc and let them stay in Turkey temporarily until they had been resettled to a
capitalist originated country, such as United States, Canada or Australia. However,
during their stay, those people have been given right to enjoy all rights provided by
the 1951 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees. Although it is difficult to
estimate the total number of those people, between 1970 and 1996, there had been
around 13,500 asylum seekers who benefited from the protection of 1951 Geneva
Convention according to the statistics of Ministry of Interior. Only a small number
of those people were allowed to stay in Turkey, usually because of a marriage with
a Turkish national.
Other than those fleeing from the Soviet regime, Turkey hosted around 20,000
Bosnians because of the civil war in former Yugoslavia during 1992 to 1995. In this
case, Turkey granted them temporary asylum and settled some of them in refugee
camps near the Bulgarian border and sent most of them to stay with their relatives
living in various cities of Turkey; mainly in Istanbul and Bursa. After 1995, many
of them returned to Bosnia with the diplomatic solutions provided in their
homeland. In another case, in 1998 and 1999, almost 18,000 Kosovars came to seek
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refuge, but eventually most of them have returned. Another case was the 17,000
Ahıska Turks, who were given residence permits. 46

Table 3. The Number of Asylum Applications (Cases) Submitted in Turkey
and the Number of Persons Concerned between 1985 and 2004
Year

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

Total
Persons

86

1639

4640

4815

2410

3636

12240

7375

5985

4457

Total Case

83

1485

4078

4013

2094

2119

5733

4275

2649

2077

Year

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

Total
Persons

3977

4435

7330

7330

7226

7019

5928

4331

4280

3934

Total Case

1892

2014

3871

3871

3662

3935

3207

2373

2457

2218

Source: Compiled from the data from UNHCR Branch Office Ankara

The above table shows a general overview to the asylum applications submitted to
UNHCR Turkey and it is important to present the migration pressure upon Turkey.
There is a drastic increase in asylum applications during the second half of the
1980s and continued through the first half of the 1990s. This had led the adoption of
an asylum regulation in 1994. It is important to present the asylum pressure, which
is a part of the general migration pressure upon Turkey, and her concerns regarding
security.
The second part of Turkey’s asylum policy was maintained towards the people
coming from outside of European geography. This policy developed with the event
of Iranian revolution in 1979 and the continuing instability in Middle East,
Southeast Asia and furthermore Africa. Until 1994, Turkey left the assignment to
UNHCR dealing with asylum seekers and UNHCR temporarily sheltered and
resettled them out of Turkey and the rejected cases were deported. However, the
46
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steady flow of asylum seekers to Turkey from these geographical areas continued.
In addition, migrants illegally entered Turkey’s porous and burdensome borders and
the rejected cases that were stranded in Turkey became too much in numbers.
Furthermore, almost half a million Kurdish refugees from the 1988 and 1991 events
produced two mass influxes towards Turkey. The accumulation of all these events
led Turkey to introduce 1994 Asylum Regulation to cope with these overload.

2.3. The Legal Structure Concerning Refugees in Turkish Republic and the
Reasons behind the Adoption of Specific Legal Sources
Today, there are three main legal sources of refugee policy of Turkey 47 . The oldest
is the 1934 Law on Settlements 48 . Although this Article has been amended several
times until today, the basic articles that define who can be an immigrant and refugee
have not been changed. This law states that people only of Turkish descent and
culture can migrate and settle in Turkey or acquire refugee status. A refugee
definition present in Article 3. According to this definition, the refugee is a person
who arrives to Turkey to seek asylum because of compulsion, and who has
intention to stay temporarily in Turkey 49 . The same article states the refugees of
“Turkish descent and culture” can stay permanently in Turkey. The scope of this
definition is determined by the Council of Ministers; however, in practice it
includes Turks, Albanians, Bosnians, Circassians, Pomaks and Tatars. In addition,
people from the Turkic originated countries such as Kazaks, Kyrgyz, Turkmens,
Uzbeks and Uyghurs are also admitted; though in small numbers.
Today, the 1934 Law on Settlements is still being used as a major source to accept
refugees. In the early days of the Republic, the founding fathers were very
concerned about creating a homogeneous sense of national identity to be one of the
47
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cornerstones of the Republic. During the immigration programme started by the
Turkish government for Muslims and Turks from Balkans to settle in Turkey, major
priority were given to those Muslim Turkish speakers and people that officially
considered belonging to ethnic groups that would easily melt into a Turkish national
identity. 50 The reason that this law is still being used might be for the reason of the
ever-lasting state policy to protect the Turkish national identity by the state and the
fear that it might collapse if the state ceases its protection over it.
The other major legal source is the 1951 Convention relating to the Status of
Refugees, which Turkey is one of the drafters and first signatory countries. It has
become a part of the national law in 1961. There is geographical as well as a time
limit to accept refugees in Geneva Convention, but Turkey lifted time limit when
signed the 1967 Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees in 1968. However,
Turkey continued to maintain the geographical limitation.
The declaration stated by Turkey in 1951 Geneva Convention is as follows:
“Upon signature:
The Turkish Government considers moreover, that the term "events
occurring before 1 January 1951" refers to the beginning of the events.
Consequently, since the pressure exerted upon the Turkish minority in
Bulgaria, which began before 1 January 1951, is still continuing, the
provision of this Convention must also apply to the Bulgarian refugees
of Turkish extraction compelled to leave that country as a result of this
pressure and who, being unable to enter Turkey, might seek refuge on
the territory of another contracting party after 1 January 1951.
The Turkish Government will, at the time of ratification, enter
reservations which it could make under article 42 of the Convention.
Reservation and declaration made upon ratification:
No provision of this Convention may be interpreted as granting to
refugees greater rights than those accorded to Turkish citizens in
Turkey;
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The Government of the Republic of Turkey is not a party to the
Arrangements of 12 May 1926 and of 30 June 1928 mentioned in
article 1, paragraph A, of this Convention. Furthermore, the 150
persons affected by the Arrangement of 30 June 1928 having been
amnestied under Act No.3527, the provisions laid down in this
Arrangement are no longer valid in the case of Turkey. Consequently,
the Government of the Republic of Turkey considers the Convention of
28 July 1951 independently of the aforementioned Arrangements
...
The Government of the Republic understands that the action of "reavailment" or "reacquisition" as referred to in article 1, paragraph C, of
the Convention-that is to say: "If (1)
He has voluntarily re-availed himself of the protection of the country
of his nationality; or (2)
Having lost his nationality, he has voluntarily reacquired it"-does not
depend only on the request of the person concerned but also on the
consent of the State in question.” 51

The declaration stated by Turkey in 1967 Protocol is as follows:
“The instrument of accession stipulates that the Government of Turkey
maintains the provisions of the declaration made under section B of
article 1 of the Convention relating to the Status of Refugees, done at
Geneva on 28 July 1951, according to which it applies the Convention
only to persons who have become refugees as a result of events
occurring in Europe, and also the reservation clause made upon
ratification of the Convention to the effect that no provision of this
Convention may be interpreted as granting to refugees greater rights
than those accorded to Turkish citizens in Turkey.” 52

The reason for Turkey to state declaration on geographical limitation was the fear of
mass influx or massive population movements from Asia or Middle East. The
Geneva Convention is not clear on the right to asylum regarding mass influxes;
however, Turkey had to deal with mass influxes from neighbouring countries. Mass
influx can be defined as the arrival of thousand of asylum seekers to the country
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within a very short period of time, usually measured in terms of days rather than
weeks and it often occurs outside the control of the host country’s authorities. 53
The separation of Muslim Indians and the rest of India from British colonialism to
form separate countries of India and Pakistan as independent countries led massive
Muslim and Hindu movements. Furthermore, in the late 1940s the Palestinian crisis
occurred. Although most of the Palestinian refugees moved to Jordan; considering
the Indian and Pakistani cases and the Palestinian case, the possible risk of a mass
influx or massive movements from southeast or east led Turkey to be sympathetic
to place an ‘option’ during the drafting stages of 1951 Geneva Convention and to
state a declaration to place a geographical limitation during the signing of the
Convention.
During the Cold War, Turkey maintained the geographical limitation in order to
remain an ally of Western countries against the Communist Bloc, and thus resettled
the refugees running away from communist countries to Western countries.
Between 1970 and 1996, there had been 13,500 asylum seekers benefited protection
in Turkey. 54
The final major legal source is the “The Regulation on the Procedures and the
Principles Related to Mass Influx and the Foreigners Arriving in Turkey either as
Individuals or in Groups Wishing to Seek Asylum either from Turkey or
Requesting Residence Permits with the Intention of Seeking Asylum from a Third
Country”, hereafter referred as 1994 Asylum Regulation or 1994 Regulation,
introduced in November 1994. The legal status of the refugees in Turkey from
outside the European geography was established with this regulation; which
provides a temporary asylum until their resettlement to a third country. 55 According
to this law, the refugee status determination done by UNHCR is to be undertaken by
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Turkish government officials. In practice however, this is still being done by
UNHCR in the name of Turkish Republic. UNHCR is still responsible for refugee
status determination and finding solutions for non-European asylum seekers. 56
Turkey developed an asylum policy relating to the people outside of European
geography mainly in 1980s, especially after Iranian Revolution. Turkey adopted a
‘flexible visa policy’ 57 which enabled Iranians to enter the country without a visa
and they were permitted to stay in the country temporarily. Although there are no
official statistics, a member of the Turkish Parliament put the total of Iranians that
benefited from this arrangement between 1980 and 1991 at 1,5 million. 58 Among
these Iranians, there were many Baha’is, Jews and Kurds; however, the majority
consisted of the opponents of the new regime or former supporters of the Shah.
Although Turkey demonstrated flexibility for their entrance, she was reluctant to
satisfy internationally accepted humanitarian norms because of its concern at
offending Iran by accepting large members of Iranians. 59 Most of them were
encouraged to move to third countries while a few of them were given residence
permits to stay in Turkey.
Until mid 1990s, Turkey allowed asylum seekers to stay in Turkey until they
resettled to third countries by UNHCR. However, government had to introduce a
law in 1994 regarding refugees. This was because of the increase in the number of
rejected asylum seekers who were left stranded in Turkey. Furthermore, the mass
influx of Kurds in 1988 - 1989 and in 1991; and Bosnians and Kosovars of
approximately 40,000 led Turkey to undertake additional measures within the law.
The application of the law attracted criticism since Turkey started to deport asylum
seekers to the country of origin violating the principle of non-refoulment. This
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particular principle states that an asylum seeker cannot be sent to the country of
origin in situations which their lives and human rights are threatened. Later in 1997,
Turkish government and UNHCR returned again to a close cooperation.
The government statistics shows that there have been approximately 4000 - 4500
applications lodged in a year between 1995 and May 2004 60 .
Table 4. Asylum Applications in Turkey and the Outcomes between 1995 and
May 2004

Source: The data originated from the Foreigners Department of Ministry of Interior

Turkey has granted temporary asylum to 17,900 people in cooperation with
UNHCR. In accordance to geographical limitation, Turkey expects those asylum
seekers to be resettled if they have been granted refugee status. During this period,
17,500 people were resettled and those whose applications were rejected may be
deported to their country of origin. However, there is a strong possibility that at
least some of them vanished out of sight of authorities and stayed in Turkey.
60
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2.4 Conclusion
From the European point of view, Turkey has been a country of emigration and a
refugee producing state. However, the historical analysis shows that Turkey has
also been a country of immigration and during the difficult periods, has also been a
host country to asylum seekers such as Sephardim and Ashkenazi Jews, Polish,
Hungarian and Swedish political refugees, Italians, Greeks and Bulgarian Turks
during the WW II, and the people from Soviet Regime during the Cold War,
Iranians from the Revolution of 1979 and Kurds from crises in Iraq. Therefore,
Turkey does not serve as a refugee producing country, but also undertaken the role
of a refugee receiving country; furthermore she has implementations and policies
from time to time that can be regarded as liberal and humanitarian; although Turkey
has not had a distinct asylum law or asylum system until today. A striking example
is the cases of Iranians. Although Turkey maintains the geographical limitation, and
although she has not granted refugee status, she has accepted Iranian refugees from
east and allowed them to stay within her territories by granting them temporary
residence. Furthermore, even though the asylum seekers did not submit applications
for refugee status, Turkey adopted policies to provide support to refugees from east
in times of crises.
Turkey’s actions to adopt of too many liberal policies and to help asylum seekers
excluded from the scope of geographical limitation, yet to maintain the limitation
itself poses a contradictory situation. On certain events, Turkey gave preference to
policies regarding security concerns like in the cases of Kurds. Turkey adopts
different implementations to asylum seekers who might pose security problems;
those who enter Turkish territories illegally, and asylum seekers of political reasons.
For example, before the adoption of 1951 Convention, Turkey evaluated decisions
to grant asylum base only on the 1934 Settlements Law. According to this Law,
Turkey granted asylum to those of Turkic origin and those who have close ties with
Turkish descent and culture. Although Turkey adopted a humanitarian policy to
some people, it is selective and discriminatory regarding the exclusion of others.
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However, Turkey applied this discriminatory implementation - although it was a
humanitarian policy - with certain security concerns, regarding the creation of a
homogeneous society, and to maintain internal stability within Turkish territories.
The reason for Turkey to state declaration on geographical limitation was the fear of
mass influx or massive population movements from neighbouring countries to the
east and south east, from Asia and Middle East. The 1951 Convention is not clear
on the right to asylum regarding mass influxes; however, Turkey had to deal with
mass influxes from neighbouring countries.
The study on this chapter shows that the security dimension of events is very
important for Turkey; however, alongside with security, Turkey did not avoid
humanitarian concerns. Turkish policies and practices towards refugees have
always included both humanitarian and security concerns; the policies do not
originated only from security concerns that humanitarian subordinates to it. The
historical evidence in this chapter shows us Turkey’s humanitarian perspectives as
well as security concerns.
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CHAPTER III

EUROPEAN UNION’S ASYLUM POLICIES
3.0 Introduction
Neither during the times of the Community, nor at the start of the newly established
Union, had there been a common policy on asylum. Until the consequences of the
events proved the need of a common asylum policy; this field was under the
competence of the nation states. Each member state had its own regulations.
However, the European Community responded to those needs starting with the
Single European Act in 1986. The reasons behind it were varied. There was the
increase in the asylum applications lodged in European countries and abuses of the
asylum mechanism, which led member states to introduce restrictive regulations to
prevent both issues. It was obvious to deal with it by common action. However, the
first initiatives started with the realization of the Single European Market, which
necessitated the free movement of persons, services and goods.
The geographical limitation was not adopted only by Turkey, but all of the Western
European states have maintained the limitation until the ratification of 1967
Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees. The sole proposal to add the
geographical limitation was in fact came from the French Delegation of the Ad-Hoc
Committee during the drafting stages of the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status
of Refugees. One of the main debates in this chapter is the reasons behind the
adoption of the geographical limitation in European states. Furthermore, the general
attitudes of European states towards refugee in regards of policies will also be
examined. In addition, there were states like Hungary that lifted the geographical
limitation during the harmonization process towards European Union membership.
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European Union membership. The similarities between Hungary and Turkey in
terms of geographical limitation will also be discussed in this chapter.

3.1. The Refugee Regime in Europe
As explained in previous chapters, the development of the international refugee
regime mainly started in Europe. Before World War I European states started to
restrict the admission of foreigners to their countries because of security reasons.
After the War, the disintegration of Ottoman and Austrian Empires and the
Bolshevik Revolution in Imperial Russia led millions of people uprooted. Many
refugees moved to Western European states. The League of Nations assembled to
deal with the problem but the restrictive laws introduced before the War have been
kept because of the economic instability and the high rate of unemployment caused
by the Great Depression of 1930s. Through the Depression years further people
started to emerge, fleeing from persecutions of Nazi regime in Germany, fascist
regimes in Italy and Austria, and from Spanish Civil War.
After the World War II, refugees of greater numbers became a problem in Europe.
This time the United Nations assembled and took over the duties of League of
Nations which dissembled after the failure of preventing a second world war. The
chaotic situation of millions of uprooted people in Europe and the newly begun
Cold War led United Nations High Commissioner of Refugees (UNHCR) to
prepare a new document, the 1951 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees,
which contained the international definition of refugee accepted by the signatory
countries for the first time.

3.2. The Significance of Convention regarding the Western European States
The Convention proved to be a useful tool during the Cold War, serving in two way
gain: First, as a way of rescuing people from the Soviet regime of one pole of the
Cold War to the other pole of Capitalism; thus an effective tool to combat Soviets.
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Second, a humanitarian action to save people who are submitted to persecutions.
The humanitarian part proved to be effective all right. The cases such as the
Hungarian uprising of 1956 against the Soviets resulted in 200,000 people fleeing
out of Hungary, and ‘Prague spring’ of 1968 in Czechoslovakia - again a Soviet
suppression, where a small number of people fled out of the country.61 In all these
cases, UNHCR resettled those people to other ‘capitalist’ countries. Off course, the
humanitarian part included the millions of people, mostly Jews, who were left
uprooted again after a World War.
Western European states welcomed those refugees. Especially Germany and
France, as well as Holland, Belgium and United Kingdom, where the need for
labour is extremely high for reconstruction of war wrecked, devastated countries
and especially for rebuilding their industries. Refugees were welcomed at this point,
and those countries called up people from their former and present colonial lands
and made special labour agreements with third countries.

3.3. The Western European States’ Policy Responses towards Refugees
Regarding the Changing Events during the Cold War
There had been tight border controls on a divided Europe during the Cold War, and
from the mid 1950s onwards until 1980s, the refugee flows were rather low
compared to the former years of post World War II. 62 During this time European
states’ governments were compassionate towards refugees and favouring
integration in their countries.
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Table 5. The Asylum Applications and the Recognition Rates in European
Countries between 1980 and 1989
1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

34,557
2,400
95
19,900
49,391
2,250
3,600
1,600
100
325
12,651
4,226
2,425
133,520

6,314
2,900
22,500
37,423
1,200
3,150
1,214
2,450
10,225
7,135
4,223
98,734

5,868
2,900
800
22,400
19,737
450
3,050
2,015
200
1,500
1,400
7,050
7,886
4,296
79,552

7,208
3,700
4,300
21,700
35,278
750
4,550
2,603
300
400
1,100
12,000
7,435
4,171
105,495

6,724
5,300
8,700
28,900
73,832
1,400
5,400
5,644
900
100
2,350
14,500
9,703
6,156
169,609

8,639
7,700
9,300
26,300
99,650
4,250
6,500
5,865
8,600
250
2,300
14,600
8,546
5,714
208,214

11,406
6,000
2,750
27,700
57,379
6,950
11,050
13,460
6,600
450
2,500
18,114
10,913
5,863
181,135

15,790
4,500
4,668
34,400
103,076
8,400
1,300
7,486
4,400
350
4,516
19,595
16,726
3,998
229,205

21,882
8,112
4,588
61,422
121,318
3,000
2,250
13,900
4,433
150
4,077
30,335
24,425
11,640
311,532

'51 UN Convention recognition
Austria
5,327
Belgium
1,500
Denmark
France
17,000
Germany
12,488
Greece
1,780
Italy
3,993
Netherlands
70
Norway
Portugal
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
1,265
United Kingdom(1)
1,413
Total
44,836

2,900
2,080
14,590
7,824
2,230
1,250
1,285
1,473
33,632

17,361
1,100
15,670
5,030
1,180
872
77
230
655
1,730
43,905

2,678
1,180
14,610
5,195
420
1,106
169
330
422
1,190
27,300

2,053
770
14,310
6,560
740
1,459
114
20
640
690
27,356

1,876
640
11,540
11,224
690
831
115
130
294
939
920
29,199

1,431
1,190
10,650
8,853
690
783
176
180
850
820
543
26,166

1,115
2,680
3,924
8,700
8,231
918
237
271
513
2,326
829
460
30,204

1,785
308
1,018
8,790
7,621
2,550
785
589
147
12
555
3,698
831
628
29,317

2,879
514
700
8,770
5,991
1,635
1,121
1,032
357
25
264
3,079
821
2,210
29,398

Decisions taken
Austria
Belgium
Denmark
France
Germany
Greece
Italy
Netherlands
Norway
Portugal
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdom(1)
Total

6,186
18,767
61,984
2,230
2,450
1,556
2,360
95,533

20,544
21,210
31,636
1,180
3,082
1,640
230
1,379
2,944
83,845

4,144
20,862
28,256
420
2,451
2,133
330
1,516
2,956
63,068

4,498
21,928
17,988
740
3,695
1,756
20
829
4,078
2,010
57,542

4,155
26,662
28,237
690
3,720
3,139
480
294
868
8,083
3,811
80,139

3,625
27,279
40,808
690
4,892
3,988
610
850
2,198
8,879
4,045
97,864

3,550
5,599
3,924
26,624
70,231
5,916
10,278
3,666
513
12,585
11,239
3,476
157,601

6,718
721
3,406
25,421
70,604
6,708
7,006
10,265
7,053
31
555
14,649
12,505
2,702
168,344

15,013
1,317
31,170
120,610
4,591
1,938
12,977
10,212
54
2,336
23,320
16,353
6,955
246,846

Applications submitted
Austria
9,259
Belgium
1,700
Denmark
France
19,900
Germany
107,818
Greece
1,792
Italy
2,450
Netherlands
3,200
Norway
Portugal
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
3,020
United Kingdom(1)
2,350
Total
151,489

Conv. rec. rate (%)
Austria
Belgium
Denmark
France
Germany
Greece
Italy
Netherlands
Norway
Portugal
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdom
Total

7,361
17,000
81,951
1,780
4,593
745
2,104
115,534

72.4
..
..
100.0
15.2
100.0
86.9
9.4
..
..
..
..
60.1
..
38.8

46.9
..
..
77.7
12.6
100.0
51.0
..
..
..
..
..
82.6
62.4
35.2

84.5
..
..
73.9
15.9
100.0
28.3
4.7
..
..
100.0
..
47.5
58.8
52.4

64.6
..
..
70.0
18.4
100.0
45.1
7.9
..
..
100.0
..
27.8
40.3
43.3

45.6
..
..
65.3
36.5
100.0
39.5
6.5
..
..
100.0
0.0
15.7
34.3
47.5

45.2
..
..
43.3
39.7
100.0
22.3
3.7
27.1
..
100.0
0.0
11.6
24.1
36.4

39.5
..
..
39.0
21.7
100.0
16.0
4.4
29.5
..
100.0
0.0
9.2
13.4
26.7

(1) 1980-1987: no. of persons. 1988-1989: no. of cases .
For notes, see Refugees and Others of Concern to UNHCR: 1998 Statistical Overview, Geneva, July 1999, Chapter V.
Source: Governments, compiled by UNHCR.
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31.4
47.9
100.0
32.7
11.7
..
15.5
2.3
7.4
..
100.0
18.5
7.4
13.2
19.2

26.6
42.7
29.9
34.6
10.8
38.0
11.2
5.7
2.1
38.7
100.0
25.2
6.6
23.2
17.4

19.2
39.0
..
28.1
5.0
35.6
57.8
8.0
3.5
46.3
11.3
13.2
5.0
31.8
11.9
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As it can be analyzed from the abovementioned table 5, in European countries there
has been serious pressure on the asylum systems with the increasing number of
applications. The asylum systems came to a point of almost collapse and there have
been serious public reactions, like in the UK, and furthermore this issue has become
political material in debates. Especially during the first half of 1980s, the refugee
flow from other parts of the world continued in even greater number. By this time,
the economic depression that originated from the oil crisis from previous years
caused an increase in unemployment. These factors led many European countries to
take restrictive actions against migrants.
During the 1970s there were an increasing number of people coming to Europe
from other continents. The decolonization lead to the creation of new states all
around the world and many people were displaced. Also, the civil wars and military
coups such as in Uruguay and Chile of 1973 and Argentina of 1976 led many
people to leave those countries and come to Europe. 63 Refugees became to be a
problem during 1970s in the eyes of European governments. The oil crisis in the
mid 1970s caused an economic instability and the increasing number of refugees
began to be unwelcomed since there was no need for migrant labour anymore.

3.4. The Early Stages of a Common Asylum and Migration Policy of European
Union
The efforts started with the ad-hoc committees and debates within intergovernmental conferences, however, they eventually resulted in the creation of
several multilateral institutional machineries that indented to create and implement
new rules and decision-making procedures for asylum and immigration issues. 64 If
the milestones would be put in chronological order, the cooperation towards a
common asylum system started with the TREVI Group in 1970s continued with the
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Schengen Agreement. The White Paper and the Single European Act came later,
followed by Dublin Convention. The Maastricht Treaty or the Treaty on European
Union in 1992 marked an important turning point. The Tampere conclusions in
1999 and The Hague summit marked the contemporary developments.
In June 1976, “Terrorism, Radicalism, Extremism and Violence International”,
namely TREVI group was officially formed at a meeting of EC Ministers of Justice
and Internal Affairs in Luxembourg; managed by European Political Cooperation.
The main purpose of this committee was to enhance practical cooperation on
internal security and border control among the European countries to combat
terrorism. The committee was formed of the interior and justice ministers of the
European Community member states.
TREVI formed four working groups; the first two were established in 1977, one to
exchange information on terrorism, the second to examine wider issues of police
cooperation such as public order, language difficulties, training etc. The issue of
terrorism was closely linked to the ongoing counter-terrorist activities of
intelligence services, and brought TREVI into contact with various intelligence
agencies in Europe. Informal working patterns evolved out of these relations,
which had direct bearing on TREVI’s later work. A third working group was
formed in 1985, to deal with cooperation over serious crime, defined mainly as
drug-trafficking and organized crime, but also including computer crime, money
laundering and crime analysis. TREVI was successful in brining together officials
and officers from different participating countries for cooperation over specific
cases.
A fourth working group, known as ‘TREVI 1992’, was initiated in 1988 to examine
the consequences of abolishing internal border controls within the EU. The findings
of this group formed the base for the 1990 TREVI Programme of Action, proposing
measures to counter new threats of cross-border crime. Many of TREVI’s
recommendations were implemented by the member states. After 1992 TREVI was
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integrated into the EU structure under a new name, the ‘Co-ordination Committee
for Justice and Internal Affairs (K-4)’ and its functions expanded to regulation
proposals over law enforcement and intelligence issues, including the interception
of communications, information databases and privacy.
In 1983, an ad hoc sub committee was formed under the TREVI group to focus on
immigration and asylum issues. However, the conclusions of the TREVI group
supported the negative point of views towards asylum seekers and the restrictive
trends towards asylum policies, since there was a negative perception to associate
refugees and terrorists. 65 In 1986, Ad-Hoc Immigration Group was established by
the member states’ ministers responsible for immigration and migration. Again a
sub committee of TREVI, the Group was responsible of the assistance in the
coordination and harmonization of national visa, asylum and immigration policies.
It is aimed to improve the situation of asylum seekers and refugees as well as
finding solutions for the ‘refugees in orbit’, the ones who are shuffled from country
to country without finding a state willing to examine their asylum claims. 66 There
were other sub groups present; dealing with the issues on external borders,
exchange of information and false documents.
Another milestone is the Schengen Agreement. It was started in 1984 with the
initiative of Germany and France, the most usual refugee receiving countries in
Europe. It has been introduced on 14 June 1985, but in practice, it was in 1987 that
an organization of efforts were started to be directed to harmonize asylum policies.
After the start by France and Germany, the Benelux countries joined the initiative
and the First Schengen Agreement, or in its formal name ‘Schengen Agreement on
the Gradual Abolition of Checks at the Common Borders’ has been introduced. The
Schengen Agreement was a milestone for the harmonization of the asylum policies
and became a pilot project or a ‘laboratory’ for a Europe wide cooperation;
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although there was very limited participation. 67 It aimed to harmonize visa policies,
the controls at the external borders, adoption of common rules on asylum rights and
general measures regarding the laws on foreigners, where and if necessary.
The Schengen Agreement was crucial to realize the free movement of persons
within the signatory states. It has been used as a major legislative tool to realize the
common market project. The negotiations between these five EC states finalized the
Second Schengen Agreement, namely the ‘Convention Implementing the Schengen
Agreement’, on 19 June 1990; which came into force on 1 September 1993. This
Second Schengen Agreement set the conditions for the abolition of border checks
amongst the signatory states. Furthermore, it required necessary compensatory
measures for internal security, such as regulations on the entry and expulsion of
asylum seekers and non-EC citizens as well as on drugs, terrorism and international
crime. 68 This area formed by the territories of five signatory EC countries known as
Schengen Area and gradually expanded towards all other member states until 1997.
Only United Kingdom and Ireland refused to be a signatory state.
In the European Commission’s White Paper on Completing the Internal Market of
28-29 June 1985, the need for a proposal on measures regarding asylum and the
status of refugees has been stated. In 2-3 December 1985, the Single European Act
was introduced, which stated the elimination of all barriers until 1 January 1993 for
the completion of common market. During 1986 and 1987, the ratification
continued within member states and on 1 July 1987 SEA came into force. With this
plan, there was a major debate of the possible effects of common market on the
movement of asylum seekers within the member states, since there would be no
borders among them. It was feared by the governments that the abolition of the
border controls would lead to a loss of control over the entry of the persons entering
the territory, thereby opening up the way for illegal immigration for asylum seekers
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and economic migrants as well as criminals, drug traffickers and terrorists. 69 A lot
of these concerns were coming from the most refugee receiving countries. They
claimed that the already lax immigration controls of the southern member states
combined with the abolishing borders among members states would cause the total
of loss control over immigrants and asylum seekers among the common market
territories. These concerns, mixed with the fear of criminals, terrorist and drug
traffickers, made the concerns as a security and internal stability issue for the
governments. Those concerns were countered by other concerns from the countries
of transit for refugees; both member and non-member states such as Turkey, Italy
and Greece. They feared that the rules to be introduced as safeguard measures
might entail a dislocation of refugee movements to their debit. 70 To cope with the
concern of security deficit expected, the European Community states accepted to
adopt strict entry provisions, strengthening the controls over external borders of the
Community and adoption of common measures against illegal immigrants, asylum
seekers and criminals.
The Dublin Convention on the State Responsible for Examining of an Asylum
Claim was a major step regarding the asylum policy development. The provisions
made at the Convention have replaced the asylum chapter of the Schengen
Agreement. The Amsterdam Treaty later on required the incorporation of Schengen
Agreement of 1985 including the Dublin Convention; which necessitated all
member states to ratify Dublin Convention. The Convention was held on 15 June
1990 and the conclusions came into effect on 1 September 1997; except Sweden
and Austria ratified on 1 October 1997 and Finland on 1 January 1998. The aim of
the Convention was to set up common criteria to determine which member state is
responsible for examining an asylum request. The asylum seekers, once they have
entered in the ‘Schengen Area’, began to move freely among the member states and
submit multiple applications to choose the most suitable country for their claims. It
was this that determined the responsible state for the applicants. It was also to find a
69
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solution for those applicants whom no state would like to accept; in order to avoid
having the asylum seekers be left in ‘orbit’; it was signed to ensure that asylum
requests will be examined by at least one of the member states. 71 The Dublin II
regulations issued on 26 July 2001 following the working paper presented by the
European Commission on June 2001.

3.5. The Situation after the Cold War and the Finalization of the Common
Asylum and Migration Policy
The 1992 Maastricht Treaty, or Treaty on the European Union, was a major point
on asylum issues of the Community. It was the first time that migration and asylum
issues were introduced in the European Union framework. The implementation of
the Dublin Convention is stated in the Treaty. An outline of the formal
intergovernmental cooperation has been set out and from this Treaty onwards, the
harmonization of the asylum policies started to be planned. The cooperation on the
asylum area has been made formal in the Maastricht Treaty; although it was not
clear how the harmonization process would take place.
It was laid out in the Treaty with a three pillar structure. The existing European
Communities, EC, European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) and Euroatom,
became the first pillar of the Union; Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP)
became the second pillar and Justice and Home Affairs (JHA) became the third
pillar. Although it was planned to make synchronized development in all of the
pillars, CFSP and JHA became an intergovernmental structure. The reason was the
ever hot issue of sovereignty transfer from national governments to the
supranational institution. Asylum and migration issues were placed under the
Justice and Home Affairs pillar, and the intergovernmental development of this
pillar slowed the development of a common asylum policy and the transfer of these
policies to the applicant states of the Union. The asylum issues were transferred to
71
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be handled within the Union’s jurisdiction; to be handled by the Council of
Ministers. It was an important development since the Council has to act with
unanimity so the decisions would be easy to implement without further
oppositeness from the member states’ governments. However, the legal instruments
prepared by the Council for the harmonization process, such as resolutions,
recommendations and joint positions, were not binding because of the
disagreements among member states on asylum issues; and they had to develop the
refugee policies on the lowest common denominator since they were reluctant to
accept any possible constraints on their national sovereignty. 72
The harmonization was seen as a preliminary phase for the goal of a common
policy and a Common Asylum System as it was set out in Treaty of Amsterdam in
1997 and later reinforced by the Conclusions of a special summit meeting in
Tampere in October 1999. The Amsterdam Treaty was signed on 2 October 1997
and entered into force on 1 May 1999. In the intergovernmental conference of
March 1996, the developments on harmonization of asylum policies have been
discussed. There were criticisms for the intergovernmental structure set up in
Maastricht Treaty. The decisions and the legal instruments adopted were criticized
as inefficient since they lacked binding. The Treaty of Amsterdam brought
amendments to Maastricht Treaty by transferring the asylum and immigration
issues placed under the intergovernmental third pillar to the supranational first
pillar, under a new title called “Visas, Asylum, Immigration and other Policies
related to the Free Movement of Persons”. As always, this transfer brought
concerns about transfer of sovereignty and there were strong oppositions from the
member states governments. Because of this, a ‘transitional period’ of five years
from the entry of Amsterdam Treaty into force (1999-2004) was stated in the
Treaty. Through this period, the member states’ governments would have right to
initiate legislation with the European Commission; so the decision making on
asylum issues would continue to be handle by intergovernmental framework.
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Another significant amendment was about the role of the European Court of Justice.
Alongside with the European Commission and the European Parliament, EJC would
have a role in the decision making procedures and implementation processes except
in practice for some cases ‘relating to the maintenance of law and order and the
safeguarding of internal security’ 73 Another significance of the Amsterdam Treaty
was the introduction of the Schengen acquis and the Dublin Convention into the EU
framework, and from May 1999 Schengen Agreement has been effective for all of
the EU member states except for UK and Ireland which has not signed the
Schengen Agreement. Along with these developments, there was also a hindrance
regard to the general refugee regime with the Amsterdam Treaty. There was a
successful Spanish proposal to exclude EU citizens to seek asylum in other EU
countries. Although the Spanish government insisted on this proposal to prevent the
members of the separatist Basque organization ETA to seek asylum in other EU
member states, it had placed a practical geographical limitation to the Geneva
Convention. 74
Another milestone for the development of a common asylum policy was the
Tampere Conclusions taken at the Tampere Summit on 15-16 October 1999. In this
summit, it was agreed that a common asylum policy on asylum and immigration
should be developed. To achieve this aim, a more effective burden sharing and an
enhanced cooperation with the countries of origin and the countries of first asylum
has been decided. In the Conclusions, it has been stated ‘to create a common
European Asylum System based on the full and inclusive application of the Geneva
Convention; maintaining the principle of non-refoulment’ and ‘an absolute respect
to the right to seek asylum’. 75 Furthermore, it has been suggested in the
Conclusions that ‘a financial reserve to be created for situations of mass influx of
refugees for temporary protection’. 76 Later in September 2000, this led to the
creation of the European Refugee Fund. This would be used to support the existing
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refugee programs as well as the new initiatives to be undertaken by national,
regional and local authorities, international organizations and NGO’s for the
reception of asylum seekers, integration of recognized refugees and for other that in
need of protection and voluntary repatriation. 77
By the end of spring 2004, following the adoption of the last few major regulations,
the EU has constituted its common asylum and migration policy and relevant acqui,
starting from May 2004. The last milestone was the Hague Programme that has
been approved on 4-5 November 2004 in Brussels. It is a five-year programme for
closer co-operation in justice and home affairs at EU level from 2005 to 2010. It is
the continuation of the five year programme set out in the Tampere Conclusions in
justice and home affairs. Immigration and asylum were the major focal points of the
Hague agenda alongside the prevention of terrorism. The member states agreed to
use qualified majority decision-making and co-decision in the fields of asylum,
immigration and border control issues.
In the field of asylum, immigration and border control, the Hague programme
contains several key measures. One of them is to form a common asylum system
with a common procedure and a uniform status for those who are granted asylum or
protection by 2009. Furthermore, to take measures for foreigners to legally work in
the EU in accordance with labour market requirements; and to create a European
framework to guarantee the successful integration of migrants into host societies. In
addition, to create partnerships with third countries to improve their asylum
systems, better tackle illegal immigration and implement resettlement programmes;
and a policy to expel and return illegal immigrants to their countries of origin.
Another crucial measure is to create a fund for the management of external borders.
In regard to the visa policies, a measure is to build Schengen information system
(SIS II) in order to create a database of people who have been issued with arrest
warrants and of stolen objects to be operational in 2007; and finally to apply
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common visa rules which would include common application centres, introduction
of biometrics in the visa information system.
A 'roadmap' for the implementation of The Hague Programme through 2005-2010
has been determined. It consists of ten key areas for priority action. The first one is
regarding the fundamental rights and citizenship in order to develop policies
enhancing citizenship, monitoring and promoting respect for fundamental rights.
The second is related with the fight against terrorism to prepare prevention
strategies, to prepare the member states and response strategies. Another one is to
develop a common EU immigration policy and to counter illegal migration for
managing migration. Another important area stated was the internal and external
borders, and visas. This area is focused to be an area of action to develop an
integrated management of external borders and a common visa policy, while
ensuring the free movement of persons. Other two crucial areas involve creating a
common asylum area and fighting organized crime. Furthermore, in order to
maximize the positive impact of migration on society and economy further
integration is also necessitated. In the area of freedom, security and justice,
reviewing the effectiveness of policies and financial instrument in meeting the
objectives is targeted to be completed within the period of 2005-2010. Also,
developments stated to be planned to balance the need to share information among
law enforcement and judicial authorities with privacy and data protection rights.
Finally the Hague Programme calls for effective access to justice for all and the
enforcement of judgments in the area of civil and criminal justice.

3.6. The Hungarian Experience
Hungary was the first Eastern Bloc country to join the international refugee regime
while still under a Communist government in 1989. Before that time, there were a
lot of ethnic Hungarians wishing to return to their home country. The Hungarian
constitution of 1949 contained an asylum provision, but this was only be
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implemented by the government. Until 1987, Hungarian governments had not put
this provision much into use, but the situation has changed when large numbers of
Hungarians from Transylvania fled from the discrimination in Romania, exercised
under the Romanian dictator Nicolae Ceausescu. After 1 year, there were 13,000
refugees in Hungary, and 95 percent of them were ethnic Hungarians from
Romania. 78 The influx continued in the following years. All of them were admitted
to Hungary. Later on, there were German refugees fleeing from former German
Democratic Republic and used Hungary as transit country to reach Austria, and
from there to Federal Republic of Germany. Then the country faced another wave
of influx with the outbreak of civil war in the former Yugoslavia. 79
Large numbers of Croats, Bosnians and ethnic Hungarians flee to Hungary.
Hungary’s decision to join the international regime was a reaction to the mass
influx of ethnic Hungarians from Romania, in order to repatriate these Hungarians
back to Romania. In March 1989, Hungarian government signed 1951 Geneva
Convention and its 1967 Protocol. However, the Hungarian government placed a
geographical limitation, and despite its promises many times to abolish, it had
stayed into force until 1998. Hungary adopted two asylum procedures until the
geographical limitation is lifted. On one hand, Hungarian government executed the
first one for asylum seekers from European geography. On the other hand UNHCR
dealt with refugees coming from outside of Europe and Hungarian government
grant a temporary residence for them.
The Hungarian government argued maintaining of geographical limitation by their
fear of being overwhelmed of refugees from all over the world, who could not be
integrated into Hungarian society. Together with the introduction of new asylum
law, Hungary adopted its legislation to the EU and adopted the concept of safe third
country together with simplified procedures in asylum cases which are manifestly
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unfounded. 80 Until that time, there were several criticisms from UNHCR as well as
other international organizations and European Parliament, regarding the
maintaining of geographical limitation. Before 1998, the most Hungary’ asylum
policy characterised on the acceptance of limited number of cases. Between 1988
and 1995, 133,000 asylum seekers entered Hungarian borders, but only 5,000 of
them submitted asylum applications and followed the recognition process through
the end. Only 4,000 of them granted formal refugee status and most of who were
ethnic Hungarians. 81 The mass number of asylum seekers did not apply for a
refugee status in Hungary and the ones that were accepted were mainly ethnic
Hungarians. After 1992, Hungary adopted restrictions on it policies towards
refugees, claimed to be overwhelmed by Bosnian refugees after Austria closed its
borders. These restrictions were later legalized in 1998 asylum reform to harmonize
EU legislation.
The refugees outside the scope of geographical limitation were not much a concern
for Hungary, since the applications were few, and most asylum seekers used
Hungary as a transit country. Until 1998, there were many asylum seekers arriving
Hungary both legally and illegally. The Hungarian government was not concerned
with illegal asylum seekers and migrants since they were not staying within the
country but continuing their way towards western European countries. The average
stay of these asylum seekers was four to six months after registering to authorities
at the border and placing a formal asylum application. After that they disappear and
continue their way to the neighbouring countries. 82
Therefore, the Hungarian government never saw asylum seekers as a problem, and
the abolishing of geographical limitation was not of their concern. When the
government lifted the geographical limitation, it caught UNHCR officials by
surprise; they had not even informed the UNHCR officials in advance. However,
the Hungarian government was ready in many aspects. They had established an
80
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asylum system before the decision of abolish was taken. At a very early stage,
Hungary signed readmission agreements with the neighbouring states and other
Balkan states. They have started with Austria and Germany, and continued with
Ukraine, Czech Republic, Slovakia and Bulgaria. They had also tried to sign a
readmission agreement with Turkey, but Turkish government was reluctant to do
so, and it had failed. 83 The successful establishment of asylum system in Hungary
was achieved by two reasons. First, the training of government officials had started
at a very early stage. It had been undertaken initially by UNHCR officials; later on
German and Austrian officials also joined to train Hungarians with the Twinning
Projects undertaken during the EU harmonization process. Secondly, they have
allocated resources also at a very early stage; therefore, Hungary did not suffer
financial cutbacks during the process.

Table 6.
Asylum applications and recognitions in Hungary 1997-2004
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Hungary had feared a boost in asylum applications after the abolishing the
geographical limitation and later joining to the EU. However, the opposite occurred.
The number of asylum applications submitted in Hungary has been reduced by 25
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percent. 84 Hungary experienced a significant increase in the number of asylum
seekers from 1997 to 1999, and after the peak in 1999; there was another increase in
2001. However, since 2001 there has been a steady decrease. In 2004, the decrease
was 33 percent in comparison to 2003. A similar trend can be observed in both new
member states such as Poland and Czech Republic, and former member states such
as Greece; according to UNHCR figures, Greece has one of the lowest acceptance
rates in the European Union, having awarded asylum status to just 0.9 percent of
applicants in 2004 and 0.6 percent in 2003. 85
There are three reasons in respect of the decrease in asylum seeker applications.
First, the asylum seekers discouraged after they found out they can no longer place
an asylum application and expect to be resettled to another country; but stranded in
Hungary. Therefore, they did not submit applications in Hungary. The asylum
routes has changed and oriented through Italy and Spain. 86 The second reason was
the initiation of increased legal penalties to people entering Hungary illegally. The
legislation has been changed to provide to charge detention up to one year. The last
reason was the increased and intense border guarding by Hungarian government;
especially the borders between Ukraine and Serbia and Montenegro.

3.7. Conclusion
Hungary was also one of the members of international refugee regime which
maintained geographical limitation like Turkey until 1998. However, Hungary can
not be a model for the projections of Turkish asylum policy in the future because
Hungary was a Soviet Bloc country thus on the ‘Soviet camp’ during the Cold War.
But the adoption of geographical limitation in Turkey was mainly to align a policy
with the US to combat Soviet Bloc. Although Hungary declared the mass influx
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concerns from the surrounding region, this is unrealistic, since there were limited
number of asylum seekers came to Hungarian territories compared to Turkey, and
very limited number of them submitted asylum applications in the country, which
by any standard is few compared to other European countries as well as Turkey.
Turkey and Hungary adopted geographical limitation because of completely
different reasons since the concerns of Hungary and Turkey are not the same.
Hungary is not a country under the threat of mass influxes in great numbers and
contains territories that pose danger to the country unlike Turkey.
The analysis of European asylum and refugee policies shows that, although there
has been a common policy, this was set at the minimum standards and the area of
Common Asylum Policy needs further collaborative work. Moreover, this chapter
showed that a geographical limitation is unacceptable as it has not been a part of the
acqui, and it has been asked from Hungary and other new member states to lift it
within the harmonization process. Concerning the debate of geographical limitation,
Turkey does not have an opt out and has to align its policies with the Common
Asylum Policy of Europe. This has been clearly evident in Hungarian example.
Although there is a general tendency around the globe, the concept of geographical
limitation is more specific to Europe and seen as a security concern by European
countries, thus we observe more restrictive policies in Europe.
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CHAPTER IV

A CASE STUDY ON GEOGRAPHICAL LIMITATION WITHIN
THE CONTEXT OF EU-TURKEY HARMONIZATION
PROCESS
4.0. Introduction
Through the relatively new descriptions made through the first half of the 20th
century, the definition of refugee introduced to the international agreements;
although there have been some traces of earlier citations or small definitions made
in earlier centuries. The major breakthrough however occurred in 20th century when
the consequences of events inescapably brought the issue to take an action for
refugees. In this chapter, the policy analysis of Turkey and European states will be
discussed in respect of geographical limitation. In order to provide a better
explanation, a theoretical framework consisting of the two major government
approaches, the liberal and security oriented approaches, to refugee issues will be
presented. All of the policy analyses will be made through the perspective of these
two approaches.

4.1. A Theoretical Approach to the State Policies of Refugee and Migration
As Sandra Lavenex argues, “the refugee policy is characterised by an intrinsic
tension between the principles of human rights and national sovereignty.”
Furthermore she states, “As a consequence, the notions of refugees and refugee
protection are contested concepts, whose perception and definition follow either
more statist or more humanitarian concerns. The socio-philosophical implications
of this dichotomy are reflected in the evolution of the discipline of International
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International Relations.” 87 As Lavenex expresses, the states’ policies towards
refugees can be categorized under two main groups. The first one is the most
popular one among government policies and oversees through a nation state
perspective regarding the security concerns and threat to national sovereignty. The
latter can be expressed as a liberal approach, a humanitarian point of view
concerning the rights, needs and necessities of refugees.

4.1.1. The Liberal Approach
The liberal point of view is not only stated and argued by international
organizations, academicians and NGO’s; but ‘sovereign states’ 88 as phrased by
Goodwin-Gill, also adopted it in their policies from time to time, though their
intentions differ by acting as such. Furthermore, the establishment of international
organizations like League of Nations and its predecessor United Nations (UN), or
the Organization of African Unity (OAU) are the result of the common act of the
states.
The liberal perception is based on the Kant’s perspective of idealism. It rejects the
idea of realism, which will be explained in later parts of this chapter to explain the
nation state perspective, wherein the natural state of international relations is
conflict and war. According to the Kantian perspective, the main actor in the
international system is the individual in a “community of mankind” 89 . The
individual is the sovereign and the state guarantees the rights of its people.
Furthermore, the role of the state is to fulfil the universal values. It is proposed that
a centralised power to be established for creating and implementing law above the
states to protect peoples’ rights from manipulation of individual sovereignties and
to preserve the universal norms. According to liberal perception, the idea of
87
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international relations is to consist of individuals who have higher degrees of
reason, law and morality with the interaction and interdependence of each other.
This progress will depend on abolishing war, to learn from the experience and to
have ambition to create common laws and institutions, and interdependence and
understanding among different peoples. 90 Thus, the international system is the
existence of universal values, growing interdependence and the increasing
institutionalisation of common laws and regimes. Rather that the states’ conflict
with each other to serve each nations’ self interest, liberal perception sees the
cooperation to characterise international relations. In this point of view, moral
principles come first before political considerations.
From the idealist perspective of liberal perception, refugees are individuals that
have rights. They are not the debate of state sovereignty and should not be seen or
treated as voluntary migrants, as the realist concept that originates the nation state
perspective argues. Liberal perception sees refugees who are individuals violated in
terms of basic human rights and in need of protection. Since human rights are
common for all individual human beings, the violations of them are the common
concern of all humanity regardless of race, religion or membership of a particular
group or culture. The protection of human rights is therefore for the good of all
mankind and a condition for peace; and a common responsibility for all mankind.
The violation of human rights is thus a common concern for all human community;
and not an issue of state sovereignty.
Therefore, it is the responsibility of international community to prevent the human
rights violations and the production of refugees. To achieve this, the nation states
must cooperate to prevent the main reasons of flight including economic
cooperation and perhaps go as far as humanitarian intervention. Furthermore, the
international community has the responsibility to provide protection for refugees.
This responsibility also creates a limit on the decision of judgment over the
composition of their population and entry of refugees into their territory; except in
90
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the situation where the amount of individuals that states receive as refugees come to
violate the fundamental rights of citizens of those states. According to liberal point
of view, the basic rights of individuals are by far superior to the political
considerations of national interests of states.
The liberal approach had seen both World Wars and continued through the second
half of the 20th century until the end of Cold War. Especially, after the Second
World War many people uprooted were refused both entry visas and asylum in
other European countries. The general guilt led to a special treatment being awarded
to ‘political refugees’, such as persons in fear of persecution for reasons of race,
religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion as
stated in the 1951 Geneva Convention. 91 Also, Cold War environment effected this
action. Later, this point of view has not been confined with Europe, but other
organizations have taken similar actions or enlarged the scope of these treatments in
different parts of the world. For instance, in Africa, where refugee movements have
also been caused by generalized violence, recognition and assistance have been
extended to several additional categories of refugees. This was enacted by a
decision in Organization of African Unity (OAU) Convention.
During the period of 1960s, the 1951 definition was generally interpreted liberally
so that many asylum seekers who were not labour migrants were accommodated
under the 1951 Convention. For instance, in some countries women were given
Convention status under the “social group” category. The Executive Committee of
the UNHCR programme indicated in 1985 that states were free to grant refugee
status to women who were persecuted as a “particular social group”. 92 This kind of
flexibility adopted for special cases such as war refugees, deserters and persons
avoiding military service. A number of countries also created ad hoc solutions
allowing asylum seekers to stay under another status though differed in their names:
“B” status in Scandinavian countries, “exceptional leave” to remain in the UK,
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Duldung 93 in Germany. For instance, in Germany the Länder may decide to allow
asylum seekers to stay although they have been refused status. As an example, in
1966 the Interior Ministers of Länder formally agreed not to return any foreigner
from a Warsaw Pact nation. 94 The policy adopted in this example however, is
probably taken by the affects of the Cold War disputes of the time, although it
seems to be taken by humanitarian concerns.
At the end of the 1980s, the parameters of the Cold War began to crumble. A
realignment of powers and a global reformulation of policies were needed. This had
a deep impact on refugee policies. The asylum seekers from Eastern Europe did not
enjoy the same preferential treatment as before. Few countries agreed to accept
victims of the civil war in the former Yugoslavia despite the well publicised
atrocities taking place which affected several groups.
The reasons that sometimes states’ policies are driven or heavily affected by the
political concerns rather than humanitarian to take a liberal action by stressing
humanitarian points are open to debate and it is argued by academicians such as
Daniéle Joly 95 and Kim Salomon 96 in their works.
According to Goodwin-Gill, as one of the academicians expressing the liberal view,
there was a clear sense of protection ever present. However, the term ‘protection’
was never defined separately, rather referred or expressed within other sources such
as ‘legal protection’, ‘political and legal protection’ or ‘international protection’.
The Refugee protections system started with League of Nations and was later
institutionalized with United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees and the
universal legal structure formed with the 1951 Convention relating to the Status of
Refugees. Through the following years, it has evolved with the further needs and to
cover extensive situations and geographical areas. According to Goodwin-Gill, the
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system had worked up until 1980, but through the 1990s, it did not, regarding to the
granted protection and finding solutions to refugees.
From the liberal point of view, there has been improvement on the refugee
determination procedures and the concept of persecution is better understood as a
result of the human rights doctrine. 97 Furthermore, the sense of obligation on
protection has become more clear as the action against torture in state parties have
increased and the protection of human rights mechanisms have been extended to
include expulsion and admission; areas which fall into the nation states’ sovereign
territories. Also, statelessness and nationality have become an important
international concern.
Goodwin-Gill stresses that the ‘sovereign states’ are still the destination of flight
and the solution. On the other hand, UNHCR also operates for protection and
solutions as an international organization in those states’ territories, most of which
are party of either 1951 Convention or 1967 Protocol or other agreement or
declarations following 1951 Convention. The important point is that the Convention
regime includes individual rights as well as state obligations. Here, one of the weak
points of the Convention regime is that the organization that leads the regime as de
facto, UNHCR is greatly in need of voluntary donations for international protection
and assistance. The individual interests of donors, which are generally state
governments, have an undeniable effect on the regime. According to Goodwin-Gill,
although the regime has to be nonpolitical and humanitarian, the regime has weak
spots on the effect mentioned above and the three-way relationship concerning mass
movements, state obligations and international solidarity. 98
Less than 5 percent of the UNHCR’s annual expenditures are covered by the UN
regular budget; the remainder of its funding and resources come from voluntary
contributions, mainly from national governments most of which are developed
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states such as United States, Western European countries, Japan, Canada and
Australia. While having resources is critical fro the organization to be genuinely
operational, this process has, of course, created dependency on a small number of
developed states for which they are rewarded with permanent membership on the
agency’s governing body. 99 UNHCR’s dependence on voluntary contributions
forces it to adopt policies that reflect the interests and priorities of the major donor
countries. Politics and foreign policy priorities cause donor governments to favour
some refugee groups over others. For instance, during the 1980s, international aid
per Afghan refugee in pro-Western Pakistan was more than three times higher than
that allocated to Afghan refugees in anti-Western Iran. 100 The High Commissioner
herself also accepts the fact that foreign policy considerations are reflected during
funding priorities and that some projects are better funded than others. She provides
the example that the Yugoslavian operation was heavily funded by European states
and that Cambodia by Japan which in fact reflects a kind of geopolitical interest. 101
Because of this situation, UNHCR has often either become subservient to the
policies of powerful donors or become immobilized, thereby damaging its
credibility as an effective and impartial advocate for refugees. An example to this is
that, during the 1980s, UNHCR objected to the US policy of returning Salvadorans
to their homelands and criticized the substandard conditions of collective
accommodation centres for asylum seekers within the Federal Republic of
Germany. But in both cases, the High Commissioner could exercise only very
limited influence, because of the American and German donations form an essential
portion of the UNHCR budget. Criticism was met with threats to cut of from
funding. In the 1990s, the United States and West European governments have
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continued to override UNHCR protests and disregard criticism on their forcible
repatriation of thousands of Haitians and Albanians. 102
In his article of early 2001 103 , Goodwin-Gill states that the state perception of
security towards refugees is being used wrongfully as a defensive measure against
the migration flows into the state territories and human trafficking. He also
criticises both governments and international organizations failures to respond to
the large movements of refugees, the changes in the root causes of flights, their
decision making mechanisms and the inability to set strategic goals and tactics to
tackle it.
Goodwin-Gill does not oppose all the interests of the host states. He respects and
agrees with the efforts of states to protect their citizens’ rights, their host
communities, and other refugee groups residing in the host communities. However,
he stresses that these interests regarding the security concerns to protect the rights
of their citizens should not cover another agenda, such as foreign policy concerns;
which will be explained in the nation state perspective. Furthermore, the interest of
states has to make a compromise with the protection of refugees in a joint effort of
interdependence among states and between states and international organizations.
There exist other challenges to the liberal perception concerning the application of
this view. It has been mentioned that the essential factor of liberal perception in
practice are the international organizations. The interests of donors to theses
organizations is one weak spot pose as a challenge. On the other hand, the
accountability of international organizations is another important challenge to the
implementation of liberal view. In the early years of UNHCR, this potential
problem has been overcome by annual reports to the General Assembly. However,
as Goodwin-Gill points out 104 , through the following decades and especially in the
1990s, measures to ensure the accountability of UNHCR - the biggest organization
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to protect refugees - have failed. During 1990s, in Great Lakes, Rwanda and
Kosovo, the role of international organizations and their loyalty to their principles
have been under question. The events that took place in Kosovo in 1991, put
UNHCR’s non-political characteristic under question. Following that in 1996 in
Zaire, UNHCR failed to protect the people under their protection from cross-border
raids.
As a consequence, Goodwin-Gill stresses that states have the following obligations:
to respect the principle of non-refoulment, to have protection obligations with
regard to admission and treatment after entry, to not create refugee outflows, and to
cooperate with other states to resolve any outflow occurs. He accepts the realist
perception of nation state point of view, that the nation state is inherently violent
and causes exclusion for security concerns or under national interests among its
citizens. However, he stresses that the states are obliged to provide a certain
standard of treatment in accordance with human rights.
James Hathaway 105 , another strong debater of the liberal perception towards
refugees, states that the lawyers working in the field of refugees are often hindered
by the paradoxical fact that the governments try to solve the problems on refugees
that they create themselves with the nation state perspective and furthermore, they
try to solve those problems only by themselves and with the same nation state
perspective that caused the problem in the first place. As Daniel Warner criticises,
“What is within a country that causes violence to some is the same form of politics
that denies entry to others.” 106 Hathaway too criticizes that many states fail to fulfil
their obligations and the intergovernmental organizations has limitations to cope
with the refugee issues. What Hathaway proposes for a solution is a supranational
organization as a protective body over refugee issues.
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4.1.2. The Security Oriented Nation State Approach
As stated at the beginning of this chapter, it is argued by Lavenex that the approach
towards refugees is either originated by statist or humanitarian concerns. In
international relations, from a realist point of view statism is the key word to
explain the second point of view stated in this chapter and explains the nation state
perspective: the security oriented perception towards refugees.
Statism implies that the key actors in the international system are “sovereign
states”; as the phrase has been also mentioned by Goodwin-Gill. The sovereignty of
states has two dimensions as internal and external. In the internal dimension, the
state is the supreme authority to make and enforce law within its territories.
Basically, this is based on the idea that there is a social contract exists between the
people and the state to guarantee their security. So, to guard the internal security is
the first priority of the state. Accordingly, state leaders are the ones who act to
protect the national interest of the state; as it directly means the interests of people.
According to this logic, it can be said that in times of crisis, human rights falls into
second plan compared to security concerns to preserve the national order.
Unfortunately, from this point of view, human rights are not universal like the basic
rights of mankind, but they are applied between the state and its people, namely its
citizens, and differ from state to state. On the other hand, in external dimension of
sovereignty the states are the supreme controller over their own territories and there
is no other authority allowed to interfere the internal affairs of states. Realist views
states that if a common power does not exist, there are no common principles or
norms in the international system. In this case, every state follows its own foreign
policy as it sees fit. This is called self-help in the realist discourse.107 Every goal
including economic goals is bound to the national interest of the state.
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According to the nation state perspective, refugees are in the context of state
sovereignty which includes the control of its population and territory. With the
absence of human rights in universal, the refugee becomes no different than any
other voluntary migrant. The violation of human rights in one state does not interest
another state because it does not present an international violation since there is the
absence of universal human rights and since those rights are only subjected to the
respective country of origin. In this case, refugees are either seen as a tool for
foreign policy of other states to gain power over the country of origin or seen as a
threat to internal security or ‘national security’. If a state loses control of migration
flows towards inside and outside of its territories, then there is a risk of disrupt in its
internal stability, by either emigration or immigration or both. Interrelated with this,
it becomes a risk to the social, economic and political stability. At this point,
migration becomes a security threat.
This brings an explanation to the current phenomena of European Union’s effort to
transfer their policies outside the countries of EU to create safe third countries to
control the refugee flows - or migration flows in basic nation state perspective - to
preserve the internal stability of EU states and possible conflict between the refugee
producing states and refugee receiving states.
The refugees can also be used as a tool for foreign policy108 , as stated above. In this
case, a provocation of refugee flow by one state in another state will disrupt the
targeted state’s internal stability by draining its manpower skills. In addition, if an
opposition group of government in the targeted state is encouraged to emigrate to its
own territories, a state can support and increase the power of opposition groups and
therefore strengthen its own position for power against targeted country.
Furthermore, refugees can be used as icons of propaganda campaigns against the
targeted states.
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The foreign policy discourse also brings an explanation, that the 1951 Geneva
Convention relating to the Status of Refugees was prepared by ‘capitalist’ ‘western
states’ and affected heavily with the emerging Cold War policy of United States;
and until 1990s the Convention regime were heavily influenced by United States in
a bipolar Cold War world; where USSR claimed the regime was protecting traitors
and serving US policies and refused to take part in it. 109 Therefore, sometimes
states’ policies are driven or heavily affected by the political concerns in
accordance to security oriented nation state perspective rather than humanitarian to
take a liberal action by stressing humanitarian points. It is especially true for the
reasons of drafting the 1951 Geneva Convention relating to the Status of Refugees,
to serve the foreign policies of western states and United States against the
Communist Bloc through the Cold War era, although there is an undeniable fact
that there was a need for humanitarian action for the uprooted people of Second
World War, however subordinates to the former reason.
After the Cold War however, the concept of security has taken a different
dimension. The nation state point of view has received alterations in itself towards
the concept of national security. It has become to be perceived in three dimensions;
as strategic, regime, and structural dimension. 110 Where the strategic dimension
refers to the external dimension of nation state security concept as explained above,
and where the regime dimension is the capacity of the government to protect itself
from internal threats arising from domestic conflict and disorder. The structural
dimension is the balance between a state’s population and its resource capabilities
such as accommodation, food and water supplies. This balance comes under threat,
along with the internal stability, when demands on resources become too much to
accommodate, such as in a refugee mass influx scenario; although in this case all
three dimensions come under threat. 111
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From the nation state - security concerns point of view, the possible threat
conditions can be explained under four categories. The refugees can be a threat in
opposition to the host state’s regime; a political risk; a threat to the cultural identity
of the host state; and a social and economic burden. 112
The host state’s decision to grant refugee status often creates an adversary
relationship with the country that produces the refugees. If the host state gives
refugee status for the well-founded fear of persecution, it automatically accuses the
country of origin for persecuting their citizens. The refugee producing country may
think that the host country might using her citizens, as explained above, as a foreign
policy tool against her regime. There are examples for this scenario as the effort of
United States to arm the Cuban refugees to overthrow Castro regime at the Bay of
Pigs, or the support of Arab states given to Palestinian refugees against Israelis.
Another scenario is that, refugees might actively lobby in the host states in order to
force those governments to adopt specific foreign policies towards their home
countries. An example to this scenario is the presence of almost one million of
Cuban refugees in United States, almost all of whom are opposed to Castro regime
have made it difficult to achieve the normalization of relations between USA and
Cuba. 113 In such cases, the state of origin may hold the host state responsible for
their activities and claim it to be hostile. For these concerns, the host state may
perceive refugees as a threat to its national security.
As another example, and much more important one concerning Turkey, is the
presence of great numbers of Kurdish refugees in Europe and especially in Nordic
States such as Sweden, that make the relationship between the European Union and
Turkey difficult when regarding human rights concerns. Until 2004, when Turkey
was still being monitored to be qualified as a candidate state for future membership
of the Union, Turkey had been under pressure for her treatment of its citizens of
Kurdish origin; however, not relating to those who live in cosmopolitan cities or
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any region of Turkey, but specifically those in the south eastern region of Anatolia.
Although there are many citizens of different ethnic origins (such as Arabs,
Assyrians and Syrians) living in the region apart from Kurdish originated, European
Union and especially Swedish government and delegations to Turkey have stressed
the humanitarian condition and treatment of Turkish governments to Kurds must be
improved in order for Turkey to be qualified for further negotiations with European
Union. This can be an example to the scenario mentioned above; as Kurdish
refugees has strong pressure over Swedish government to adopt a policy towards
Turkey in order for it to improve the conditions of Kurdish minority only, and to
make it a prerequisite for Turkish accession to EU.
In accordance with the concern of risk to its regime, the host state sees refugees as a
political risk to itself by the same reason of possibility in order to force those
governments to adopt specific foreign policies towards their home countries. If the
host state does not compel to their wishes, there arises a risk of the received
refugees that were given protection to turn against the host state. During the
invasion of Kuwait by Iraq, the invaders were counting upon the support of those
around 400,000 Palestinians who held important positions in the Iraqi
administration. After the war, the Kuwaiti government expelled the Palestinians as a
security threat. 114 Furthermore, there is also a risk of refugees to launch terrorist
attacks within the host state, ally with the domestic opposition against host
governments’ policies, smuggle arms, and be involved in drug traffic; thus
increasing the crime rate, disrupting political stability and causing international
political problems with other states. For example, Palestinians, Kurds, Armenians
and Northern Irish asylum seekers have been investigated not only for their claims
of being well-founded fear of persecution, but the possible threat of their presence
constitute to the host community; especially within the context of increased
international terrorism throughout the world. 115
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In another dimension, the refugees are perceived by the nation state point of view as
a threat to national identity; especially in states where ethnic rivalries are strong,
with weak governments and where essential resources are limited. In those cases,
refugee movements might disrupt the inter-communal harmony and may alter the
major societal values by changing ethnic, religious linguistic and cultural
compositions within the host society; and therefore propose a risk to cause a great
strain on the system. A large refugee influx with ties to a particular domestic group
can disrupt the internal balance within the host state and even be a threat to the
existing political system. 116 Since refugees usually seek to preserve their own
cultural heritage and national identity, to hold to their dreams of eventually to return
to their states of origin, their integration into the host society becomes much more
difficult. This attitude of refugees might trigger xenophobic reactions within the
host society, not only complicating their integration further, but with the gradual
rise of xenophobic and racist feelings in society, most governments fear the antirefugee or anti-migrant parties to threaten the regime of nation state. 117
The last point of argument from the perception of nation state towards refugees is
the social or economic burden they would cause. From this point of view refugees
might create a substantial economic burden by limiting accommodations or
housing, education, and transportation facilities. In advanced industrial societies, a
dependency to services created by the welfare state would be added. On the other
hand, in less developed states, refugees may illegally occupy private or government
lands or produce waste. 118 In some states, an influx of refugees is accompanied by
drug and arms traffic; thus creating an increase in crime and violence in the host
states, leading to domestic instability. 119
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4.1.3. A Conclusion to Theoretical Framework Concerning both Approaches
Goodwin-Gill assumes that if all states fulfil all their obligations there would be no
exceptions and therefore no refugees. Citizens are protected by their governments
because the primary obligation of states is to protect their citizens. In addition,
governments are supervised by various treaties and organizations for keeping an eye
on and supervising those treaties to make sure that states fulfil their obligations to
their citizens. These organizations do not protect citizens; they try to guarantee that
states do. And states themselves establish those organizations.
According to a realist explanation of the nation state perception, or statist discourse,
it was accepted that there is the natural resistance of nation state for an international
authority or common power because it would be a threat to the states’ sovereignty.
However, in the case of UNHCR, whatever the initial reasons of establishment
were, it is currently there to be an international organization to protect refugees;
although there is the resistance to an international authority existence coming from
the very nature of the nation state - the security perception. The role of UNHCR is
not to create new state obligations in the normal function of states, but rather to see
that states function in such a way that the citizens will be protected. Therefore, both
the nation state security concern and humanitarian concern will be sufficed
together. As stated by Arthur C. Helton, “UNHCR’s protection responsibility,
which is entrusted to it by the international community, makes it distinct among
international organizations…In a fundamental sense; protection means to secure the
enjoyment of basic human rights and to meet primary humanitarian needs” 120
The protection of refugees is an extension of human rights protection taken in very
specific and exceptional situations. It is assumed that if all states respected their
obligations to their citizens in terms of human rights there would be no refugees or
refugee flows, which are caused by violations, by exceptions to the rules of proper
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state behaviour. Therefore, as in Daniel Warner’s words, “…norms dealing with
refugees are extensions of the normal obligations of states in extraordinary
situations and they are not extraordinary rules.” 121
As I have stated above, it is not the role of UNHCR to create new state obligations
in the normal function of states, but rather to see that states function in such a way
that the citizens will be protected. Therefore, as internationally accepted, UNHCR
becomes an authority in the international relations to protect refugee rights and act
as an overseer to propose guidance and criticisms if the protection conditions are
breached.
In this sense, a similarity between UNHCR and the European Union can be
established. European Union is a semi supranational organization acts in the
European geographical area and desires to extend its importance as a major actor in
international relations; alongside with USA, Russian Federation, Japan and China.
The EU prepares its own policies in order to compete with other major actors and
furthermore tries to export them to countries in neighbouring areas in order to
increase its influence. These policies can be categorized as economic, security,
environment, migration and asylum. In some examples such as economic policy,
the member states of the EU are more determined and centralized on decision
making and implementation. The European Central Bank is the ultimate centre on
decision making on European economy, and EU trade agreements and quotas can
be expressed as the implementation of the EU economic policy. In some areas
however, EU members are more reluctant to fully cooperate in practice and build up
the necessary laws to be more centralized; such as security, migration and asylum.
These areas are still in need of more time for debate and persuasion on sovereignty
transfer from states to Union. However, the European Union tries to export its
complete and yet to be completed policies among neighbouring states in order to
expand its influence, thus placing importance to being an international actor. The
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major method of the EU to export those policies is to give the impression to other
countries that they can be a future member of the Union. This has been done
towards Central and Eastern Countries (CEEC) in the latest enlargement of
European Union. The EU had already started economic relations with CEEC by
trade agreements before the collapse of Communist Bloc. Through the following
years, EU extended its governance over the CEEC area initially by association
agreements. The model type of EU governance and the policies created with the
agreements allowed systematic progress on democratization and free market
economy made it possible for CEEC to take EU governance as a model and adapt it
into their system. The EU has used this role model on maintaining the security and
order in Europe, like in the case of the split of Czechoslovakia. 122 Both parties were
careful to prevent hostile engagement for the prospect of EU membership, the split
of Czechoslovakia into Czech Republic and Slovakia progressed peacefully. Later
on, the EU had chosen to include these neighbours to its order by membership, thus
preventing the possibility of security a problem among its neighbours to spring its
own territories; although this was not the only major reason for the EU on
enlargement. As a conclusion, by making membership opportunities available, the
EU has extended its policies towards neighbouring states.
Turkey will also harmonize the EU acquis with its own legislation as all other once candidate - member states have done through the accession partnership period.
These will include the EU laws on human rights and migration, as well as the EU’s
asylum system. Turkey does not have an option but to lift the geographical
limitation in order to be a member of the European Union because no other the EU
state has the limitation within their legislation; and therefore the EU law does not
contain it. Turkey will harmonize the acqui in order to be a member, and will
abolish the geographical limitation during the process, since the EU acqui does not
contain the limitation.
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Although Turkey has maintained the geographical limitation for security concerns
since she introduction it in 1963, she will lift it because of the rules of an
international organization she wants to be a part, and therefore there will be a shift
from the security perspective to a more humanitarian perspective. This is a very
good development from the human rights perspective. Even if the asylum policy
and laws of the EU on this area are criticized to be not comprehensive, not complete
and fair. Here, the EU can be said an example to semi supranational organization
that has been mentioned previously during the explanation of statist perspective. As
a part of this organization, Turkey will shift its point of view from security
concerned nation state perspective to a more humanitarian liberal point of view by
accepting and harmonizing this international organization’s treaties. And EU, as a
semi supranational organization, will be an initiator and a catalyst for Turkey’s
shifting attitude to refugees more humanitarian. Whatever the reasons for the EU to
accept Turkey as a member: economic, the young and educated population, a big
market for trade, a bridge between a Christian Community and Muslim countries these are all discussed by academicians as well as politicians and heavily in media the outcome regarding Turkey’s attitude towards refugees will be much more
positive and humanitarian.
According to the nation state point of view, the state exists to guarantee the security
of their citizens; except the threat to national security is coming from some of its
citizens. Also, in times of security concerns like crises, human rights subordinates
to security to preserve the national order. Furthermore, according to the statist point
of view human rights are not universal but they are applied between the state and its
citizens, and differ from state to state. In addition, the states are the supreme
controller over their own territories and there is no other authority allowed to
interfere the internal affairs of states. And finally, if a common power does not
exist, every state uses self-help; that follows its own foreign policy as it sees fit.
Refugees are seen either a foreign policy tool or a threat to ‘national security’; as
refugees seen from the state point of view as voluntary migrants and therefore a risk
to the social, economic and political stability.
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What lacks in this scheme described was the lack of a common power; one that
voluntarily formed by states themselves such as United Nations and United Nations
High Commissioner for Refugees. As I have stated above, it is not the function of
UNHCR to create obligations to states, but instead to perform that states function
that the citizens will be protected. That has been achieved 55 years ago; however,
there is some deficiency, occurred during the time being. Turkey was one of the
founders of UN and both the drafter and a party to the 1951 Geneva Convention.
But Turkey has also declared a geographical limitation and has maintained it since
then. According to the humanitarian point of view, party to the Convention is a
remarkable thing; however, the absence of geographical limitation would be much
better; including the cessation of human rights violations. Turkey is a refugee
receiving country but also had long been a refugee producing country. In addition,
Turkey’s attitude towards refugees is evasive. The state policy of Turkey towards
the refugees is to provide them temporary protection, without further aid, such as
accommodation, food and health services. Therefore, from liberal view it can be
said that there is a common power among nation states, but with deficiencies.
Now, one step further, if another common power is present above the nation state,
with an executive power for better implementation on refugee and asylum seekers,
it would be much more better in case of humanitarian concerns. In this case, the
prospect of European Union membership would be a tool to achieve it. As a
supranational organization, EU can act as an organization both to create state
obligations for better conditions and protection for refugees - legally, institutionally
and de facto; and furthermore to create obligations and monitor that the citizens
themselves would be protected. Until the Intergovernmental Conference on 17
December 2004, Turkey was under heavy pressure from European Union that
human rights conditions should be improved for a precondition to start the
accession partnership process. Today, Turkey is considered to be a safe country for
refugees and no longer a refugee producing country. Therefore, the human rights
conditions have been improved in Turkey towards its citizens with the prospect of
EU membership.
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As an international organization, the role of UNHCR is not to create new state
obligations in the normal function of states, but rather to see that states function in
such a way that the citizens will be protected. But as a supranational organization,
European Union exports its laws and policies to its member and future member
states through harmonization of acqui with national law. This way, it will be
possible to improve the conditions of human rights in Turkey and to ensure the
protection of citizens in Turkey by the nation state; but also, it will be a catalyst to
create a national asylum system for refugees fleeing from different parts of the
world, where they can enjoy their rights as refugees and protection in much more
humanitarian way. In conclusion, there would be a compromise between the nation
state and liberal points of view in favour of the refugees.

4.2. The Analysis of European Union States’ Approaches towards Refugees
from the perceptions of Theoretical Framework

4.2.1. The Analysis of European States in General
The approach of the European states to these two different points of views has
differed through the second half of the 20th century, with the changing course of
events through that time. Starting from 1957, the achievements of independence of
former colonies of western European states in Africa caused many people to
become refugees. 123 This was because of the adoption of nation-state model by
most of those newly formed countries, which caused discriminations related to
ethnical differences. Later on, the same series of events began in Asia. These new
developments affected the perception and attitude of European states towards
refugee movements. Starting from 1960s, the refugee problem ceased to be refugees
mainly fleeing from the Communist Bloc and people other than the European origin
and culture came and started to live in western European states as refugees. As a
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second point, European states began to realize the shortcomings of 1951
Convention to cover all new refugee groups. This led them to prepare the 1967
Protocol.
The new developments in Africa and Asia originated from the disintegration of
former colonies of western European states. This reason required a special
treatment to accept those refugees coming from these regions. However, this special
treatment does not originate from the notion of responsibility, as humanitarian
liberal approach suggests; but from economical reasons. 124 Throughout the 1960s,
the economic growth was at its peak among western European states,
unemployment rates were low with a low inflation rate. It was an ideal environment
for great industrial progresses. Thus there was not any argument against those new
groups of refugees, since they can be utilised as additional manpower just as any
other voluntary migrants to drive for further economic growth of the state.
Throughout this period, voluntary migrants were encouraged to work in Western
Europe; and migrants accepted not only from former colonies in Africa, Asia and
Caribbean regions, but from other developing countries of the world 125 , including
Turkey and also from the south European states.
The acceptance of migrants was regulated by systematic programs. Through this
process, for instance, migrants from India and Asian countries settled in United
Kingdom, from North Africa to France and from Caribbean to Belgium and
Netherlands. 126 The welcoming of migrants and refugees had always been warm as
long as the economic growth continued. But it should be noted that there was
almost no difference between the migrants and refugees in Western Europe; as all
were seen as factors for increasing the economic welfare. 127 Although European
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states were almost encouraging refugees to flee to their territories to increase their
economic growth, there were difficulties to accept all of them within the scope of
1951 Convention.
Furthermore, the refugees were being treated just as the 1951 Convention obliges
them to do so, including economic aid, free language courses and other necessary
implementations to realise their integration into host societies. Although, migrants along with refugees - were all seen as temporary, the need for some change to
increase the scope of the 1951 Convention agreed and 1967 Protocol has been
prepared. With the introduction of 1967 Protocol, the discrimination - in a way that made in Europe towards refugees by keeping the condition of time and region
has been ceased 128 . This is an improvement in terms of humanitarian and liberal
approach. However, the 1967 Protocol has served another purpose other than to
increase the scope of Convention; apart from being more humanitarian: It served as
a tool to increase the presence of refugees, thus to increase employment for growing
demand in increasing industrial sector.
The Protocol contained the cessation of time limitation regarding ‘events occurred
before 1 January 1951’ and furthermore it consisted of the cessation of the
geographical limitation. This meant the asylum seekers coming from other parts of
the world regardless of the ‘events occurred in Europe’, could be accepted as
refugees in western European states.
According to the UNHCR sources, the reason that the European states introduced
the time and geographical limitation was because of the reluctance of European
states to commit themselves to responsibility of accepting unknown amount of
refugees in an unknown future. As it is stated in the UNHCR international website:
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… One heated debate was sparked over the refusal of some
delegates to commit themselves to open-ended legal obligations.
In elaborating one of the Convention’s core definitions, “who
could be considered a refugee”; some countries favoured a
general description covering all future refugees. Others wanted to
limit the definition to then existing categories of refugees.
In the end, inevitably, there was a compromise. A general
definition emerged, based on a “well-founded fear of
persecution” and limited to those who had become refugees “as a
result of events occurring before 1 January 1951.” This temporal
limitation and the option to impose a geographical limitation by
interpreting the word “events” to mean either “events occurring
in Europe” or “events occurring in Europe or elsewhere”, was
incorporated because the drafters felt “it would be difficult for
governments to sign a blank check and to undertake obligations
towards future refugees, the origin and number of which would
be unknown.” … 129
Through the 1960s, it can be said that western European states that formed today’s
European Union in the first place, have liberal implementations regarding refugees.
There were no limitations against refugees as de facto; on the contrary, there were
almost encouragements for refugees to seek asylum in European states.
Furthermore, the humanitarian obligations of 1951 Geneva Convention were
implemented such as providing ways of integration. In addition, there have been
further efforts to expand the scope of the existing legal rules in a more humanitarian
way, with the 1967 Protocol.
However, these liberal implementations had been used only because it served the
nation state interests at that time; that is the beneficiary role of refugees to the
nation state economies, thus the societies. It can be said that the liberal point of
view has been adopted in 1960s because of the nation state perception without
taking into account of security concerns.
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Through the 1970s there was a shift in western European states’ attitude towards
refugees. With the oil crisis of 1973, when Arab states put an embargo on United
States, Israel and some of the western European states because of their support to
Israel during the Arab - Israel war, the industrial growth decreased rapidly, the
inflation increased, the production sector decreased, the unemployment increased
and in general, the economic growth of western European states slowed
dramatically. This has led the marginal sections of the states’ societies to blame
refugees and migrants for this downfall. Until that time, Western Germany had
received 18 million refugees and four million of them were residing. There were
refugees in great numbers from Uganda in United Kingdom from the beginning of
1970s and on top of that 300,000 Chilean refugees kept coming 130 to ‘the Great
Britain”. There was a general discontent among the societies against refugees, since
the unemployment was going up and the refugees kept coming in greater numbers,
and the existing ones among societies were not paying taxes and receiving financial
aid. 131 On the other hand, it was a five o’clock tea time for the Cold War. During
the 1970s, it was a time for mutual cooperation between the European states and
Soviet Bloc to keep security in Europe and for creating cooperation grounds. This
environment changed the attitude of western European states towards the refugees
from Communist Bloc. They were not receiving a warm welcome anymore; partly
because of the security and cooperation environment and partly from the economic
crisis. Furthermore, it was a time for mutual cooperation among western European
states to create a common Europe. It was decided commonly to cease the immigrant
acceptance outside the European Economic Community (EEC) states. This had
directed immigrants to choose to seek asylum into EEC states in order to get a job;
therefore the refugee applications were boosted.
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Through the 1970s and the following 1980s, nation states of Western Europe, which
later had become the EEC states, limited the refugee acceptance; along with the
cessation of immigrant receptions outside their common territories. The 1980s led
further cooperation and security measures to be taken against refugee flows and
immigrants and EEC territories came under the spot as ‘fortress Europe’. This was
again the continuation of the nation state approach to refugees, along with the
security concerns. The fear of statist perception to observe unrest among the
community, lack of sources to supply the community’s needs, in this case as
unemployment and economic, the division leading anti-immigrant and anti-refugee
groups, and overall a threat to regime was the main driving force to see refugees
and migrants as a threat to the state. There was not any responsibility for the need
and contributions of migrants and refugees in the 1960s and certainly not any
humanitarian concerns for the upcoming asylum seekers. The security and the
instability threat to the European states were seen to be much more important. And
therefore, they took the strategy of acting together by implementing common
policies; common action towards defending common territories against refugees
and to share the increasing burden of refugee flows by cooperation. The
implementations of the liberal approach used as a tool by nation state perspective
have been completely left aside.
In the firm policies towards refugees through 1980s and 1990s, both the antiforeigner movements had increased and the refugee regime had been battered. 132
Through the 1990s, refugee movements led to conflicts between refugee producing
and refugee receiving states. For instance, the refugee receiving states tried to
intervene in the internal affairs of refugee producing states, using human rights
violations as a tool.
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It can be seen from the latter graph that the asylum applications in Europe began to
rise dramatically during the 1970s. The oil crisis was not a happy contribution to the
European economies and unrests among the societies began to form against
migrants as well as refugees. The Iranian refugees fleeing from the 1979 Revolution
in Iran constitutes a great deal of the continuing increase during the mid 1980s, as it
can be observed in the former graph. These applications created an increased
pressure on European governments; leading them to adopt common action to tackle
the refugee problem and served partly until 1990s. The highest peaks during the
period from 1991 to 1993 owe mainly the contribution of Iraqi asylum seekers,
mostly Kurds, as well as the continuing Iranian refugees. This has caused much
more pressure in Europe concerning the general migration problem as well as
refugees, and led European states to implement more restrictive polices towards
asylum seekers. The adoption of these policies helped to keep the pressure under
control at certain levels in the following years, however, the EU states try to
implement more restrictions towards asylum seekers.
The general unrest and discontent against refugees throughout European societies,
coupled with the conflicts occurred in Africa, Middle East and Balkans led
European states to develop and implement a new model for EU security to prevent
the new refugee movements. This is a two stage intervention 133 . The first stage
consists of military intervention of individual states or a common action to the
conflict zone, in order to solve refugee problems. It has first started with the end of
Gulf War in 1991, when the safe zones were established in northern Iraq. Another
example is the peace operation in Bosnia by NATO operations. The latter did not
change the outcome of the conflict; however, it was useful to deliver necessary
supplies to displaced persons and refugees of conflict. This model was not a
successful one to serve for dissuasive policies against refugees, effective as the
usage of force but to some degree. 134 The second stage includes more humanitarian
characteristics. It is executed by stressing the implementation deficiencies of human
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rights in the refugee producing state to threaten the country with sanctions against
it. This is also done by international organizations. From the nation state
perspective, it can be perceived as interfering with the internal relations of the
targeted state. Turkey can be an example of the implementation of second stage of
this model. The negotiations before the accession partnership started in October
2005; the EU has strong criticisms about the deficiency of human rights laws and
implementations. EU presented this as a prerequisite accession partnership talks.
Especially between 1997 to 2004, Turkey has been criticised to be far from being a
European state concerning human rights standards and constantly warned to
improve its conditions to suffice the Copenhagen Criteria.135 From Turkish
government and media, this is initially regarded as an intervention to internal affairs
and protested. However, through the following years Turkey introduced the
necessary laws that were required to achieve Copenhagen Criteria and presented
implementations of what is accepted by EU states as improvement. In 2004, the
regular reports of EU monitoring process stated that there is no more further need to
monitor intensely the human rights developments in Turkey.

4.2.2. The Analysis of European Union States in Particular
Having stated the general flow of attitude among Europe towards refugees, it is
important to state the individual approaches of EU states. Germany has the biggest
migrant and refugee population among other states. It has the most liberal attitude
towards refuges and migrants. He also took the lead role to develop and harmonize
the implementation of policies throughout the Europe. France came the second
regarding the degree of liberal principles applied towards refugees, considering the
integration into society and granting citizenship rights. England, on the other hand,
was not so generous for granting rights to refugees and migrants. Although it took
an active role for the legal arrangements relating refugees after the Second World
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War such as 1995 Convention, she generally accepted refugees from its former
colonies and did not grant residence to the families of refugees. The policies of
south European states, Italy, Spain, Portugal and Greece, were much flexible and
loose until the 1990s. 136 The Nordic Countries, Holland, Denmark, Norway,
Sweden ands Finland, based their attitude towards refugees on human rights
concerns, until 1990s. However, the harmonization of immigration and refugee
policies in European Community / European Union resulted a divergence from their
policies towards the general security oriented attitude.
The United Kingdom has always been firm to refugees. 137 This might change
considering the reception of refugees into the country, but considering the
conditions for residing in the UK, it was generally far from humanitarian values.
Laws regarding refugees have been evaluated under the Immigration Law in the
UK. The refugees and migrants coming from colonies or former colonies
sometimes regarded as ‘colourful’ and declared they potentially pose risk to society
for social reasons. 138 Even the prime minister of the time (during 1980s) Margaret
Thatcher explicitly argued the foreign cultures are threatening the English culture.
Through the time, UK’s approach towards refugees shaped around economic needs
of the state. Through the 1950s, the UK accepted European refugees within the
framework of European Voluntary Migrants programme. However, the behaviour
of the state was harsh. There were risks for refugees to be expelled from the UK if
they got sick or were in an accident. Also, they were not allowed to bring their
families with them. In 1968, the migrants coming from Commonwealth states
issued a different passport and annual quotas began to be applied. Since refugees
were taken into consideration with migrants in the Immigration Law, the same
quotas applied to refugees. The Law has been revised in 1971 to limit the residence
permits for foreigners for only the ones residing for five years and the ones that
born in UK territory. Another revision took place in 1980 with major changes in a
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statist discourse. Additional limitations applied to the reception of refugees and visa
applications required. Furthermore, the refugees who were not directly coming from
their country of origin to the UK would not be counted as refugees; instead they
would be treated as economic migrants who would abuse the refugee system. The
asylum seekers who failed to obtain visas and the ones that illegally entered the
country were automatically dismissed for a refugee status. 139 Furthermore, UK
introduced carrier sanctions for airline operators as financial charges for carrying
the people who do not have proper legal documents. From the humanitarian point,
visa policy was heavily criticised as refugees who fled from their countries for the
fear of their lives could not obtain these kinds of documents. It was often criticised
that these regulations were a part of UK’s dissuasiveness policy for refugees and
could not be considered humanitarian. UK’s detention policy was another point of
criticism for a violation of human rights. The refugees were held together at special
detention centres and the time for detention took too long. Furthermore,
humanitarian organizations criticised the unnecessary detention of individuals;
since detention is used for mass influxes for potential security risk, however, the
generalisation of detention for individuals was claimed to be unnecessary and in
violation of Article 31 of 1951 Geneva Convention Relating to the Status of
Refugees. Finally in 1992, another change has been made in the Law to cease the
housing aid for refugees. It can be easily concluded that in the UK the attitude
towards refugees is strongly oriented within nation state - security perspective. It is
mostly criticised in different examples by international and humanitarian
organisations throughout different times during the last 50 years that the attitude of
UK towards refugees is not humanitarian.
Germany is considered to be the most liberal state among others, regarding
refugees. According to law, everyone who has been persecuted for political reasons
has right to be a refugee in Germany. This is mainly because of the state politics
that Germany wanted to present himself as being a Nazi victim of WW2 and against
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the arguments of Nazi regime; and furthermore, an effort to be compassionate to
foreigners of different ethnic origins. Thus, Germany received the most asylum
applications. The limitations among western European states against immigrants led
many people to use asylum as a tool for acceptance in Germany. Furthermore, the
family unification principle allowed many refugees as well as migrants posed as
refugees to gain residence in Germany. However, the denial of Germany to accept
the fact of being a country of immigration led it to blame refugees for the problems
originated by huge numbers of migrants during and the demise of economic growth
and following environments of economic crises. 140 In 1993 the law has been
changed to make limitations on the right to seek asylum, that if it is well founded by
the state, the asylum seekers can be denied to enter the German territory and sent to
a safe third country. Examining Germany’s liberal attitude, there can be one
criticism. Until a few years ago, Germany requested as a prerequisite the necessity
of having at least one parent of German origin to grant citizenship to a foreigner.
Here, they differed from the other members of the EU, Germany’s case is different
than the classic sequence of nation state - liberal interaction explained until here.
Germany had provided many humanitarian aspects to refugees after WW2. It
included even the housing expenses, education and state aid to refugees; which are
only nowadays become common for EU countries. Of course, the reasoning of
nation state can not be ignored: Germany too has benefited vastly from refugee and
immigrant workers that rebuilt its country and industry, and tried to draw exactly
opposite figure than the previous Nazi government. However, Germany had kept its
what is called to be liberal implementations mentioned above, until the 1990s. And
these implementations are what humanitarian organisations such as UNHCR had
demanded and criticised the absence from other European governments. However,
the balance between Germany’s resources and the humanitarian needs of refugees
inevitably was disturbed by the economic crisis and this time - to the sake of statist
discourses fear - the sequence has reversed and government had to back up with the
growing anti-refugee, anti-immigrant and anti-foreigner unrests.
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The refugee policies in France had initially formed just like any other states of
Western Europe as explained above; through the need of workers to rebuild the
country after WW2. She also stopped accepting more migrants in 1974. With the
family unification programmes most of the migrants and refugees obtained
permanent residencies. Furthermore, the foreigners born in France were
automatically granted French citizenship. All foreigners from former colonies in
North Africa to Asia mixed with the host society became a multi cultural society.
The liberal environment of France was the main reason to make it realized. Within
time, however, there occurred problems of integration and fundamentalism among
Muslim communities. For the French society, the cultural unity is essential; the
common cultural values to be accepted and supported are an important issue. In the
beginning of 1980s, it was still argued that France was a ‘melting pot’ where
different cultures and colours of people can live together peacefully and every
person regardless of origin who has adapted to French culture has a right to live in
France as a French citizen. On the other hand, at the same time there were strong
movements rising against migrants and refugees, strengthened from the general
anti-migrant and anti-refugee movements among Europe. In 1979, French president
started applications to encourage Algerians to return back to Algeria, however, it
was faced with great amount of protest among many parts of French society. In
1980 a new law was introduced to make granting citizenship to foreigners difficult.
In 1986, a similar citizenship law to that the UK was introduced, granting
citizenship to the foreigners born in France with the additional condition of having
to reside in France for five years.141 From liberal parties, this is criticised as being
discriminative, and from nation state oriented parties, this law is criticised as being
encouraging more foreigners to access citizenship rights in the next five years. In
the second half of the 1980s refugees in France were increasingly being perceived
as criminal oriented and having an inclination towards terrorism and perceived as
being potentially dangerous to security. On the other hand, another part of the
French society started campaigns to protect the rights of refugees and gradually
141
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increased their support within French society. In 1989, the law of 1986 has been
changed with a more moderate law. According to these developments from 1950s to
1990s, it can be said for France that it had much liberal perception until the 1980s,
prevailed to survive the liberal perception from the 1973 oil crisis, in the case of
refugees. However, with the general trend of protectionalism and security trends
rising among Europe and the actions for common policies for European
Communities, the perception of France has been also affected. But still, there are
two strong sides today in France. One side still keep the liberal perspective and
influences to keep the liberal policies in France, and the other more security
oriented anti-refugee group which argues further restriction towards refugees and
migrants and furthermore argues to encourage them to send back to where they
come from.
The UK, Germany and France are the core states for the fundamental arrangements
and implementations against refugees. However, sometimes UK leaves herself out
in some of those arrangements, such as absenting herself with the Schengen
Agreement. In the Nordic states in general, there used to be a liberal perception
present. However, in Denmark, Norway and Sweden, when more liberal laws
introduced in order to make the application and evaluation process it easier, there
has been an enormous increase in the application rates. This would go as much as
ten times in Denmark between 1983 and 1986. To cope with this, these countries
changed their laws to introduce stern policies, which led criticisms from some parts
of the society for taking back the humanitarian rights granted. However, both the
increase in the application rates and the increasing waves of anti-refugee
movements has considerable effect on the decision making. It can be said that,
Nordic states today act more liberal than the other states of Europe. They have a
more humanitarian approach in general; only because they have received fewer
refugees than other western European states and have fewer problems with refugees
than others.
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The Southern European states have introduced firm policies too with the change of
time in 1980s but they still had flexible implementations comparing to the other
parts of Europe. 142 Italy introduced a law in 1986 to attract illegal refugees and
migrants to register to state authorities, promising them to grant permanent
residency and work permit. Actually, their intent was to grant some they promised
and send back others. However, people were much too reluctant to show
themselves, the law became a partial success. But the important point here is the
security concerns of state leading to discrimination and disregarding human rights.
Another state, Spain, furiously rejected the limiting laws taken in other EC states
and calling them to respect the human rights of refugees and not to take
discriminatory limiting actions. In Spain, the migration and refugees used to be
examined separately under the law. The refugees were easily granted permanent
residency and work permits. However, in the 1990s, Spain also changed its laws to
accommodate the general European Community trend. In general, southern
European states constitute the southern boundaries of European Union and the first
countries to stop for refugee flows from Middle East and North Africa. As their
importance grew as a first country of asylum, they seek to implement firmer
policies towards refugees to protect themselves and undermine humanitarian
concerns.
In all of these nation states, the common trend in the 1980s and 1990s is the
implementation of firm policies by states to limit the access to asylum in Europe
and the support to the residing refugees. However, the main reason for this is that
the refugee issue is extremely politicized. The economic decrease and the growing
unemployment among Europe have been billed to refugees and immigrants by
politicians in the first place. The encouragement program of prime minister of
France Valery Gisgard D’Estaing, and the cries of M. Thatcher, prime minister of
UK to ‘announce’ that UK culture is under threat by foreign cultures residing in
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UK 143 , are some examples of politicians using immigrants and refugees as a
political material to point someone to blame for economic problems; thus increase
their votes - for the time being - to implement their own policies. This has caused
fake agendas and misleads public and increases anti-refugee, anti-immigrant or antiforeigner movements. In the end, general unrest and discontent against refugees and
immigrants give something to act for nation states to ‘protect’ their citizens. It
becomes a reciprocal feeding for governments and public to mobilize each other. At
the end, refugees lose. It can be seen clearly that, to act on self interest, the nation
state can use its own society for the benefit of that society. Security concerns can be
used as an excuse to increase economic benefit for the state - and inescapably for
the society. This is yet another example of the nation states perspective to
undermine the humanitarian concerns in order to increase the state interests.
Because of the events and reasons stated above, western European states prepared
and the 1967 Protocol. Using this Protocol, Western European states abolished the
geographical limitation. But, the reason to cease the geographical limitation for
European states is economic. In order to accept the refugees into the western
European states, who were from the regions outside Europe, not related with the
events occurred in Europe and after the events occurred in Europe, for the reasons
to use them to suffice the demand of manpower through the rapid industrial and
economic growth in their states, they have abolished the time and geographical
limitations together with the 1967 Protocol Related to the Status of Refugees.
Because of this, today none of the EU member states has the geographical
limitation and therefore there is no geographical limitation in the EU legal system,
namely the acqui. The reasoning to cease the geographical limitation is originates
from the nation state point of view; not the liberal perception with humanitarian
concerns.
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4.3. The Analysis of Turkey’s Asylum Policies within the Theoretical
Framework

4.3.1. The Historical Perspective until 1923
The predecessor of Republic of Turkey, the Ottoman Empire, has always been open
to refugees through its history. Jews from different parts of Europe are the most
significant examples. Sephardim Jews fled from Spanish invasion and inquisition of
Iberia in 1492, the Ashkenazi Jews fled from Germany, France and Hungary, and
Italian Jews from Sicily, Otranto and Calabria 144 sought refuge in Ottoman Empire.
Furthermore, Ottoman Empire accepted what can be called as political refugees at
the time. King Charles of Sweden crossed the Ottoman borders with around 2,000
people after he was defeated by the Russians and sought asylum in the Ottoman
Empire. Later on, the arrival of Hungarians and Poles fleeing the revolts in 1848
and 1849 against the rule of Austrian Empire, Prince Adam Czartorski escaped with
his soldiers to the Ottoman Empire during the Polish Revolution in 1,830 and
continued his struggle. The Ottoman Empire provided generous administrative
economic and humanitarian facilities to them in the form of land, agricultural
equipment, exemption from taxation and military service. 145 The prince was
followed by Vrangel who was defeated by Bolshevik’s and moved with 135,000
people to Istanbul and settled in Gallipoli, in 1920. There were also many people of
Turkish origin, who were the descendants of Turks that settled in various parts of
Balkans for centuries during the expansion of the Ottoman Empire were fleeing
back to the Ottoman territories as the Empire lost territories during it’s descend
period 146 ; which were around 1,5 million. 147 They were fleeing mainly because of
the reasons of political, ethnic and religious oppression and mostly from Greece,
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Bulgaria, Romania and Yugoslavia. There were also Circassians from Caucasus and
Tatars from Crimea; about a total of 4 million. 148

4.3.2. The Policies of Turkish Republic from the Establishment until the End of
Cold War
During the time that Turkish Republic was founded in 1923, the population of the
state was around 13 million. 149 In the 1930s many Jewish and German intellectuals
came to Turkey to seek temporary asylum. This and also Turkey as a neutral
country during the Second World War led thousands of Jews from Europe to use
Turkey as a transit country to Palestine. During the Second World War, many
people from Nazi invaded Balkan lands sought refuge in Turkey. These people
included many Muslim and ethnic Turks from Bulgaria, as well as Greeks from the
Aegean and Italians from the Dodecanese Islands. Although most of these people
returned to their countries after the war, some of the Bulgarians stayed in Turkey
because of the change of the regime in their own country.
However, during the period starting from the establishment of the Republic in 1923
to the end of Second World War, most of the refugees that came to Turkey were of
Turkish descent. 150 Most of these people came within the scope of an immigration
programme that the Turkish government started at the time, for Muslims and Turks
from Balkans to settle in Turkey, in which major priority were given to those
Muslim Turkish speakers and people that officially considered belonging to ethnic
groups that would easily melt into a Turkish national identity. 151
The reason behind this was that the newly formed Republic needed manpower and
skilled people and to increase the population. There was also another important
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reason. The Turkish government had the aim to form a homogeneous population to
create a common identity for the newly formed state in order to strengthen its
fragile situation; since the population of Turkey was 13 million at the time, and
formed up from various different ethnic communities and religions, such as 4
million Circassians and Tatars, as well as Kurds, Assyrians and Anatolian Greeks.
During this era, the first major legal source concerning refugees was introduced into
the Turkish legislation. The 1934 Law on Settlements was defining who can be an
immigrant and refugee. Within the refugee definition, it is stated that any person
who arrives to Turkey to seek asylum because of compulsion is accepted as refugee;
however, those of “Turkish descent and culture” can stay permanently whereas
those who are not can stay temporarily in Turkey. 152 The scope of this definition is
determined by the Council of Ministers; however, in practice it includes Turks,
Albanians, Bosnians, Circassians, Pomaks and Tatars. In addition, people from the
Turkic originated countries such as Kazaks, Kyrgyz, Turkmens, Uzbeks and
Uyghurs are also admitted; though in small numbers. This Law has still being used
as a definition regarding the reception of asylum seekers, though it has undergone
many amendments through the time.
Considering the theoretical framework given at the first part of this chapter, it can
be concluded that Turkish government had acted in terms of economic concerns and
security concerns, and mainly from a nation state perspective, rather than
humanitarian. However, it can also be concluded that the humanitarian concerns
were also evident; in the case of Jews and German intellectuals that fled to Turkey
during 1930s and during the Second World War, as well as Italians and Greeks who were perceived as one of the most formidable foe to Turks during the
Independence War of Turks. Although it is questionable, where in the case of the
reception of Jews whether if there were any influence from the Jewish community
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living in Turkey for the last five centuries over the Turkish government, there has
not been found any information or data supporting either possibility. This could be
important because of the argument of statist perception for the case of a security
threat to nation state where the refugee population can force the governments to
adopt specific foreign policies towards their home countries, or certain social
groups.
After the Second World War, Turkey was a party to the United Nations, as well as
its organizations of United Nations Relief and Reconstruction Agency (UNNRA)
established in 1944 to deal with the population flows and later on, International
Refugee Organization (IRO) established by the end of UNRRA’s mandate in 1948.
The world had entered a bipolar international structure and the Cold War continued
until 1990s. Cold War influenced on a change in Turkey’s asylum policies aligned
with the United States’ and the Western European States’.
During the start of this period, Turkey signed the 1951 Convention Relating to the
Status of Refugees, and ratified it in her parliament and introduced into force in
1961. Turkey was one of the drafters of the Convention, among 23 countries, all of
them which were from the capitalist bloc of western countries except for USSR
delegation which was absent. Turkey has signed the Convention as an ally of the
Western states. The western states were consisting of United States and Western
European countries. As explained in the former parts of this chapter, Western
European states were mainly favouring it because of the need of manpower for
reconstruction and for the development of their industries. United States was using
the Convention as a foreign policy tool against USSR, the other ‘pole’ of the bipolar
world in the Cold War. 153 Turkey mainly signed it because of its alliance with the
US and the capitalist bloc. However, Turkey has opted to have the time and
geographical limitation stated as an option for the signatory states. The main reason
for Turkey to state a geographical limitation was the security concerns regarding the
mass influxes towards its borders, and furthermore the concern of disrupt the
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foreign relations with the neighbouring countries. As in the case of 1979, Turkey
used the geographical limitation as a tool to maintain the foreign relations with Iran
stable; not to disrupt by giving refugee status to thousands of people fleeing from
the Islamic regime in Iran. The second reason concerns Turkey as an ally of the
United States and capitalist bloc, therefore helping the people fleeing from the
Eastern European countries by receiving asylum seekers. Turkey was not opposing
it, mainly because the refugees from Communist Bloc always came in few numbers
and the Western European States and the rest of the capitalist bloc always eager to
resettle them in a Western country. Furthermore, UNHCR and International
Catholic Migration Commission met the costs of sheltering and resettling, so
Turkey was not responsible to provide anything but a temporary protection. 154 Only
a small number of them allowed to stay permanently in Turkey, which were the
ones either has ties with “Turkish decent and culture”, or the ones that married to a
Turk.
Throughout the Cold War, Turkey confronted with thousands of asylum seekers
from Communist countries of Eastern Europe, since Turkey was an ally of the
Western States and a member of NATO. By the strive of UNHCR, most of those
people recognized as refugees and resettled to third countries such as Canada,
Australia, New Zealand and United States. However, in the last decade of the Cold
War this pattern has changed with many Iranians that come to seek asylum after
Revolution in Iran in 1979.

4.3.3. The Categorization of Turkish Policy Responses towards Asylum
Seekers and the Developments in the 1990s
After the signing of the 1951 Convention, the practices of Turkish authorities can
be classified into three categories 155 ; although these mainly used to describe
especially the implementations during the 1980s. These are Convention Refugees,
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National Refugees and Non-Conventional Refugees. The Conventional Refugees
are the refugees who sought asylum as a result of events in Europe; as it has been
stated in the 1951 Convention. Turkey used Conventional Refugees to gain good
international publicity in Western Europe and United States, for a price of only
temporary protection; without causing any social, economic and political problems
regarding the integration of refugees; except the very small number of people that
granted permanent refugee status for the reasons mentioned above; which are an
ignorable lot in terms of costs to the nation state.
As has been stated in the analysis of European countries in general, Turkey also
used humanitarian, liberal perspective for the purposes of the nation state interests;
where there was no cost in order to gain good interests; at least at those time being.
The second group was the National Refugees, which can be explained under four
subgroups. According to Turkish legislation, of The 1934 Law on Settlements,
these refugees were either ethnic Turks, or groups closely related to Turks, or
Muslims who were not of Turkic origin but whose descendants were closely
associated with the Ottoman Empire, such as Albanians or Bosnian Muslims. In
dealing with these refugee movements, Turkey always preferred bilateral
agreements instead of multilateral ones. 156 For example, during the time between
1920 and 1976, Turkey signed five bilateral treaties with Greece, one with Romania
and one with Bulgaria. 157 The criteria in order to determine the refugee status for
this group of refugees is based on the cultural historical, religious factors. The first
group under National Refugees was the Turks in Bulgaria. The Turks living in
Bulgaria were the descendants of the former Turks who lived in the same place
while it was a part of Ottoman territory. In addition, Bulgaria was a part of
Communist Bloc during the Cold War, and Turks were suffering discrimination in
Bulgaria. This group, including Bulgarian speaking Slav-Muslim Pomaks, came to
Turkey as refugees within two waves; during 1950 - 1951 and in 1989. The second
group was including the Turks in Yugoslavia, which was also a part of the
Communist Bloc. The political rapprochement between Turkey and Yugoslavia
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during the early 1950s led almost 182,500 refugees to come to Turkey through a 30
years period. 158 The third group consists of refugees from Romania and Greece,
during the period of early 1950s to 1969. Many of them granted residence regarding
family reunification provisions. The last group was coming from ancient Turkish
lands, from Central Asia. Although the numbers were small compared to the groups
from Balkan states, Kazaks, Uyghurs, Turkmens, Uzbeks and Kyrgyz were received
as refugees concerning the National Refugee implementations.
The most important point concerning the national refugees is the lack of consistent
policy of Turkey. Ad-hoc decisions were usually taken to tackle with every refugee
flows. For instance, in 1950s, Turkish government accepted the demand of Bulgaria
to receive 250,000 Bulgarian Turks; however, Turkey closed the Bulgarian border
when the refugee numbers reached thousands. Later on, the border reopened to
accept refugees. Similar event took place in 1989, when Turkish government started
to receive Bulgarian Turks. When their numbers reached to 300,000, Turkish
government decided to reintroduce an immigration visa requirement.
Another important point regarding National Refugees is the terminology of Turkey
used to define the refugees under this category. Instead of using the term ‘refugee’,
Turkey uses ‘immigrant’ or ‘guest’ for the refugees under this category. It had
brought heavy criticisms from UNHCR. This has a contradicting nature with the
1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees; which Turkey is one of the
state parties. According to the Convention, Turkey accepts refugees as a result of
the events occurred in Europe to her territories permanently. However, Turkey also
uses the term immigrant or guest for them, in some cases, instead of refugee. This
gives flexibility to Turkish authorities in terms of the implementation of
humanitarian norms stated in the 1951 Convention. 159 There are factors affecting
the attitude of Turkey however; the increase in unemployment and population,
Turkish governments become reluctant to receive the people considered under
National Refugees; such as in the case of Bulgarian Turks in 1989.
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It is clearly visible in this group of refugees that the government policy of Turkey
towards National Refugees is ruled by the nation state perspective. When the
conditions are suitable, the governments adopt humanitarian approach to refugees in
order to receive them. When the conditions deter, such as growing unemployment
and population, Turkey closes its borders in order to stop the refugee flows
adopting a nation state perspective - explicitly - regarding security concerns. This
attitude contradicts with both of the main legislations in Turkey: It contradicts with
the Settlement Law in terms of not granting the refugee rights to the people of
“Turkish descent and culture”, where the right of refugees granted according to the
definition in the same Law “who has intention to stay temporarily in Turkey”
becomes ‘permanent’. Furthermore, it contradicts with the 1951 Convention, where
the people coming from the European continent in the context of “as a result of
events occurred in Europe”, Turkey ‘prefers’ to define the refugees as immigrants
and guests; therefore limit the humanitarian rights of them in whatever context and
whenever they choose. These contradictions present the inconsistencies in Turkey’s
refugee policies.
This attitude of inconsistency, however, brings the question of inconsistency as a
preference of state policy, where it can be expressed as an ‘evasive’ policy.
However, from the nation state perspective, it has its advantages: to use refugees as
a tool for foreign policy. By adopting this ‘evasive’ policy, Turkey does not
encourage the refugees of Turkic origins in the neighbouring countries; therefore
strengthens Turkey’s position towards her neighbours during negotiations in
international relations in general.
The third group defines the implementation of Turkish policies is the NonConventional Refugees. These refugees are not within the legal responsibilities of
Turkey while she maintains the geographical limitation. They are not covered by
the rules of 1951 Convention in Turkey, since they are not seeking asylum because
of the events occurred in Europe; therefore they are outside the terms of
geographical limitation as being outside the limits of geographical boundaries opted
and maintained by Turkey. Turkey has not been exposed to the flow of Non104

Conventional Refugees until the 1980s. In 1979, the change of regime in Iran led
many refugees of various ethnic groups including Baha’is, Christians, Jews, Kurds,
Turkmens, as well as many Iranians to flee to Turkey during the 1980s. Turkey
used the geographical limitation as a tool to maintain the foreign relations with Iran
stable; not to disrupt by giving refugee status to thousands of people fleeing from
the Islamic regime in Iran and therefore agreeing them to resettle in other countries.
Baha’is and Christian groups such as Assyrians were mainly resettled by
International Catholic Migration Commission to usually in United States. Others
received assistance from UNHCR. However, the situation got extremely worse
during 1988 and 1989, when Turkey faced with a mass influx of Kurds fleeing from
Iraqi regime. The Iraqi government’s decision to use chemical weapons against
Kurdish peshmergas led thousands of civilian deaths in minutes and thousands of
others to flee to Turkish territories within days. Initial reaction of Turkish Minister
of Defence was to oppose the idea of granting them protection. However, Turkey
opened its borders to accept these people into her territories, with the concerns of
humanitarian needs; however, government was reluctant to give the status of
refugee to them, because of the potential risk of current and future implication of
legal obligations. Instead, Turkey chose to refer them as ‘temporary guests’ or
‘asylum seekers’. UNHCR criticized Turkey since they were responsible to take
care of them; however, they were left unable to make status determination since
they have already been denied to define by Turkish government as refugees. This
further hindered them to provide any kind of assistance and protection. In addition,
Turkish government refused to provide any assistance to them and furthermore
accept external assistance offered by United States, fearing it would further lead
Kurds in their territories. On top of it, in 1990 Turkey faced another mass influx
from Iraq because of the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait. Therefore, Turkish government
decided to close its borders for the reasons of national security. Later on, United
States created a ‘safe haven’ in Northern Iraq 160 and these refugees placed in there
and sent out of Turkish territory.
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Here, in the Kurdish case, Turkey did not know how to respond to a mass influx,
since she was not exposed to one before. It has always feared to receive one, and
this fear was one of the main reasons that Turkey chose the geographical limitation
in 1951 in the first place; because of a possible risk of mass influx or refugee flows
from Middle East or India. 161 However, after almost 40 years, when the fears were
realized, Turkey was unprepared to take action. Her initial reaction was of security
concerned but almost immediately changed its attitude with humanitarian concerns.
But the indecisiveness between security concerns of nation state perspective and
liberal perception regarding humanitarian concerns led conflicting measures to be
taken.
During these events on course, there were an increasing amount of illegal migrants
and asylum seekers whether using Turkey as a transit country or disappearing from
authorities and moving into underground if their applications were refused. With
the deterioration of stability in the Middle East after the Cold War, economic
problems increasingly arisen within the region, and more people from neighbouring
countries came Turkey to seek asylum, or try to use Turkey as a transit country to
reach the welfare of western European states. The mass influxes of Kurds in 1988
and 1991, Bulgarian Turks in 1989 and later the 1992-1993 influx of Bosnian
Muslims and furthermore the increasing asylum applications of Iranians to Turkey
caused an overwhelming pressure on Turkey’s economy as well as its stability. The
Turkish government lost control over the people coming in and out of the country;
and furthermore, the people who illegally enter into Turkey. What led the Turkish
government especially frustrated was that they discover the unregistered asylum
seekers officially recognized as refugees by UNHCR at the time of their
resettlement, which is practically at time they were just leaving the country within
the autonomy of UNHCR. These concerns were toppled with the suspicions of Iran
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supporting Islamic terrorist groups within Turkish territories and the uncontrollable
assaults of Workers’ Party of Kurdistan (PKK) 162 within the country.
Table 7. The Persons Entered to Turkey from the Neighbouring Countries,
Middle East and Balkan States between 1964 and 2003

Source: The data is originated from the Foreigners Department of the Ministry of Interior
and the annual reports of the State Statistical Institute, and compiled in the work of Apap,
Carrera and Kirişçi, “Turkey in the European Area of Freedom, Security and Justice”,
August 2004
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A terrorist organization; established as a Marxist-Leninist group struggling to create a separate
Kurdish state within the territories of Turkey
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The Number of Asylum Applications (Cases) Submitted in Turkey and
The Number of Persons Concerned between 1985 and 2004
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Source: Compiled from the data from UNHCR Branch Office Ankara

The graph and table above shows the increase in asylum seeker applications
through the years and crucial to present the increasing migration pressure upon
Turkey. Until 1980s, the asylum applications are lower compared to the later years.
The small peaks in 1987 and 1988 on the graph indicates the mass influx of
Bulgarian Turks in 1987 and the Kurdish mass influx relating to the events in
Halepçe in Iraq. The increased asylum applications and the illegal migration created
an immense pressure on Turkey, which led to adopt an asylum regulation in 1994.
In November 1994, Turkish government introduced 1994 Asylum Regulation. It
had attracted criticisms from UNHCR, since the government was taking control of
the refugee status determination within its authority; thus ceasing the UNHCR’s
autonomy on the issue. However, from the states’ view, it was aimed to increase the
state control on the worsening situation of illegal migrants and asylum seekers
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within its territories and those people who uses Turkey as a transit country. Many
illegal migrants also began to strand in Turkey and economic difficulties lead some
of them to become involved in illegal activities such as drug trafficking and
prostitution. The Regulation was drafted by Ministry of Interior, only to be
consulted to Ministry of Foreign Affairs and without the consultation of UNHCR or
other non governmental organizations operating on refugee issues. There were both
heavy criticisms from UNHCR as well as a judge from Military Court of Appeals,
Tevfik Odman, focusing on the technical and substantive grounds of the
Regulation. 163 One of the main criticisms towards the Regulation was the right of
state to deport asylum seekers whose cases were found acceptable and granted a
temporary residence but failed to be resettled within a reasonable period of time.
As Kemal Kirişçi points out in his work 164 that this the increased restrictions on
immigration in Western European states led UNHCR to fail increasing number of
cases to resettle within two years; which was used to be a maximum time period to
realize the resettlement before. This had led Turkey to increase a concern that
Turkey become a stranded zone for refugees, failed to be resettled or took an
increasing amount of time to be resettled, which causes disrupt to the economic
stability as well as other concerns such as an increase in illegal activities; and an
overall deterioration in internal stability and inevitably a security threat for the state.
According to Kirişçi, the reasons underlying the maintaining of geographical
limitation during and the near future of 1994 is the growing concern of Turkey to
consider neighbouring areas as unstable and prone to refugee movements,
concerning the regimes especially in Iran and Iraq. 165 Furthermore, he argues that
the Turkish officials has perceives the potential refugee movements into Turkey as
a matter of national security threat; just as asylum seekers and illegal migrants are
being perceived in Europe as a similar threat to the European governments. He
points out that the mass influxes from neighbouring countries have strengthened
163
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this concern. Thus, he concludes, Turkey sees the geographical limitation as an
important protection against an of Turkey’s sovereignty to control refugee and
illegal migration movements within her territories and furthermore a threat to the
cultural and ethnic homogeneity and the Turkish identity 166 , which has been closely
guarded, protected and defended from the establishment of the Turkish Republic.
One of the main reasons that led Turkish authorities to adopt the 1994 Asylum
Regulation was the growing argument between the Turkish officials and UNHCR
on the scope of the refugee. The liberal policy starting from the 1980s initially
towards Iranians led to develop a flexible asylum policy towards refugees outside
the geographical limitation; however, it also blurred the application of geographical
limitation in Turkey. The extension of this policy to other asylum seekers outside
the geographical limitation aggravated this blur. Until 1994, UNHCR and Turkey
had an arrangement, initially to deal with the refugees coming from Iran but
gradually extended to cover all asylum seekers outside the scope of geographical
limitation. Turkey allowed Iranians that possess valid passport to enter and leave
her territories within a certain time period. This policy was adopted to both serve
for humanitarian needs of refugees and also to security needs of Turkey to prevent
political disturbance with Iran by not accepting Iranian asylum seekers formally.
Later on a practical relationship developed between Turkey UNHCR and the task of
status determination was left to UNHCR office in Ankara. Turkish authorities
began to grant them temporary residence and expected from UNHCR to either
resettle them out of Turkey after granting refugee status or send them out of Turkish
territories after rejecting their cases. Following the creation of a safe zone in
Northern Iraq, Turkish authorities developed a perception towards the asylum
seekers from the region and saw them as economic migrants, and began to treat
them as illegal migrants. This perception and relative treatment of illegal migration
had also begun to be applied to all asylum seekers outside the scope of geographical
limitation.
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Turkey developed this perception with the aftermath of Gulf War in 1991 and the
response of European governments towards the people fleeing from the region; as
UNHCR fail to resettle the refugees temporarily staying in Turkey because of the
restrictive policies of European states to accept them. In addition, the unresolved
situation of asylum seeker and refugee population with an increase within Turkish
territories posed a security threat. The natural consequence of this unresolved
situation is the potential threat of increase in illegal activities and crime rate,
originated from unemployment, the lack of adequate resources for education and
health to refugee and asylum seekers that stranded; and also from the people moved
underground with the refused asylum cases. The potential unrest among Turkish
society and refugee population might lead to disrupt in internal stability within
Turkish state. These reasons led Turkish authorities and UNHCR to argue the scope
of the refugee.
As a result, Turkish government argued the number of illegal migrants in relation
with the asylum seekers has increased, and many people in regards to the asylum
cases that rejected by the UNHCR retreated to underground to join those illegal
migrants. Furthermore, Turkish authorities frustrated to find UNHCR officials to
resettle the asylum seekers out of country without registering their entry to Turkey,
to Turkish authorities. 167 Therefore, the increased pressure of irregular and illegal
migration over Turkey led the asylum regime in became under threat.
It is clear that the decision of the introduction of 1994 Asylum Regulation by
Turkey has been taken by heavily security concerns. Although there were
criticisms, not from international organizations but from the authorities in Turkey as
well, such as a respectable judge on the refugee issues in terms of technical and
substantive grounds, Turkish government had significant points to act with the
concerns of security; even if the outcome has been highly criticized.
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In 1996, the Turkish government started again the close cooperation with UNHCR.
A new arrangement has been made that characterizes today’s situation, that Turkish
government grant the implementation of status determination to UNHCR in the
name of Turkish government. Furthermore, Turkish government signed a
partnership with UNHCR for the training of its officials. Under this cooperation,
The Turkish government agreed to a Cooperation Framework covering all training
and capacity building activities between UNHCR and the Ministry of Interior
(MOI) to create a permanent training program within the MOI on asylum.
Furthermore, within the cooperation it is aimed to establish corps of specialized
‘Refugee Status Determination Staff’, interpreters, and a country of origin
information system, in order to develop institutional and technical capacity building
in asylum 168 ; which will be essential for Turkey to lift the geographical limitation in
the future. Today, the system which started with 1997 cooperation period handles
approximately 4,000 - 4,500 asylum applications per year. 169 Turkey grants
temporary protection to asylum seekers, and the status determination process and
the resettlement process takes about a total of two years time. However, through
this time, Turkey expected those who granted refugee status would be resettled
outside of Turkish territories by UNHCR.
Through this period between 1994 and 2004, Turkey faced two other mass influxes.
IN 1998 and 1999, almost 18,000 Kosovars came to seek refuge, but eventually
most of them have returned. Another case was again in the 1999 with the mass
influx of 17,000 Ahıska Turks, who were given residence permits.
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4.3.4. The Role of European Union - Turkey Relations on the Recent
Developments of Turkey’s Asylum Policy
In its November 1998 Report, the European Commission stated that ECTurkey Association Council resolutions dated 6 March 1995 and 30 October 1995
provided for cooperation between the European Union (EU) and Turkey on certain
issues falling under the heading of Justice and Home Affairs (JHA). Political
considerations meant that these arrangements remained unresolved until 1998. The
European strategy stressed the importance of implementing these two resolutions.
On 25 June 1998, a meeting was held in Brussels between the specialized Council
committee and the Turkish authorities, a number of topics relating to Justice and
Home Affairs were covered. The Commission stressed the need to develop active
cooperation with Turkey on immigration. In its November 1999 Report, the
Commission stressed that, despite some improvements, progress still needed to be
made, particularly on immigration and asylum (conclusion of readmission
agreements, lifting the geographical reservation to the 1951 Geneva Convention),
border controls (merging the various departments responsible for border control),
the fight against organized crime (stepping up the fight against the trafficking of
human beings) and drug trafficking (increased cooperation with the Member
States). A number of international agreements on judicial cooperation in civil and
criminal law still needed to be ratified. In its November 2000 Report, the
Commission brought criticism that Turkey had made no significant progress in the
field of Justice and Home Affairs. According to the 2000 Report, Turkey still
needed to make efforts to bring itself into line with Community law in areas such as
the fight against fraud and corruption, the fight against drugs and measures to
promote customs and judicial cooperation. In its November 2001 Report, the
Commission noted that Turkey had made some progress in the field of Justice and
Home Affairs. The October 2002 Report notes that Turkey must step up its efforts
to align its legal framework on data protection, strengthening its combat against
illegal immigration, strengthening its border controls and adopting the acquis, in
particular as regards asylum and immigration. It must also concentrate on
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improving coordination between law enforcement services and on continuing the
reform of its legal system. In its November 2003 Report, the Commission pointed
that Turkey had made serious progress in the field of Justice and Home Affairs. In
particular, it had improved and intensified its cooperation with the European Union
and the Member States in a range of fields, such as the fight against illegal
migration and organized crime. In general it needs to begin implementing the
strategies it has adopted and step up its efforts to align its legal and institutional
framework. In its October 2004 Report, the Commission stated that Turkey has
continued to make efforts to align with the acquis in the area of Justice and Home
Affairs. Nevertheless, progress is required in several areas such as the reform of the
judiciary, the fight against corruption, the control of illegal migration and measures
to combat trafficking in human beings.
In the Luxembourg European Council in December 1997, Turkey’s eligibility of
accession to the membership of EU has been stated. In Helsinki European Council
in 1999, Turkey’s candidacy status as a member of European Union was officially
declared, and the European Council decided to prepare an Accession Partnership,
which defines priorities on which accession preparations must focus in accordance
with the political and economic criteria and the obligations of a member state.
Furthermore, the necessity of a national program to be papered was stated in order
to adopt the EU acquis. On 8 March 2001, the Accession Partnership for Turkey has
been adopted by the European Union and stated in the Accession Partnership that
Turkey had to adopt a National Program by the end of 2001 for the adoption of the
EU acquis. The harmonization of EU acquis on asylum and migration was a high
priority in the Accession Partnership170 , which would have a considerable impact of
Turkey’s asylum policy as well as policy on irregular migration visa policy. 171 The
Accession Partnership contained some short term priorities regarding the field of
Justice and Home Affairs such as the fight against organized crime.
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The

abolishment

of

geographical

limitation,

with

the

development

of

accommodation facilities and social support for refugees was stated as a middle
term priority in the Accession Partnership. Other medium term priorities were the
development of training programs for the harmonization and the implementation of
EU acquis on JHA, the strengthening of border management and preparations for
the implementation of Schengen Convention. Furthermore, the adoption and
implementation of EU legislation on migration, which includes the readmission
agreements, legislation on reception and expulsion, in order to prevent illegal
migration was another medium term priority in the Accession Partnership. 172
As a requirement of Accession Partnership, Turkey has adopted the first National
Program for the Adoption of the Acquis. With the National Program, Turkey
presented a time scale for the short and middle term priorities. It was stated in the
Accession Partnership that the abolishment of geographical limitation will be
considered following the completion of necessary changes in the legislation and
infrastructure, together with the condition of a burden sharing with the European
Union, in which would not cause a mass influx from the East. Turkey also stated
further that the accommodation and social support mechanism will be developed by
taking priority to vulnerable groups, and with the cooperation of UNHCR,
International Organization for Migration (IOM) and NGO’s. 173
Later on, the Accession Partnership has been revised by the EU in May 2003 and
the negotiations of readmission agreements with Turkey and the capacity building
for an effective border management has been stated as short term priorities. The
abolishment of geographical limitation has been placed as a top priority in the
medium term; and the enhancement of status determination process and review of
asylum cases, and development of a social support and accommodation system for
refugees and asylum seekers also stated as a medium term priority.
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Following the revision of EU on Accession Partnership, Turkey also revised the
National Program with a statement of geographical limitation to be lifted after a
detailed discussion during the accession negotiations and furthermore to include a
Draft Asylum Law to be prepared until 2005, which has not been achieved. Turkey
also stated to establish a central expert body for Refugee Status Determination
during 2004 and 2005. Furthermore, it was stated that Turkey has signed
readmission agreements with Greece in 2001 and Kyrgyzstan in 2003. 174
Through the process of Accession Partnership and the response of Turkey as the
National Program, Turkey approached the idea of abolishing the geographical
limitation cautiously, from a nation state perspective; although keeping into
consideration regarding humanitarian issues. The fear of mass influxes, which is the
primal reason - as a security concern - of the introducing and maintaining
geographical limitation, and that Turkey faced several times in the past 2 decades
led Turkey on edge with the idea of abolishing it. It is not surprising that Turkey
tries to buy time, by placing the abolishment of geographical limitation as middle
term priority in National Plan; in accordance with the Accession Partnership. It is
also not surprising that Turkey did not prepared a Draft Law on Asylum and
postponed further the possible date of cessation of geographical limitation to the
end of middle term priority deadline of 2012; as it will be discussed in further
subchapter.
Regarding the visa policy, Turkey has introduced the requirement of visas for
nationals of Bahrain, Qatar, the United Arab Emirates, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and
Oman since 2002. In 2003 the exemption from the visa requirement was abolished
for nationals of thirteen other countries. Turkey has pursued its efforts to align its
blacklist on the EU list, introducing a visa requirement for nationals of Azerbaijan.
On the white list side, the Turkey-Brazil visa exemption agreement entered into
force in July 2004.
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In respect of the control of external borders, Turkey has been set up new border
posts and sea patrols in the recent years and continuing to reinforce its infrastructure
and equipment. In March 2004 Turkey and Bulgaria signed a border management
cooperation protocol. The Bulgarian border police and the Turkish coastguards was
accepted to work together in order to prevent violations of the two countries'
territorial waters and exclusive economic zones. In June 2004 the Ministry of
Interior decided to set up an integrated border management directorate that will be
responsible for implementing projects for the establishment of a border police force
in Turkey.
In addition, Turkey made efforts in respect of the alignment with the Schengen
acquis. In March 2004, Turkey set up a national bureau in the Interpol department
of its directorate-general for security which will act as the central authority for
Schengen purposes and as the Europol and European Anti-Fraud Office (OLAF)
contact point.
There are important legislation changes concerning the harmonization of EU acqui
with the national legislation. The inter-ministerial working party on immigration
and asylum has produced a strategy for alignment on the EU acquis. In February
2003 the Turkish Parliament passed legislation on foreign nationals' work permits
that provides for a central system of work permits for foreign nationals entering
Turkey legally. From now on, only the Ministry of Employment and Social Security
will issue work permits, rather than a series of different bodies. The new Act, which
came into force in October 2003, allows foreign nationals to work on the same basis
as Turkish nationals, which was not possible under the earlier legislation. It also
aligns Turkish law on the provisions concerning refugees in the 1951 Geneva
Convention. In June 2004 Turkey ratified the UN Convention for the protection of
the rights of all migrant workers and members of their families.
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The Turkish Nationality Act was amended in June 2003 to outlaw marriages of
convenience. Although Turkey is still a major country of destination and transit for
illegal migratory flows, illegal migration via Turkey is declining. The authorities
have pointed out that, following stronger efforts and initiatives to combat illegal
migration, international migration routes began diverting away from Turkey in 2002
and 2003. In October 2003, Turkey ratified the agreement on the prerogatives and
privileges of the International Organization for Migration, which now has its own
legal status under that agreement. Turkey has also continued to participate in the
activities of the Centre for Information, Discussion and Exchange on the Crossing
of Frontiers and Immigration.
On the other hand, Turkey has difficulties in the implementations of protocol on
readmissions between Turkey and Greece. Given the problems encountered, the two
sides decided in 2004 to take measures to ensure that the protocol is implemented
more effectively. Some progress has been made with signing and concluding
readmission agreements with third countries. A readmission agreement was signed
with Romania in January 2004. In March 2004 Turkey agreed to start negotiations
with the EU for a similar agreement. Negotiations are in motion with Bulgaria,
Libya, Ukraine and Uzbekistan. But the agreement with Kyrgyzstan has not yet
been implemented. 175

4.3.5. The Analysis of ‘National Action Plan to Implement Turkey’s Asylum
and Migration Strategy’ and the Importance of It Regarding the Geographical
Limitation
During the EU preaccession process, specific programs were introduced by EU for
Malta, Cyprus and Turkey. One of these programs is the Twinning Projects, which
is a preaccession financial assistance program in order to harmonize and implement
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the EU acquis, by providing technical and administrative assistance for the
exchange of information on legislation and practices, the drafting of legislation,
enhancing the efficiency of the institutions, and the training of the staff. Turkey has
finalized one Twinning Project regarding the field of asylum in 2005 for the first
time. Another one has started in September 2005 concerning visa policy and
practice, and human trafficking. 176
Turkey started the one year Twinning Project, ‘Support for the Development of an
Action Plan to Implement Turkey’s Asylum and Migration Strategy’ on March
2004, in cooperation with the United Kingdom and Denmark. The aim was to align
Turkey’s asylum and migration legislation and implementations with the EU acquis.
The partner institutions were the Foreigners, Borders and Asylum Department
within the General Directorate of Security branch of Turkish Ministry of Interior,
Danish Immigration Service, and UK Immigration and Nationality Directorate. The
outcome of the Project was the Turkey’s first National Action Plan (NAP), which
was on asylum and migration. It consists of an extensive analysis of the present
legal and institutional environment in Turkey, the reforms that have been made until
the time and the plans for the future. 177
The National Action Plan presents a list of European Union legislation regarding
the asylum field and the list of tasks to be undertaken with a schedule in order to
realize a complete status determination system.
However, the Action Plan has some contradictions with the previous revised
National Program in case of dates. Most of the tasks have been postponed to an
unknown mid-term. For instance, the establishment of a central expert body for
Refugee Status Determination that has planned to be achieved within 2004 or 2005,
postponed to a date between 2006 and 2010. Furthermore, Turkey has not
completed the Draft Asylum Law, which stated to be completed in 2005. This gives
an ambiguous impression of exactly when these tasks will be completed. It gives
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the impression that Turkey tries to provide itself a wide area of movement in order
to have an option of flexibility to implement these tasks. The Action Plan
underlines vigorously the expectation of a satisfactory burden sharing mechanism
between Turkey and EU, especially in cases of mass influxes.
What is striking though is the time stated to lift the geographical limitation. Turkey
stated in the National Action Plan that, the geographical limitation will be abolished
in 2012; however, taking into consideration of the finalizing and the date of Turkish
membership talks to the EU.
Another important point is the readmission agreements. Turkey stated in the Action
Plan that it is planned to extend the agreements first to the neighbouring countries
on wet and east, then to the countries producing migrants and finally to the EU
member states. The countries that readmission agreements finalized are stated as
Greece and Syria in 2001, Kyrgyzstan in 2003 and Romania in 2004. There are also
some countries that Turkey already proposed the readmission agreements as:
Pakistan, Bangladesh, India, People’s Republic of China, Tunisia, Mongolia, Israel,
Georgia, Ethiopia, Sudan, Algeria, Morocco, Nigeria and Kazakhstan. It is planned
to undertake negotiations starting with the following countries: Russian Federation,
Uzbekistan, Belarus, Hungary, Macedonia, Ukraine, Lebanon, Egypt, Libya and
Iran. 178 There are no statements regarding of Iraq and Afghanistan; therefore it is
obvious that Turkey’s statement concerning readmission agreements with these two
states in the revised National Program of 2003 continues: There are no
considerations of proposing any agreements to Afghanistan and Iraq, due to the
political instabilities within those countries. Within this context, it should also be
pointed out that Turkey already concluded bilateral readmission agreements with
individual EU member states, Sweden and the Netherlands for the cases of Iraqi
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asylum seekers. 179 Furthermore, Turkey agreed to start negotiations with the EU for
readmission agreements in April 2004.
The Action Plan also states what had been achieved previously until March 2005. It
is pointed that Turkey has introduced visa requirements for Azerbaijan citizens in
2003; in accordance to the EU Negative Visa List. In March 2004 Turkey signed a
‘cooperation protocol’ with Bulgaria to protect both countries’ water within the
context of border management control. Furthermore, in May 2004, Turkey signed
‘cooperation agreement with EUROPOL’ in order to enhance cooperation in
fighting organized crime. Turkey also concluded the negotiations with the EU for a
‘Joint Action Program on Illegal Migration’ to increase the measures against
smuggling of illegal migrants. Another achievement stated is the new ‘road
transportation law and regulation’ including provisions on carrier sanctions. 180
There are both negative and positive criticisms from various organizations
including the EU, international Organizations such as UNHCR and Amnesty
International, as well as academicians. EU finds it essential to finalize the
readmission agreements between EU and Turkey as soon as possible, therefore it is
derived that EU is not happy with the ongoing stated strategy on priorities for
readmission agreements. Furthermore, EU criticized Turkey in the final
Development Report in late September 2005 that Turkey does not perform the
reforms as it would be expected from a candidate country. EU is especially
concerned with the ‘possible’ date of 2012 - regarding the comment of the outcome
of EU-Turkey membership talks.
In general, EU and UNHCR statements underline the National Action Plan as a
positive development. There are criticisms towards Turkey’s concerns to face a
mass influx and a boost in asylum applications in accordance with the abolishment
of geographical limitation. Both EU and UNHCR find Turkey’s concerns of facing
a mass influx as non realistic. It is pointed out that the asylum applications
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submitted for third countries in Turkey do not exceed 5,000 over the recent years.
Furthermore, the reluctance to stay of many Iranian asylum seekers because of
Turkey not being found safe to stay is shown as a complementary fact to strengthen
their arguments. 181
There is further criticism by the EU regarding the autonomy of the central expert
body for Refugee Status Determination planned to be established. EU criticizes that
the autonomy of the body should be clearly pointed out, and it should be a civilian
authority rather than responsible towards Security General Directorate. 182
There are also criticisms of Amnesty International. 183 First of all, the criticisms
focus on the preparation of the National Action Plan that it had been prepared and
came into force without any consultation to the civil society and academicians. A
further criticism focuses on the content of the Plan. It is stated that the reforms
planned to be undertaken in the short and middle term are positive developments
‘on the paper’, however, considering the Action Plan as a whole, Amnesty
International criticizes that it is a plan mostly prepared with the concerns of
membership prospect to the EU and the ‘burden sharing’ problem, rather than
humanitarian concerns in regards to the protection of the human rights of asylum
seekers.
Amnesty International furthermore criticizes the date of Asylum Law to be come
into force in 2012, as being too late. Another issue pointed out was training
academy that to be established with the outcome of a future Twining Project in the
middle term as again being a late development. Concerning the integration of
refugees, all the reforms to be planned in the Action Plan has been pointed out as a
promising development.
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Regarding the date of abolishment of the geographical limitation, Amnesty
International finds a matter of concern. Finally, it is stated that the reforms that
planned to be made in the Turkish legislation should also be undertaken in
accordance with a humanitarian perspective that protects the human and asylum
rights of refugees; not only a matter of harmonization with the European Union
acquis.

4.4. Conclusion
In this chapter, a theoretical framework consisting of the two major government
policy responses to refugee issues has been presented in order to explain the
significance of geographical limitation within the context of EU - Turkey
harmonization process better. According to liberal approach, the individual is the
main concern and the state guarantees the rights of its people. The liberal approach
argues the necessity of an international organization to prevent the human rights
violations and the production of refugees through the cooperation of nation states
on economic cooperation and humanitarian intervention, if necessary. On the other
hand, statist approach sees the security as main concern of nation states in order to
provide rights and comfort to its citizens. Furthermore, to achieve the security
within its borders, each nation state takes necessary actions by its own and
perceives any external intervention as a threat to its security.
Along with the proposal of liberal approach there international organizations for
economic cooperation present such as International Monetary Fund or humanitarian
cooperation such as United Nations to achieve the goals of liberal perception.
However, the security concerns for most nation states hinder the effectiveness of
international organizations. The lack of autonomy in UNHCR resulting from its
domination by the foreign policies of major donor states is an example to it. These
policies are usually created in alignment with the statist discourses with security
concerns. It is not the role of UNHCR to create new state obligations in the normal
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function of states, but rather to see that states function in such a way that the
citizens will be protected. Therefore, as internationally accepted, UNHCR becomes
an authority in the international relations to protect refugee rights and act as an
overseer to propose guidance and criticisms if the protection conditions are
breached. However, the lack of autonomy creates a hindrance to implement
UNHCR’s humanitarian policies effectively.
On the other hand, within this theoretical framework, if another common power
present above the nation state, with an executive power for better implementation
on refugee and asylum seekers, it would be much more better in case of
humanitarian concerns. In practice concerning Turkey, the prospect of European
Union membership would be a tool to achieve it. As a semi supranational
organization, EU can act as an organization both to create state obligations for
better conditions and protection for refugees - legally, institutionally and de facto;
and furthermore to create obligations and monitor that the citizens themselves
would be protected. Turkey does not have an option but to lift the geographical
limitation in order to be a member of the European Union because no other EU state
has the limitation within their legislation; and therefore the EU legislation, the
acqui, does not contain it. Although Turkey is not obliged to lift it with regards to
the international refugee legislation, Turkey will harmonize the acqui in order to be
a member, and will abolish the geographical limitation during the process, since the
EU acqui does not harbour geographical limitation. EU, as a semi supranational
organization, will be an initiator and a catalyst for Turkey’s shifting attitude to
refugees more humanitarian.
However, although EU will act to change the attitude of Turkey towards refugees
and the improving the democratic conditions within the State, it is clear that the
Common Asylum Policy of European Union is based on restrictive policies of
member states towards asylum seekers. The domination of anti-immigrant and antirefugee movements and the increase of asylum application rates through 1980s
created pressure over governments and branded the first agreements towards the
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Common Asylum Policy as non humanitarian. The following legislative
instruments also affected by the high numbers of asylum applications in European
countries during the 1990s. The origins of these policies however derived from the
fact that the concept of geographical limitation is more specific to Europe and seen
as a security concern by European countries and we observe more restrictive
policies in European countries. In this respect EU’s Common Asylum Policy
characterised as restrictive and was set at the minimum standards; therefore the
Common Asylum Policy needs further collaborative work. This notion will affect
the future of Turkish asylum policies and the situation in Turkey after abolishing
the geographical limitation, since Turkey will also align her policies with EU’s
Common Asylum Policy.
The European polices towards asylum seekers mainly serve the state interests of
European powers; the humanitarian concerns come after the state interests and
subordinate them. There were reluctance in terms of economic and security
concerns among Europe to accept refugees during the interwar period, mainly due
to the economic depression of 1930s. After the Second World War, the war
wrecked European states needed manpower to reconstruct their countries and to
rebuild their industries. Therefore they needed refugees, along with migrants. In this
respect, from the end of the WW II to the mid 1970s, European states welcomed
refugees and they perceived them no different than voluntary migrants. The 1951
Convention also served this purpose; along with the emerging Cold War policy
against Soviet Bloc. However, European states were the initiators to introduce
geographical and temporal limitations because they were reluctant to commit
themselves to responsibility of accepting unknown amount of refugees in an
unknown future and from regions unknown. In this sense, the European states
started their restrictive polices from the beginning of the Cold War era, with regard
of geographical limitation. The economic and security concerns far more surpass
than the humanitarian concerns in the beginning of the Cold War era. The general
policies of the European states towards refugees and asylum seekers were
humanitarian; however, it was only because of their need to use them as labour, and
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to align foreign polices with United States to combat Soviet Bloc. Therefore, the
humanitarian concerns were subordinated to economic and security concerns in the
post Cold War era. Although they have the European states lifted the temporal and
geographic limitations with 1967 Protocol, when the economic crises hit Europe in
1970s, they began to restrict their policies; starting with the migrants. Since 1970s,
it has continued until today.
The history of Turkish attitude towards refugees on the other hand, contains more
examples of liberal attitudes than security oriented. Its predecessor, the Ottoman
Empire, has a long history of receiving refugees and this attitude contains
similarities with the present Turkish Republic. Although Turkey has not had a
distinct asylum law or asylum system until today, she has implementations and
policies from time to time that can be regarded as liberal and humanitarian.
However, security concerns have always been a main characteristic of Turkish
policies towards asylum seekers. Until the end of WW II, Turkey has based her
asylum polices on 1934 Law on Settlements. According to this Law, Turkey
granted asylum to those of Turkic origin and those who have close ties with Turkish
descent and culture. Although Turkey adopted a humanitarian policy to some
people, it was selective and discriminatory regarding the exclusion of others, and
can be interpreted as a kind of limitation, to those of Turkic origin, descent and
culture. Turkey adopted this policy because of her security concerns to create a
homogeneous society and therefore to create internal stability within her territories.
Turkey adopted a different policy after the WW II. Upon the signature to the 1951
Convention, Turkey adopted the geographical and temporal limitations, though the
latter was lifted with the 1967 Protocol. The reason for Turkey to state declaration
on geographical limitation was the fear of mass influx or massive population
movements from neighbouring countries to the east and south east, from Asia and
Middle East. The 1951 Convention is not clear on the right to asylum regarding
mass influxes; however, Turkey had to deal with mass influxes from neighbouring
countries. Also, Turkey aligned her foreign policies along with the Western Bloc
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and United States, to combat with Soviet Bloc during the Cold War era. Therefore,
security concerns were the main reason for Turkey to adopt the geographical
limitation and asylum policy at the time.
During 1980s and the beginning of 1990s, there has been an arrangement between
UNHCR and Turkey, in regards of the reception of asylum seekers outside the
geographical limitation. Starting with the 1980s, Turkey adopted a liberal policy
with humanitarian concerns towards Iranian asylum seekers and began to allow
them to stay temporarily in Turkey, where UNHCR resettled them out of the
country. This policy has extended through time to include all asylum seekers
outside the geographical limitation, and mostly Kurdish refugees from the events of
1989 and 1991 benefited them, as well as asylum seekers from Asia and Africa.
Due to the restrictive policies of European states to accept asylum seekers after
1991 Gulf War, UNHCR in Turkey failed to resettle the asylum seekers from
outside the geographical limitation which led the arrangement between Turkey and
UNHCR to crumble. As a response, Turkey developed a policy to treat asylum
seekers outside the geographical limitation as economic and illegal migrants, and
argued her non existent responsibility towards them, because Turkey began to see
them a security threat as they began to strand and pile up in Turkish territories.
Although there has been geographical limitation in Turkey adopted in terms of
security concerns and which inevitably necessitated Turkey not to determine and
grant the refugee status to those out of the scope of the limitation, Turkey wanted to
enable the control of determining the status of these refugees outside the
geographical limitation again with another security concern.
There are flexible visa policies Turkey adopts, which has been mentioned in chapter
2 and the implementations explained in this chapter regarding the treatment of
Iranian asylum seekers. 184 Turkey has to cease these implementations within the
harmonization process. As a part of the European Union’s future territory, Turkey
will apply visas to new countries, especially her neighbouring countries. This will
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bring more restrictions to the access to Turkey and consequently a decrease in
asylum applications. A Twinning Project mentioned in this chapter has started in
September 2005, on visa policy and practice, and human trafficking. 185 Today,
Turkey applies do not apply visa to Iranian nationals to reside up to 3 months,
which constitutes a big caseload regarding the asylum applications submitted in
Turkey. 186 Turkey also does not apply any visa to Bulgarian nationals, again up to 3
months. Nationals from Azerbaijan, Armenia and Georgia issued a visa at the
border for one month to the former two and 15 days for Georgians. The application
of visas and increase of border controls will harden the asylum seekers from those
countries to come to Turkey and the asylum applications from neighbouring
countries will fall. The readmission agreements which Turkey planned to sign in the
near future with these countries will furthermore discourage Turkey to be a transit
country for illegal migration. So far, Turkey has signed readmission agreements
with Greece and Syria among her neighbours. There are on going negotiations with
Bulgaria, and response is awaited from Iran and Georgia.
As a concluding analysis, all of these events taken place between 1980 and 1994
prove us that Turkey’s security concern has been a significant factor in the
invitation of the 1994 Regulation, however, due to different reasons. The
geographical limitation has been adopted because of a fear of mass influx in which
1951 Convention was not clear, to prevent the massive population movements from
Asia or Middle East, and to align with the anti-Soviet policies of Western Bloc,
which all of them originated from security concerns. However, the security reasons
that invited the 1994 Regulation were originated from increased illegal migration,
the loss of Turkish authority to control its borders and to control over the
registration of asylum seekers, and furthermore the unresolved situation of asylum
seeker and refugee population with an increase within Turkish territories.
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On the other hand, the 1994 Regulation can be expressed as a big crack in the
geographical limitation, a wall against asylum seekers outside the European
geography. After the decision taken with the Regulation and the following
implementations of status determination, there has been an increased international
pressure towards Turkey to abolish the geographical limitation. This led Turkey to
back up from her decision and left the status determination to UNHCR to create a
wider cooperation towards asylum seekers outside the geographical limitation. The
cooperation further included applications such as the training of Turkish officials
and capacity building activities by UNHCR. However, the pressure over Turkey has
not ceased until today; and instead, it has increased with the prospect of
membership to European Union and the harmonization process.
Turkish policies and practices towards refugees have always included both
humanitarian and security concerns; the policies do not originated only from
security concerns that humanitarian subordinates to it. The historical evidence
presented in the second chapter shows us Turkey’s humanitarian perspectives as
well as security concerns. Nowadays, Turkey is adopting a new policy with the
prospect of European Union membership. The new policy will mainly be
characterised by the alignment of Turkish policies with European Union Common
Asylum Policy. In this respect, the European Union will be an initiator and a
catalyst to create more humanitarian environment for refugee regime in Turkey.
However, there is a potential for Turkish asylum policies to be more restrictive
towards asylum seekers, since restrictive policies are the characteristic of European
Common Asylum Policy.
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CONCLUSION
The prospect of Turkish membership to the European Union will certainly provide a
better situation for refugees in Turkey. There will be a compromise between ever
lasted security oriented nation state perspective of Turkey and the humanitarian
concerns and a compromise between Turkey and the EU in transfer of sovereignty.
However, during this process Turkey should seriously consider several risk factors
including the readmission agreements with the EU states and the burden sharing;
which has recently changed into the responsibility sharing mechanism.
The negotiations between Turkey and the European Union started on 3 October
2005 and it is estimated that it might take at least 10 years to be completed.
Furthermore, historically there have been concerns in respect of Turkey’s full
membership and even proposals including ‘privileged partnership’ has been stated;
which shows that the accession partnership process will be a long road for Turkey
towards the European Union membership. On the Turkish side, there are strong
debates about the actual intentions of the EU to accept Turkey as a member and
speculations on whether the negotiations would stuck or result in another
compromise rather than the full membership. But whatever the outcome, there
would be a compromise between the security oriented perception of Turkey and
liberal perception in favour of both the refugees and the citizens of Turkey in a
humanitarian dimension.
Because of the events and reasons stated in chapter 4, western European states
prepared the 1967 Protocol. Referring to this Protocol, Western European states
abolished the geographical limitation; however, the main reason to cease the
geographical limitation for European states was originated from economic
concerns. Due to the lack of manpower to suffice the demand for the rapid
industrial and economic growth in their states, western European states have
abolished the time and geographical limitations together with the 1967 Protocol
Related to the Status of Refugees in order to accept the refugees outside the scope
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abolished the time and geographical limitations together with the 1967 Protocol
Related to the Status of Refugees in order to accept the refugees outside the scope
of these limitations. The reasoning to cease the geographical limitation is originated
from the nation state point of view; not the liberal perception with humanitarian
concerns.
All in all, none of the EU member states has the geographical limitation today; and
therefore the EU legal system, namely the acqui does not harbour the geographical
limitation. Within this context Turkey has to harmonize the EU acqui into its own
legislative system in order to be a full member of EU. This has been both stated in
the Preaccession Protocol and in the following documents; .
Although EU has become a crucial catalyst in order to lift the geographical
limitation, Turkey has already been under serious international pressure regarding
this issue. There have been criticisms by international organizations and various
NGOs in respect of Turkey’s reluctance and unwillingness to change this
implementation. The drawbacks were constantly being stated in different refugee
flows and crises; thus the geographical limitation became a problem for Turkey
before the EU accession process. Because of this, Turkey has started to work with
UNHCR in cooperation to deal with the refugee crisis within her territories; long
before the EU membership negotiations started. Although this cooperation had
halted for a short time after the November 1994 Regulation, the cooperation started
even more closely in 1997. Turkey agreed to cooperate with UNHCR as well as
other international organizations and various NGOs before the preaccession process
started in 1999. Turkey granted UNHCR the responsibility to perform the status
determination process and agreed to take training from UNHCR to his officials
ranging from gendarmerie of military forces, officials of police forces to lawyers of
the state and the officials of Ministries of Foreign Affairs and Internal Affairs and
furthermore encouraged local NGOs to do so. This process has all being started
before 1999. However, Turkey never made concession in respect of geographical
limitation since it was a major security problem and kept it as the main factor to
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shape its asylum policies. This explains the question of importance of geographical
limitation for Turkey.
Not only the demand from the EU, but the common asylum and migration policy of
the EU constituted and relevant acqui came into force starting from May 2004,
which creates an obligation for Turkey to harmonize her legislation. After this time,
Turkey has to align their policies with respect to European Union’s. And of course,
one of the main demands of the EU from is to lift the geographical limitation;
because none of the EU states has it and therefore the common policy and the acqui
of EU does not contain it. Therefore, Turkey has to make necessary arrangements as
soon as possible.
The existing pressure of migration on Turkey is more than the pressure in European
Union; particularly concerning the illegal migration. The high numbers Turkey
already faces might increase with the abolishing of geographical limitation and in a
situation of crisis and the pressure of migration would increase. The present
numbers are already high; and although there is no crisis at present, there is a very
high illegal entry into Turkey. Turkey has problems regarding the separation of
illegal migrants from asylum seekers. The sensitivity of Turkey towards
readmission agreements originates from these concerns, which are a security
problem for Turkey. In addition, Turkey faces technical and financial problems to
cope with the migration pressure. On top of this, when Turkey become a part of the
EU territory in the future, she will become a country of destination, especially for
illegal migrants, and in mass influxes. Therefore, the burden sharing notion is
extremely important for Turkey and in this respect a fair burden sharing mechanism
must be established between EU and Turkey. There have been historical examples
presenting the burden sharing as problematic issue between EU and Turkey. During
all the previous mass influxes, Turkey has not received adequate support from
European Union.
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There may be three future projections that can be derived concerning the situation
of asylum in Turkey. First one is related to Turkey’s full membership to the EU and
its consequences on Turkey’s asylum and immigration system and policies. The two
other projections are based on other possible situations rather than full membership.
First of all, if the application of Turkey to a long desired membership to the
European Union is accepted without any restrictions, such as the ‘privileged
partnership’ that has been discussed among EU states lately. Turkey fulfils her
commitments in the National Action Plan of 2005 and creates a full scale
operational asylum system. Furthermore, Turkey introduces a strongly guarded
border control system, especially on the eastern and south eastern borders. Turkey
and the EU develop a fair and well functioning burden sharing mechanism.
Considering the mass influxes, this mechanism serves as a crucial assistance to
Turkey in times of crises. Turkey also reduces the illegal migration flows by
increased

border

controls

and

readmission

agreements,

especially

with

neighbouring countries. Inevitably, Turkey also lifts the geographical limitation.
The international pressure and the pressure from the EU would decrease. Turkey
would align her policies with the EU’s, which would bring more restrictive policies
towards asylum seekers. The asylum applications would fall because Turkey would
no more be a ‘waiting room’ for resettlement to a third country. There would be the
pressure of the illegal migrations on Turkey, since the asylum seekers would try to
use Turkey as a transit country to reach other European states, but the border
controls would keep this pressure under control and decrease it.
However, in this projection, Turkey has to negotiate certain elements very clearly
such as the burden sharing mechanism. In the crises before, like in the Gulf War of
1991, the European Union states did not give assistance to Turkey. Furthermore,
they have increased restrictions in order to avoid receiving asylum seekers. During
the EU membership negotiations, Turkey has to create a fair burden sharing
mechanism with the EU. The other point is the legal penalties for human smugglers
and illegal migrants. This is actually not a part of negotiations, but Turkey should
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be careful on decisions taken on the issue. In Hungary, the detention time for illegal
migrants can be up to one year. This is clearly a discouraging implementation to
prevent illegal migration flows. Therefore, the penalties for illegal migration and
human smuggling should be increased. Another point to be negotiated is the
funding on creation of the asylum system. It is clear that Turkey has limited
resources to accomplish the commitments she has stated in the National Action
Plan. Therefore, a fair and realistic assistance should be negotiated between the EU
and Turkey. Fund can be allocated from the European Refugee Fund. The other
important issue is to create a close border control. Turkey stands on an important
geopolitical area, bordering to instable and potentially instable regions, is a big
country with long sea borders and has serious problems to guard her borders.
Therefore the importance of strengthening the control on these borders would
decrease the international pressure and the pressure from the EU on Turkey. Finally
the decision to lift the geographical limitation is tied to the outcome of the
European Union membership negotiations, as it has been stated in the National
Action Plan.
The second projection is based on a situation in which the membership to the EU is
not realized. In this case, Turkey might not lift the geographical limitation, since
she does not have an obligation to lift within the international legislation. Turkey
may create an asylum system until 2012 as stated in the National Action Plan and
decrease the international pressure upon her. Consequently, Turkey might increase
the border controls to combat illegal migration. In addition, with the readmission
agreements signed with third countries and the increased legal penalties, Turkey
might develop a better response and strengthens her ground against illegal
migration. However, on the situations of crises Turkey has to confront the mass
influxes alone, just like in her previous experiences.
The last scenario is based on the Turkey’s acceptance to the EU as a member but
with restrictions; such as the privileged partnership that has been heavily discussed
in European states until a few days before the negotiations started officially on 3
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October 2005. In this projection, Turkey creates an asylum system until 2012, signs
the readmission agreements with third countries, increase border controls and
introduce increased legal penalties regarding illegal migration. However, in Turkey
might request flexibility in her policies to some degree; such as implementing a
more flexible visa policy towards her neighbouring states. The scope of such policy
might range from maintaining the current situation, to create a more restrictive
policy towards the region. Regarding the mass influxes, Turkey might receive
assistance from the EU within the scope of burden sharing mechanism created
through the negotiations. In this case, Turkey might lift the geographical limitation,
and decrease both the international pressure and the pressure from the EU upon her.
The asylum applications might rise in the beginning; however, Turkey might prefer
adopt the common trend among Europe and decrease the acceptance rate, maybe
even below 10 percent or less than five percent, like in most of the new members of
EU and in Greece. It is important to state that the acceptance rate of asylum seekers
in Greece in 2003 and 2004 was less than 1 percent. If Turkey adopts a restrictive
visa policy towards the neighbouring countries and the third countries, it might
generate a difficult environment for asylum seekers to enter Turkish territories. In
this case, the asylum applications will gradually decrease.
Whatever the outcome of the membership negotiations, Turkey has to be careful on
certain points for the future. These points can be summarized as the funding of the
asylum system to be created in Turkey, the burden sharing mechanism with the EU,
the increased border guarding, the increased legal penalties to be implemented, and
the policy to be adopted regarding the acceptance of asylum seekers cases.
Turkish policies and practices towards refugees have always included both
humanitarian and security concerns; the policies do not originated only from
security concerns that humanitarian subordinates to it. However, the security
dimension of events is very important for Turkey. In this respect, the European
Union will be an initiator and a catalyst for Turkey’s shifting attitude to refugees
more humanitarian.
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